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Poor meeting 
attendance by 
student leaders 
also under review 
By Janine A. Harper 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
If Jeanette Johnson. Ans and 
Sciences student council president, 
ha, her way. Mudents will not be the 
only ones receiving bad grades this 
semester. 
At this week\ General Assem-
bly meeting, Johnson presented a 
proli:ssor evaluation system. \\ hich 
was put togethcr by hcr and the res t 
or thc counci I. 
"Each school would hi1ve to 
dc,ign an evaluatjon 10 mei.'l their 
1mhvidual needs," Johnson said. 
Recogni.ring the f.tults of past 
evaluations. she offered solu11ons 
to make the information more 
effective. 
"\Ve need a way to make the 
evaluations more 'reader friend-
ly,'" said Johnson. who managed to 
secure Howard Universi ty Student 
Association's promise for funds for 
the project. 
The evaluations will be handed 
out b<:fore the end o·f this semester 
and tallied and available for distri-
hution in time for Spring 1997 reg-
istration. 
llie profess(>!' e, aluations. based 
on a model done by University of 
Maryland students. will provide 
Howard students with an at-a-
glance reference 10 choosing the 
best professors. 
Professor, are not the only ones 
\\ ho will be called to task abom 
meeting expectations. 
Attendance the meetings is a 
problem applicable to elected stu-
dent leaders. according 10 HUSA 
Pre,ident Vincent Jacques. 
1\venty-two student leaders 
were present out of more than 40 
elected representatives at the 
Wednesday meeting. 
No representatives from the 
School of Div111i1y. Graduate 
School of Businesi.. Graduate Stu-
dent Assembl)', the Law School 
and the School of Social \Vork 
were present for the announcement 
that five 10 :.ix panels have been 
chosen for the implementation of 
President H. Patrick Swvgert 's 
''Stratel?ic Framework for Action" 
or the 'announcement of HUSA's 
involvement in today\ Toxaco boy-
cott rally. 
The Policy Board meeting, 
which took p lace earlier th'is 
month. also suffered from low 
attendance, Jacques said. No rep-
resentatives were present from the 
Undergraduate Student Assembly 
or Arcnitecture Student Council. 
Communications Student Coun-
ci l, Graduate Business S tudent 
Council. Medicine Student Coun-
cil and Social \Vork Student Coun-
cil were present for the board meet-
ing. updating the members on 
HUSA concerns, town hall meet-
ings and elections. 
Please see MEETING, A3. 
Archbishop Tutu 
at the Mecca 
Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu delivers a thought-provoking sermon at Cramton Auditorium on 
Sunday. 
Tutu delivers mesage 
of thanks, inspiration 
By Awanya Deneace Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
He stood all of 5 feet 3 inches 
tall. But though small in stature. 
he has a reputation for having a 
big heart and great love for his 
people and his country. That being 
the case. people throughout the 
District. 1 £award students includ-
ed, filled Cramton Auditorium on 
Sunda:i, to get a !!lance of South 
African Archbishop Desmond 
Mpilo Tutu. 
The present chairman of the 
'Truth and Reconciliation Com-
miuee of South Africa came 10 
Howard to thank African Ameri-
cans for their support in helping 
South Africa eradicate its prob-
lems with apartheid. 
"Our victory is your victory," 
Tutu said. "You have empowered 
us in some of our darkest 
moments." 
During his speech. the 1984 
Nobel Peace Pri,e winner reflect-
ed on his experiences in South 
Africa when the hatred and mali-
cious acts of apartheid destroyed 
and killed many Africans. 
Tutu told the s tory of a young 
Black attorney whose head was 
blown off after opening a package 
containing a bomb. 
Tutu afso spoke about the way 
Blacks were given e lectrical 
shocks by their oppressors as a 
form of torture. Many others were 
placed on land mines and killed 
when the mines detonated. 
In lluu 's desperate search to 
help his people escape apartheid 
a t rocities. he asked African 
Americans to lend their support. 
Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
shares his Joy and Qratltude 
with the Howard University 
community. 
The response, according to Tutu, 
was inspirational. 
"l came and asked for your 
help, you gave, and today we are 
free," an enthused Tutu said. "Our 
mouths arc full of laughter. The 
Lord has done great things for 
us.,' 
Though African Americans 
were helpfu l in abolishing 
apartheid. the Archbishop said if 
tfiai if they increased thetr politi-
cal power in the United States, 
they would be able to have more 
say in how Blacks are treated 
nationally and globally. 
·'African Americans have the 
same potential to lobby for South 
Africa." Tutu said. "Enlist your 
support:· 
Tutu also mentioned other 
countries that African Americans 
can help: Somalia, Rwanda and 
Middle Eastern countries. 
\Vhi te South Africans, Tutu 
said. have a sense of serenity and 
relief since the abolishment or 
apartheid. 
"We are free. White South 
Africans.'' said Tutu, imitating 
\Vhite South Africans. ''I \Ve J are 
no longer l?ariahs." 
Tutu srud it is important for 
people of all colors. creeds and 
cultures to understand that "each 
one of us are created in the image 
of God." 
"Even if you're stumpy like 
me." Tutu joked. "remember you 
are a V.S.P. - a very special per-
son.H 
Mant spectators were inspired 
by Tutus speech. 
"Now I want to go into the 
community and work that much 
harder to _promote harmony in the 
commun11y," said Braeden Trot-
man, a senior marketing major. 
Tutu, according to Howard's 
Dean of Chapel Bernard Richard-
son. is "a prisoner or hope:· 
The TRC, for which 1\1tu 
serves as chairman, is responsible 
for investigatinl! crimes commit-
ted during apartheid. 
In addition to this position. 
Tutu is also the chancellor for the 
University of the Western Cape. 
In 1984, Tutu was awarded a 
doctorate of humane le11ers from 
Howard. 
Four stars 
Dining 
• service 
gets top 
rating 
By Fatima L. Hall 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In a recent suney of dietary and 
vegetarian menus on college cam-
puses. Howard University Dining 
Services ranked l 1th in the nation, 
topping some oft he country's most 
prestigious institutions for good 
cats. 
The study. conducted by the 
Physicians Commiuec For Respon-
sible Medicine, involved a com-
prehcnsive analysis of the variety 
and number of low-fat and vege-
tarian foods served at breakfast and 
dinner. 
"Howard has an excellent vari-
ety of healthy opt ions, and therefore 
their food service department was 
ranked surprisingly higher than 
some of the larger universities," 
said Ka thy Savory. a PCRM 
spokeswoman. 
Managers of food service at the 
contacted universities were 
required 10 send a sample copy of 
their menus to PCRM. 
1l1c committee then selected the 
schools that would undergo a more 
in-depth analysis requiring inter-
views with food service managers 
to detail specialty features, such as 
salad and pasta bars. 
Duke Uruversity topped the list 
while Georgetown Univcrsit} 
ranked 14th. Howard also ranked 
higher than Yale. Harvard and 
Johns Hopk.i,ps universities. 
"We pai,iJlose attention to what 
the students had to say about their 
dining experience.'' said Dining 
Services Director Veronica Cruick-
shank. "As the eating habits of the 
students change. it is our responsi-
bi Ii ty to accommodate them. 
Howard students are very vocal and 
constructive, which makes it easi-
er for us to come to a happy medi-
um. \Ve will continue to upgrade 
our level of service because we 
want the students to know that they 
are our guests.'' 
Under Cruickshank 's direction, 
din ing service managers are 
required to evaluate at least IO stu-
dents' comments per day. 
The new ice cream facility is 
one feature implemented because of 
student requests. 
Ihsan Christ ie said the dining 
center, bener known by students as 
"the cafc.'' has improved since he 
came to Howard four years ago. 
·'The food has changed for the 
belier. You get more of a variety,'' 
Christie said. "When I first came in 
1992. there would be pork and beef 
entrees. but nothing for vegetarians. 
1 came before there was a waffle bar 
or grill entrees. So, students defi-
nitely have it better." 
A selection of bars rotates 
throughout the week with pasta, 
tacos, baked potatoes or vegetarian 
choices. Cholesterol-free foods or 
vegetarian specials are served daily. 
Students can choose from vegetar-
ian burgers and an 18-item salad 
Please see FOOD, A3. 
Texaco settlenient does not satisfy com.m.unity 
By Keya Graves 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Something unusual happened 
Friday night when Dai llo Sumbry, 
a student at the University of the 
District ofColumbiu, pulled his car 
into the Texaco gas sta tion 0 11 
Georgia Avenue and W Street for a 
refill. 
''Pull out or there," a husky voice 
commanded through a bull horn. 
''Arc you an Uncle Tom? Black 
man. don't punk out on us. We must 
come together and bo) coll Thxaco," 
said Malik Shabaz,. a local activist. 
Shabazz is leading a boycott 
against the non-Black-owned gas 
stat ion. located in the Howard-
Shaw neighborhood. 
News of a lawsuit fi led in 1994 
by six black workers at Texaco Inc. 
precipitated the boyco11. Several 
employees claimed the.i, were over-
look ed for promotions. while a 
recently discovered tape revealed 
Whi te executives referr ing to 
African-American employees as 
" niggers" and "black jelly beans: • 
The company has settled the suit 
out of court for $ 176. 1 million, the 
largest racial d iscr iminat ion scllle-
menl in history. 
As part or the settlement. Texa-
co has created a$ 115 mill ion fund 
to be di~tributed to current and for-
mer nonsuperv isory Afr ican-
American employees. 
Current employees will a lso 
receive a IO percent increase in 
their salaries from a $26 million 
fund that wi ll administer raises for 
five years. 
But the seu lcmcnt fa iled to 
appease protesters. 
"Shut the racist down - boycott 
Tuxaco," protesters chanted as peo-
pie blared loud car horns in front of 
the station. 
Sumbry said he was unaware of 
the company's racist statements 
until the rallX-
"I haven l been watching the 
news lately," he said. "The rally 
made me aware of the statements. 
That is why I had to park my car 
and join in so our voice can be 
heard." 
Sumbry stood wi th other pro-
teMers, a majority of them I Iowa rd 
students. 
"Sometimes we forget what is 
going on outside of Howard Uni-
ven,it y, because we get so caught up 
in our day-to-clay activi ties. We 
must get more involved in situa-
tions that affect change and this 
protest is a good start," said HUSA 
Vice President Jan ia Richardson, 
who also attended the rally. 
Despite dozens of people rally-
Photo by Rashida Harrington 
Local activists protest raclal discrimination in front of the 
Georgia Ave. Texaco gas station. 
ing in front of the gas station, inde-
pendent Texaco owner Mahumad 
Najam said he was not los ing any 
business. 
"\Ve treat our customers with 
respect, and most or them know that 
Please see TEXACO, A3. 
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Forun1 highlights Islamic Awareness Week 
Howard students' aims to educate the natio 
role as leaders . 
By Anna French 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
More than 60 students and people 
from the Howard community 
packed the Meridian Hill Hall 
Reading Room 10 hear campus 
leaders such as President H. Patrick 
Swygert and HUSA Vice President 
Jania Richardson rouse students for 
community and college activism. 
"Each of you needs to think 
deeply and seriously about your 
own ability to affect change and 
assert leadership," Swygert said at 
the forum Tuesday night. 
"There are thousands of colleges 
in the U.S. who could seek to 
duplicate what Howard has done. 
But tliey haven't," Swygert said. 
More than IO speakers 
representing several university 
_ organizations came together to 
impress on the student body the 
importance of taking a leadership 
role in the community and to make 
Nik Eames and Jonathan Hutto, 
recently elected members of the 
Advisory Neighborhood 
Commission, a committee of local 
mediators between City Council 
members and District residents, 
said that District politics should be 
on the mind of everyone in the 
Howard community. 
"If you are here for five or six 
years, D.C. does affect you," said 
Eames, the !BOS neighborhood 
representative. "You pay tbe city. 
Stop and ask yourself where the 
money is going." 
Presently Eames and Hutto said 
they are fighting legislation that 
would create high rates for parking 
and a zoning law that would 
prohibit more than three unrelated 
people from living with each other. 
Both of these would have a major 
effect on Washington, D. C., college 
students. 
Hutto, the representative for area 
IB06, which includes Cooke Hall, 
Drew Hall and Howard Manor 
students aware~--------------, 
"I was a concerned student. 
and I wanted to ,nake a con-
tribution to the school and 
organize so,nething that 
would ,nake students want 
to get motivated." 
apartments, 
said the 
10,000-
of all of the 
opportunities 
that arc 
available to 
them to do just 
that. 
Citing 
examples from 
his own lifetime, 
- Carl Midd leton, 
student organizer. S w y g e r t ,._ ____________ _ 
illustrated that 
motivation is a large part in seeking 
out a tole that also requires intellect 
and endurance. 
person 
student body 
is a "sleeping 
giant" that 
needs to be 
represented at 
the polls. 
S t e v e 
By Bishop Chui 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Carnegie Hall, the small 
educational building across from 
Rankin Chapel, can be easily 
overlooked on a walk through 
campus. 
Although the modest building 
has been on Howard's campus for 
more than 60 years, many Howard 
students do not know where it is or 
have never been inside the 
building. The Muslim Students of 
Howard University say that is the 
same kind of unfamiliarity that 
surrounds Islam. 
To remedy the situation, Muslim 
student organizations nationwide 
have begun lslamic Awareness 
\Veek, a program designed to 
introduce people to Islam. 
Islamic Awareness Week started 
Sunday, Nov. 17 and will conclude 
this Sunday. 
'·[The main focus] is to educate 
the community about Islam. to 
clarify existing misconceptions 
and to call people to the oneness of 
the Creator," said Hisham 
Mahmoud, president of MSHU. 
The theme of this year's program 
"Islam: The Perfect Way,'' a belief 
Mahmoud said sums up the power 
of the fastest-growing religion in 
the United States. 
"There is no way of life that will 
destroy all of the social ills of any 
society except Islam,'' Mahmoud 
said. 
Guest speakers gave seminars all passersby and cu nous 
week as part of the exposition. students. The display 
Speakers invited to the programs contains a collection of 
included Johari Abdul Malik, posters of Islamic holy sites, 
Howard University's Muslim Islamic literature and 
chaplain, Mahdi Bray of the bulletins that highlight 
National Muslim Political Action Is lamic Awareness Week. 
Comminee and Howard University Programs this week began 
alumnus Omar Ewing. with an explanation of the 
"All over America, lslamic "Five Pillars of Islam," five 
Awareness Week is going on principles that make up the 
because there are so many core belief of Muslims, -..,-
distortions about Islamic beliefs followed by speakers 
and practices," said Abdul Alim approaching varying topics 
Musa, an Tmam (Muslim leader), such as ·"A lesson in 
from Southeast D.C., at Monday's Manhood: Crisis of Manhood 
program titled "What the Muslims in Our Community," and 
Do and Do Not Believe." "Understanding the Qur'an." 
"We haven't abandoned Jesus:· "I've always felt that f didn't 
Musa said. "We have a higher know as much as T needed to 
undcrstandi ng, respect and know about Islam. I think he 
appreciation for Jesus." [Musa 1 had a good speech,'' 
Mahmoud said he hoped to said Aisha Massac, a 
address polytheistic, chauvinistic freshman from Washington. 
and racil>t beliefs people often D.C., who attended the 
acquaint with Islam and bring a program Monday. " He 
new level of understanding to t0uched on the poims that 
Photo by Rashida 
Hlsham Mahmoud speaks at a pr 
recognition of Muslims Awareness 
campus about the religion. needed to be touched on 
"Some of the existing about Is lam." 
misconceptions are that God is a Shahid An-Nur, a freshman 
man, that He came as a man, and Muslim student from Atlanta, said 
that Islam excludes or the program was helpful in 
discriminates against Europeans," showing the similarities between 
Mahmoud said. "Islam recognizes Islam and other world religions. 
that there is good in every race and "Islam is not too different from 
that there is evil in every race." what [Christians] believe," An-
ln preparation for Islamic Nur said. "It's not a sect or a cult. 
Awareness Week. MSHU put It's a major way of life" 
together a display in the Howard "Islam is new to me. That's why 
University Undergraduate Library I wanted to get a feel for it," said 
showcase to grab the attention of freshman Rafik Harris of Raleigh, 
'Separate but equal' 
N.C. 'Tm a young Christi 
J'm open. I really won·1 knOII 
I go to the rest of them IP!'Og!j 
this week." 
All of the Islamic AwMQ · 
Week programs are being Id 
the students' mosque ic 
Carnegie building. Classes t 
Is lam are held every Sc 
between 2 and 4 p.m .. Ml 
meeL~ every Fnday for a ~ 
address and prayer from I 
until 2 p.m. 
He said he believes that today's 
generation should be contributing 
more to its communities because 
they are more informed and have 
more resources than those that were 
available to his generation. 
Favors, vice-
president of student affairs, was on 
hand to let s tudents know of 
renovations the Univers ity is 
making, including steps to reopen 
Crandall and Truth Halls in Tubman 
Quadrangle. 
Favors said facilities on campus 
need 10 be reviewed, including 
steps to quell problems such as 
excess off-campus party posters on 
trees and buildings. 
Scholars nationwide revisit Plessy vs. Ferguson 
It was for these reasons that Carl 
Middleton, a third-year student in 
Meridian, organized the three-hour 
meeting. 
"J was a concerned student, and I 
wanted to make a contribution to 
the school and organize something 
that would make students want to 
get motivated," Middleton said. 
Shawn Jones, the undergraduate 
trustee, told students why she got 
involved and what being a part of 
Howard's legacy of leadership 
means 10 her. 
"I wanted to join the Board of 
Trustees not just to meet people. but 
to make some type of policy 
change, to impact how Howard will 
be 20 or 30 years down the road," 
said the junior politJcal-science and 
economics major. 
Students applauded Middleton·s 
efforts to create an opportunity for 
students to come face to face with 
Howard's administration in an open 
discussion. 
"I am much more informed now 
after this meeting," said Remi 
Allen, a freshman from Boston. ··1 
didn't realize how much l took for 
granted: all of the money and effort 
that is put into making the students' 
lives easier:· 
Tuege Barros, a political science 
major, also said she left the meeting 
knowing more about Howard's 
student organizations than she had 
before. "l was interested in joining 
an organization that focused on the 
community," Barros said. 
. Jnteres.ted in writing for 
·the ··Campus Page··.·. 
· · · contact Reggie at··:. 
♦ 806-6866. 
AO\'ERflSEMEPiT 
. HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
By Lisa Prince 
Hilltop S taff Writer 
In 1896, signs above different 
railway car doors echoed the 
opinion of the Supreme Court: 
Coloreds and Whiles. 
In Washington, judges stated it 
more eloquently: •· ... all railway 
companies carrying passengers in 
their coaches in this State, shall 
provide equal but separate 
accommodations for White and 
colored races." 
The Supreme Court ruling was 
passed after Homer Adolph Plessy 
bought a first class railroad ticket in 
New Orleans in 1892. Plessy, who 
was one-eighth Black, was carted 
off the train and arrested for 
breaking the Louisiana Rai I Car 
Act. 
The 1896 ruling on the state 
segregatiou law for railroads 
gave license for state and local 
governments to implement similar 
statutes nationwide. 
In a conference titled "Plessy vs. 
Ferguson: Revisited Historical and 
Contemporary Perspectives•· held 
in the Armour J. Blackburn Center 
last week, Howard University 
scholars paid homage to civil rights 
pioneers who fought to dismantle 
segregation. 
Scholars such as Howard alumna 
Janice Sumler-Edmond, a professor 
at Clark Atlanta University, and 
researchers and lawyers from the 
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U.S. Civil Rights Commission 
discussed the wider implications 
of the Plessy decision and the 
effects of the decision on life today. 
'The purpose of this revisiting 
was to acknowledge the history of 
Plessy. how litigators handled the 
case and its evolution over the past 
l 00 years," said Arnold Toylor, a 
Howard history professor and 
conference chairman. 
in 1984 by Charles Lofton in honor 
of his brother, Williston Lofton. 
who taught at Howard University 
for 37 years. 
The fund annually awards 
scholarships to students pursuing 
degrees in United States history 
and Latin American/Caribbean 
history. 
The Office of the President, the 
Office of the Vice President for 
"Harvard and Tulane have had conferences, but we 
wanted Howard to take part and acknowledge the 
legacy. For historians and legal scholars, this is a 
very important and controversial issue." 
-Emory Tolbert, chairnian of 
the history department. 
"This separate but equal issue 
went beyond the bus transportation 
and seeped into every aspect of life 
like a virus," said Clayborne 
Carson. a Stanford Un iversity 
professor who presented a paper 
on multiracial democracy. 
Carson said the conference can 
help quell what he sees as a 
growing disdain for politics and 
law by the wider public. 
"I think this is a start in explaining 
the despair. how 10 overcome it and 
how to begin toward a new positive 
political way of thinking," Carson 
said. 
The conference is the first in a 
series of events to be sponsored by 
the Lofton Fellowship Fund, started 
Academic Affairs and the College 
of Arts and Sciences also co-
sponsored the event. 
The I 00-year commemoration 
also honored those who played a 
his torical role in dismantling the 
syslem including: Oliver Hill, an 
alumnus of Howard law school and 
the firs t African American elected 
to the Richmond City Council; 
James M. Nabrit Jr., the second 
African-American president of 
Howard University; and Dovey 
Round tree, the founding partner of 
the Washington firm of Roundtree, 
Knox, Hunter and Parker, who 
served 29 years on the General 
Council of the National Council of 
Negro Women. 
Corrections 
The two-day affair also iix 
Jack Greenberg. who suet 
Thurgood MarshaJJ as the h:.I 
the Legal Defense Fund; Rm 
Carter, one of the major plai, 
preparing the Brown vs. the E 
of Education of Topeka ca11 
Julian R. Dugas. who sel'\' .. 
general assistant to the mi. 
special assistant to the pre,ii 
Howard University. 
K wes1 Frazier, a junior m 
m biology. lauded the cool 
for its attempt to 1nvoh. 
younger gt'neration. 
"The speakers and many ULI. 
member.. lived through thee: 
were just revisiting;· FrnZJer 
"They understand all the em. 
aspects of the case and allO'I> .. 
younger generation to fee I 
understand what they had 
fighting for years." 
According to Emor) Tu· 
chairman of the history dep:l!l 
there have been SCI 
commemorations at 
universities, but no histon .. 
Black universities or collegei 
participated in the 10'} 
anniversary of Plessy vs. Feq-. 
until Howard's ceremonies. 
" Harvard and Tulane ha1( 
conferences. but we 11.-
Howard to take part 
acknowledge the legacy," 1 
said. "For historians and 
scholars, this is a very imi» 
and controversial issue." 
-An article in the International section of Inst week's Hilltop incorrectly quoted Kanfitine Lare-Lanto111el 
saying, "This is a system that has been established for years or centuries and that hasn' t helped Haiti. NO\\ ' 
you let these international operations go in, they do not do anything but keep this [bad working conditions)u; 
Lare-Lantoinc was also incorrectly quoted as saying "Now what are you [US. government] doing? This ii 
something you have to deal witl1." 
Lare-Lantoine actually said: 'This system [bad working conditions] has been going on for years and that 
hasn't helped Haiti. Now, if you let these international corporations go in, they do not do anything but keept 
situation up." Lare-Lantoine asked Haitian Students Association President Will Andre, "Now what are Haio» 
doing about this? This is something you have to deal with. If Haiti gets better working conditions, corp<lflllir 
that come in will have 10 respect Haitian workers and pay them the salary they deserve." 
Larc-Lantoine, who said he directed all his questions to Andre, not the US. government. said "I never met. 
the U.S. government in any way and at any time.'' 
- An article in the Campus section of last week's Hilltop incorrectly said student rc:,resentativcs' reqtJejtil 
security guards posted in every dorm 24 hours a day were answered by Vice President of Student Affairs Sit' 
Favors. These requests were actually answered by Campus Police Chief Lawrence Dawson. 
The article also said the measure would cost the University a $2,500 startup fee. The cost is actually $2.50.1 
per day for each dormitory. 
The article also mentioned that students must now present IDs before entering the College of Fine Ansaf. 
School of Communications after hours. That measure is not currently in effect. 
The Hilltop regrets the errors . 
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iaSrown and Kathy Woolbright have won Capitol Hill fellowships. 
THE HILLTOP A3 
PUS PLUS 
Students hope congressional 
fellowships will help futures • 
By Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lwo Howard studenLS have won the opportunity to help create legisla-
tive policies with the politicians on Capitol Hill through a fellowship pro-
gram. Alicia Brown, a graduate student in the Department of Psycholo-
gy and Kathy Woolbright, another graduate student in the Department of 
Sqciology. are recipients of the Congressional Fellowships from the 
Women's Research and Education Institute. 
Fellows are given the opportunity to work on Capitol Hill under the direc-
tion of a congressional representative. They are granted $11,500 for liv-
ing expenses. 
Once placed in the program, fellows are assigned a mix of legislative 
responsibilities, including covering a contemporary issue. Then they are 
put in charge of briefing the congressional member to which they are 
assigned. They may also become a member of various organizations and 
coalitions on the Hill. 
Brown was particularly interested in the congressional fellowship 
because she wanted the chance to shape policies that benefit women. She 
said she hopes to learn how to turn research into policy so that she may 
use it to her advantage. 
"This is a big adjustment, but I feel a sense of privilege being able to 
work on issues like the Higher Education Act, that will affect many his-
torically Black universities," Brown said. 
As an assistant to Congressional Rep. Bobby Scon. Brown is doing 
research on the Higher Education Act. The education act, which funds sev-
eral HBCUs, is currently up for reauthorization and is in danger of being 
cut or eliminated. Brown's job is to gather information in favor of keep-
ing the fund, which is responsible for books, Internet services and the con-
struction of labs at many HBCUs. 
Brown also has an interest in the impact of homelessness on women and 
children. She has worked for a homeless shelter and Persons 1n Need of 
Assistance, a group home for delinquent adolescent females. She was also 
a member of Each One Thach One, a tutoring program for children at Gage-
Eckington Elementary School. 
"Working on the Hill is still new for me and a lot different than acade-
mia, but I enjoy Lhe experience," Brown said. 
Brown's work also includes doing some major research on HTV preven-
tion in adolescents. She said she believes her work on the Hill wilJ give 
her an idea of how to get her own research in the hands of policymakers. 
Woolbright purposely sought out schools in the Washington area because 
she was interested in gaining experience in public policy. She said she 
hopes 10 use her knowledge of research theory 10 affect puhlic policy. 
Because of personal experiences as a youth, \Voolbright's specific inter-
est is poverty and hunger. She worked for RESULTS, a grassroots lobby 
on hunger and poverty. The organization has chapters around the world 
that try to alleviate world hunger and poverty. 
"It was touching 10 see how people live through the odds, a very awak-
ening experience," Woolbright said of her work with RESULTS. 
Woolbright chose to work with Congressional Rep. Tony Hall because 
of his work with hunger and poverty for the last twenty years. Her con-
gressional project is Beyond Welfare, where she will be helping to find a 
solution for after welfare reform, specifically finding safety nets for 
mothers after their welfare runs out. 
"Hopefully l will have an impact on the changes [President Clinton] will 
make," Woolbright said. 
Woolbright said she will benefit from being associated with WREI 
because of the doors it will open. She would eventually like to do a research 
project on the effect poverty has on many different aspects of life, espe-
cially the effects on children. Her ultimate goal. she said. is to learn enough 
about Capitol Hill to pursue a career in the political arena, possibly in her 
hometown of Crockett, Tuxas. 
Fellows will have the chance to share their experiences formally with 
other fellows and WREI members near the end of their yearlong fellow-
ship. They will be able to conduct a meeting and invite their own guest 
speakers. 
\ttorney General Janet Reno to speak at lavv school 
By Linda P. Lee 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
\month. Howard University law ,1udents get an opportunity to 
»a wide range of legal issues with prom1ncn1 people in the legal 
NIOO as part of the school's Dean Lecture Series. This month. the 
i has invited Attorney General Janet Reno. who will speak 
.!ii, Nov. 25 at 12:00 p.m .. in the Moot Court Room on the law 
t"'r,:l. 
~Dean's Lecture Series was designed 10 engage the budding lawyers 
,:ilogue about current issues facing them and overriding policies 
·~g lhe legal profession," said Alice Gresham Bullock. dean of the 
dx,ol. 
twd the monthly series encourages students to ask questions and 
exposes them to the different perspectives of invited guests. "Each 
speaker is given free range to address any issue that he or she chooses. 
and for this reason, the series is generally closed 10 the press so that 
speakers are not inhibited in any way,'' BulJock said. 
Bullock also stated that organizers generally do not know beforehand 
what an invited guest may bring to the forum. but BulJock said she expects 
Reno, in the wake of California's recent enactment of its civil rights 
initiative, to address affirmative action policies. 
"Janet Reno was invited because she is the leading lawyer for the United 
States, ... [she] makes final decisions on all things litigated and not 
litigated in federal government," Bullock said. "We expect her 10 give 
broad insight into legal issues which affect social and political policy 
today." 
Janet Reno was sworn in by President Clinton in March of 1993 as the 
nation's 78th attorney general. Before serving in this post. Reno was the 
state attorney for Dade County. Fla., a position to which she was re-elected 
five times. Prior to her state attorney position. Reno was a partner in a 
Miami-based law firm and a staff director of the Florida House of 
Representatives Judiciary Committee. 
Reno is the only woman to address Howard law students at the 
lecture series. The most recent speaker was William Coleman. who 
served as secretary for the Department of Transportation during the 
Richard Nixon era, and who is one of the leading civil rights lawyers 
in the nation. Students have also heard from Supreme Court Justice 
Clarence Thomas and Sanford Cloud, president and CEO of the 
National Council of Christians and Jews. In the spring, former 
Virginia Governor Douglas \Vilder is scheduled to speak at the 
series. 
[you are a victim of a crime: Howard food services ranked 11th in the nation Campus Crime 
Report 
,:• 
Cooperate with investigating police and security 
officers 
Do not touch or move anything at the crime scene until 
the police arrive and give permission 
Answer all police questions 
Try to remember as much as you can about what 
occurred 
If you are robbed or burglarized provide a list of stolen 
items 
Describe the robber as best you can. With your help, 
criminals can be caught. 
From FOOD, A1. 
bar daily. Soy milk can be 
requested. Fresh fruits, cereals 
and vegetarian soups are also 
offered daily. 
"Healthwise, I think that the 
rating is correct," said Oberon 
Ka Adjepong, a freshman act-
ing major. "But as far as taste 
is concerned, there needs to be 
more seasoning." 
Approximately 1,800 students 
are on the meal plan at Howard 
and visit one of the two main 
dining centers on campus 
located in the Armour J. Black-
burn Center and the Bethune 
Annex. 
"I have enjoyed my first two 
years here, and I look forward 
to even better ones," Cruick-
shank said. "We view our stu-
dents as our first priority. We 
receive positive and negative 
feedback from the students. 
Students are really not hard to 
please. 
"It is just important to realize 
that they have ideas and con-
cerns and they should be 
addressed. The most rewarding 
thing to hear is that they enjoy 
their meals, and our rating is an 
indicator that we are on the 
right track." 
Students say recent events 
at Texaco is a wake-up call 
From TEXACO, A1 
this is a private-owned stati!)n, and 
we do not share the- same views as 
the main headquarters," Najam 
said. 
Still, Lhe settlement does not sit 
well with some. 
"Paying people for damage is 
not solving the problem, iL is treat-
ing us like we are prostitutes who 
are paid to be violated by White 
people," said Jauhar Abraham from 
Umty Prosperity, an organization 
dedicated to community enrich-
ment. "We must address the prob-
lem to affect change in our com-
muni Ly. We must fight for what we 
want. Don't take the easy hand-
outs." 
Police closed Friday's rally, saying 
protesters needed a permit to 
protest. It may have ended Lhe rally 
for that night, but Shabazz said he 
and his followers will be back to 
boycott today. 
"Every Friday we will be out here 
making sure people will continue LO 
boycott Texaco, and we appreciate 
having Howard students out here 
supporting us," Shabazz said. "We 
want all Texacos in Black 
neighborhoods to be owned and 
conttolled by Blacks. Thal is the 
only true settlement we can except.•· 
Trevia Daniels, a junior public 
relations major, said people must 
pull together 10 protest. 
"It's unfortunate that it takes 
extreme matters for students to get 
involved in the fight for equality," 
Daniels said. "We must come 
together with our community as a 
collective body of people and fight. 
We as fat HU student.~ need to get 
on point, not just 100 percent, but 
150 percent." 
Get irivolved iri your 
carrip its co1n11ii1,riit_y. Write 
fa,~ Ca,npus Plus? Call 
Jarielle at 806-6866. 
' 
BURGLARY 
TI1e co1nplainant stated that 
on Nov. 2 at approxin1ately 
7:00 p.m.. person(s) 
unknown enlcred his room 
in the Howard Plaza Towers 
West and ren1oved personal 
property. There was no sign 
of forced entry. 
SIMPLE ASSAULT 
The complainant stated that 
she requested the subject 
turn down her n1usic on Nov. 
1 S at approximately 12:37 
a.m. The subject ignored the 
request until another p~rson 
made the same request Then 
the subject complied. The 
complainant asked why the 
subject did not respect her 
request. A phy~ical con-
frontation ensued. initiated 
by the ~ubject. 
DISORDERLY 
CONDUCT 
On Nov. 17 at approximate-
ly 6:30 p.m., three subjects 
tried to sign t11emselves into 
Bethune Annex. When the 
subjects were told that they 
could not sign in because 
they did not live in the 
Annex and that their identi-
fication cards would have to 
be held. the subjects became 
loud. 
November 22,, 
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Graduatin_g Se11.iors 
□ Financial Aid Graduation./ 
Exit: In.terv-ie-w R.equ.irein.en.ts 
Federal law requires that prior to grad u atio:n every student who receives a 
Federal Perkins/NDSL, Stafford/GSL, unsubsidized Stafford/UNGSL, Nursing 
Student Loan, or Health Professions Student Loan h ave an exit interview. 
Federal Perkins/NDSL, Nursing Student Loan., Health Professions 
- Student Loan. Office, Room 218, '' A'' Building 
Stafford/GSL, unsubsidized Stafford/UNGSL 
-Financial Aid and Student Employment Services, Room 205, "A" Bu.ildi:ng 
During the interview, you will be advised of provisions for repaying the loan. 
a:n.d deferring the payment obligation. 
Co11.ti11-ui11-g St1..1de11. ts 
□ R.egistrat:ion./Lat:e R.egist:ration. lVlan.u.al 
The REGISTRATION /LATE REGISTRATION l'V1ANUAL for Spring 1997 will be 
available in schools and colleges after Wednesday, 4 December 1996. All students 
should obtain a copy. Reference copies will be in. the Blackburn. University 
Center 2 - 15 January. 
Last day to withdraw from a class is t:oday, 22 Nove1nber 1996. • 
□ Fin.an.cial Aid Application. Work.shops 
Financial Aid and Student Employment is sponsoring a workshop for students 
who want help completing financial aid applications: 
28 January 1997 
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Blackburn. University Center Forum 
The DC Association of Stu.dent Financial Aid Administrators is sponsoring a 
city"'1"ide financial aid application workshop: 
25 January 1997 
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
lVlartin Luther King Library 
9th and G Streets NW 
□ Un.signed Direct Student 
Loan. ProI1"1.issory Notes 
The 311 students -whose ID numbers follow still have not signed their direct 
lending promissory notes for the 1996-97 academic year. If your ID appears, you 
must make an appointment immediately -with Stu.dent Loan Services. Call 
202-806-2572 to schedule an appointment to sign your promissory note. 
007001 011405 016681 020395 049334 051135 053299 063867 077334 088057 
088227 088590 090516 091459 091874 092081 092804 093663 094063 095704 
097370 098252 098713 100156 100668 100956 102429 102985 103091 103841 
103842 103848 103861 104499 106207 106702 106749 107966 109539 109612 
110612 110916 111721 112628 112854 113160 113170 113200 113255 113263 
113265 113294 113502 114166 114912 115036 115199 115362 115390 115589 
115769 115879 116364 116424 116529 116814 117916 117944 118122 118142 
118321 118435 118484 118528 118621 118635 118794 118797 118929 119381 
"'19559 119567 119630 119821 119824 120053 120130 120224 120405 120412 
.1.20629 120649 120662 120673 120713 120733 120797 120927 121035 121059 
121079 121130 121150 121264 121267 121301 121302 121462 121517 121524 
121546 121552 1.21656 121671 121687 121699 121750 121801. 121.814 121825 
121840 121845 121851 121855 121880 121916 121918 121.963 1.22044 122045 
122046 122117 122120 122148 122174 122178 122194 122212 122214 122243 
122347 122357 122371 122401 122427 122458 122462 122474 122523 122531 
122538 122559 122601 122651 122686 122705 122720 122751 122784 122787 
122789 122813 122818 122819 122848 122856 122909 122946 123008 123027 
123059 123061 123062 123067 123071 123083 123092 123112 123128 123132 
123226 123276 123285 123292 123302 123323 123328 123373 123384 123404 
123405 123411 123441 123521 123534 123631 123646 123663 123682 123684 
123738 123816 123818 123843 123853 123861 123889 123905 123955 123967 
123975 123985 124024 124032 124169 124189 124227 124250 124269 124271 
124281 124302 124346 124395 124414 124445 124454 124471 124483 124544 
124555 124584 124603 124610 124648 124651 124654 124661 124672 124702 
124715 124732 124733 124738 124746 124754 124758 124807 124846 124873 
124882 124886 124914 124934 124936 124971 12501.5 125044 125048 125049 
125056 125090 125097 125104 125176 125239 125253 125271 125385 125390 
125402 125445 125473 125495 125529 125534 125537 125618 125654 1?..5667 
125683 125690 125691 125721 125742 125753 125860 125933 125970 126004 
126010 126056 126072 126090 126091 126092 126176 126314 126322 126374 
126407 126498 126512 126652 126663 126732 126756 126833 91.2436 924030 
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
C.1n't .,fford to s.,vc for retirement'! The truth is, you c,in't allord not 10. 
Not when you reali,c t h.11 your ~ctiremcnt 
c,n lasi 20 to 3u ye"rs or more. You 'II want 
to live ,11 le.1•1 as coml'or1,1blv then as vou 
do now .. \nd th,11 t.1kc• plan°n1ng. • 
lly starung to ~ave rlO\\.', . vou cnn cake 
advant.,gc of tax deferral and gi,·e your 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider tlus: Set .,side just $100 each 
month beginning ,11 age 3o and you can 
accumul.1tc ovc1· $ 172, 109" by the t ime 
you re.ich age (,5. But wait ten .vears and 
you'll have to budget $219 c,11~h month 
to rc,1cl1 the s<1n1<: go.,I. 
E, en if you're not counting the years to 
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF 
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement a"'I tax-deferred 
annuit,Y plans. a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a recorcl of personal 
service t h.tt spans 75 years. 
Over 1.8 million people in rducation and 
research put TIAA-CRl~F nt the top of 
their list for retirement pl.tnning. \Vhy not 
join them'! 
C.111 toduy 11nd learn how simple it is 
to build " secure tomorrow when you 
have time and T l1\1\ -CRl~I' working on 
your ,idc. 
Stnrt pln1111i11g your f11t11re. Cn/1 0111" E111vl/111e11t Hotline nt I 800 842-2888. 
ii Ensuring the fuml'e for those who shape it."' 
• \ J4,f"' •lf«,,t r.flf ,,(, Mr \INII,• rt.LI Rrtuv.,,,.,,,, {ll'N.,11,-..,. r~, "''' .,. •·""' ~,Id.,,. ,.A,...-16, r,i...-r,1~l1Pn1 ,,( ,,.,,,,...,.1,,,~.,.,. 1~ .. ,,.,.,. fH.,Nr mfr.• ... wM 
,.,..,, ,.v ,..-ry ,',IJ~rv•rf N,-.,/1., ( 'Ill I', trfth•"tllf,• ,,,.. A•Jn/...trJ l,v Tl,U • ( •Rf.f' h,,1,-..,,~,,,I ''"" /i,.,J,f"fr,.,,,,I S,,..,,,.,. 
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/J Praise tlie Lord/A 
"Praise. fiim witli. tfte sauna of tfte trumpet ... witli. psafte.rg ana ftarp ... witli tfte tim6rd ana 
aana ... witli. stringe.tf instnunents an.a argans ... upan tli.t. fotuf cym.iafs .. upon tfte fugn saunaing 
cym.iafs . .Let eve.rgtfiing that liatli 6re.atli. praise. tli.t. Lora. Praise. ye. tfte Lora." 
-Psalms 150:3-6 
Jf owartf 'University Community Choir 
\ \ 
Presents 
a 
\ \ 
Sunaay, 'J{pvem6er 24, 1996 
.Jfnarew !l{ankjn Af.ertWria{ Cliape{ 
6:()()tP'Jv{ 
.9Ldmission is :Free -Jesus Paid It .9L[[t 
ijjt 11 W 
~-ON[ s~ sea~ 
LADIES FREE 84 10:}0PM ~~ 
~, 8411:00PM 
, 
• 
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SAT. NOV i~RD AKA PARTY @ ~UIGLEY'S ATRIUM ~AT. NOV ~JRD AKA PARTY @ ~UIGLEY~ ATRIUM 
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LIVING ON THE EDGE 
Rink gives kids a chance to 'skid on thin ice' 
• 
Photo by Aida Muluneh 
At the fort DuPont Ice Rink, Coach Neal Henderson teaches D.C. public school students how to ice skate. 
Henderson laces up a student's ice skates at the Southeast D.C. rink. 
By Keya Graves 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Michael Stewart, a sixth grader at 
Sosa Junior High School, was a 
little shaky while learning how to 
glide on ice at the Fort DuPont lee 
Rink in Southeast Washington. 
"I've never gone ice skating 
before," Stewart said, hugging the 
wall as if holding on for his life. 
"You can do it. You can do 
anything," a caring voice said to the 
beginning skater. 
"You just have to put your mind 
to it," said Neil Henderson, coach 
of the Fort DuPont Hockey Club. 
Stewart and 12 other anxious 
classmates are the first to take off 
their gym sneakers and lace up a 
pair of ice skates in a new 
community outreach program that 
is designed to give Southeast youth 
an opportunity to spin across the 
ice. 
Physical education students from 
several schools will learn the art of 
ice skating as part of their 
curriculum. Teachers will rotate 
classes once a week. 
"lee skating is a physical activity 
that challenges the brain," said 
Tina Parker, a physical education 
teacher at Sosa. "It also gives the 
kids a chance to be exposed to a 
new sport, which will broaden their 
horilons." 
Henderson played a key role in 
helping the Fort of DuPont Friends 
Club set up a community outreach 
program with area schools. 
"What the Fort DuPont Ice Arena 
is beginning to do is something 
that I have been doing for 18 
years," Henderson said. " I have 
always gone out into the 
community and taught kids who 
have never been exposed to the 
true skills and values hockey." 
T he rusty 20-year-old Fort 
DuPont Ice Rink was on its last leg, 
and many people thought the on!) 
indoor skating rink in the District 
did not have a chance of lasting 
another year. 
The Friends of Fort DuPont, a 
group of fathers, raised roughly 
$200,000 to refurbish the rink for 
their sons and families. 
The organilation negotiated a 
contract with the National Park 
Service. which owns the rink, 111 
May of 1996. It then launched a 
major cleanup effort that led 10 the 
creation of teams, which play each 
·other on a regular basis. The teams 
have become a close-knit family 
within the community. 
"When we were reconstructing 
Photo by Alda Muluneh 
the rink, kids stopped by and just 
automatically wanted to lend a 
hand," said Craig Woua, the rink's 
manager. "\Vhen we looked for 
people to hire we went straight to 
the community."' 
At the newly renovated ice rink, 
visitors can catch a view of the ci ty 
through its large windows that are 
encrusted into the walls thanks to 
such contributors as Clark 
Construction and Nike. 
The ice rink was not rebuild just 
through its many contributors, but 
through the work of people that 
have low for the children. 
"Children arc always ready to 
learn new things and jump in and 
help out. They never want to stop 
learning," Henderson said. "lt is 
the parents and educators that hold 
our students back by not allowing 
them 10 explore:· 
EMERSON COLLEGE 
Interested in 
The Division of Mass Communication at Emerson College, A Division with approximately 
1400 students, 500 of whom have a concentration in film, is seeking tenure-track faculty for 
the Fall of 1997 in the following positions: 
Film Production. Candidates must be able to teach 16mm productlon from the 
beginning to advanced levels and have expertise In one or more of the following: cin&-
matography and lighting, film sound, animation, video production, mutti-medla production, 
and new technologies. Rank is Assistant or Associate Professor. Applicants must have 
college-level leaching experience and an established record or creative work. Graduate 
degree Is require, M.FA or Ph.D. P1ease reply to Erle Schaefer. 
Screenwriting. Candidates must be able to teach creative writing for film and lelevi• 
sion from the beginning to advanced levels and have expertise In one or more of the follow-
ing: feature screenwriting, dramatic writing for television, situation comedy, and documen-
tary. Rank Is Assistant or Associate Professor. Applicants must have college-level teaching 
experience and an established record of creative work. Graduate degree is required, M.FA 
or Ph.D. preferred. Please reply to Eric Schaefer. 
Audio/Radio. Candidate's responsibilities consist of running the College's closed 
circuMow power radio station and teaching in at least three of the following areas: produc-
tion (analog/digitaQ, performance, the business or radio, the business or the recording In-
dustry, programming, marketing, and audience and market analysis. Rank is Assistant or 
Associate Professor. Candidates should have mastery or communication law, the history 
and practice of broadcast media management and media economics. Applicants must 
possess an advanced degree, have colleg&-level teaching experience and have 10-15 years 
of professional experience in the audio/radio fields. Please reply to Jan Roberts-Breslin. 
The Broadcast Journalism Program of Emerson College is seeking a tenure-track faculty 
for the Fall or 1997. The program has 200 broadcast Journalism students and 100 print 
journalism students. Candidates must be able to teach broadcast news reporting/producing 
courses and conduct research in the field of broadcast journalism. Rank is Assistant °' 
Associate Professor. Ph.D. preferred although a distinguished record of professional 
achievement will also be considered. Colleg&-level teaching experience required. Please 
reply to: Dr. Manny Paraachos. 
Respond by 12/1196. Send cover letter and three lett.ers or recommendation to the relevant 
contact, Emerson College, 100 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02116. 
Emerson College Is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, and 
values diversity in the work place. http:J,',w,w.emerson.edu 
. 
·writing for the 
. Local Page? If so, 
call _:806-6866 for 
more information. 
Complete 7 Night Air & Hotel Packages from $399! 
ALL PACl(AGES INCLUDE: 
• Round Trip Noo•Stop Alrfale • College TOlJrs famous VIP Pally P1cka51t: FREE 
• 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations cover chargu. FREE panles. FREE food & dtlnks. 
• Round Trip AltpOfl•Hotel Transfers EXClUSIVE sp«:i11 events. OVER $150 In savings! 
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. ORGANIZE A GROUP AND TRAVEL FREEi 
l~~~'v1 COLLE~E TOURS 800-959-4786 
---
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ColUltlll in GMU • 
ne-wspaper cause _ 
racial controvers 
By Steven Gray 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Lhings still need 10 be donet 
racism on campus," Coker, 
"We can't hide it. We hl'I 
confront it and this seemedi 
Tho weeks after George Mason best way 10 do it." 
University's student newspaper. the Kirby Reed, G MU st 
Broadside, published a Nov. 4 government president, ~ 
column that referred to African Wright's opinions did not 1 Americans as "animals that need to those of most GMU studeri 
be taken care of by being chained that most students were ap!)I 
down," a storm of protest has his rhetoric 
brewed. And while administration "A lot of students were anr 
officia ls quickly rebuked the he made the comments-a: 
column, the newspaper's editors understand why," Reed said, 
and several student leaden, continue can't understand why they~~ 
to defend it. angry at the newspaper forri 
GMU student John Paul Wright it. It's healthy that he let thz 
wrote, "Can't they all just get out." 
along?'· - a scathing column that Reed, who is also an Al 
asks whether or not members of Amer ican, said that Wq 
"particular ethnic groups" can solve column proves "the Uni veil 
their problems without violence. a lot of work ahe.id of it 
"It is interesting that only supportrng Merten's g 
~particular ethnic groups riot when promote and celebrate di\ 
something occurs that they disagree the Fairfax, Va. school. 
with," Wright ~------------. Several 
wrote. "Perhaps "i\e railed some awarcnt•ss students, 
it is not wise of rhm things still need robe done Jerome Ja. 
me to think these abow racism 011 ca111p11.s. ~H• said the 
humans are can't hide it. nc hal'I! to bafOed tht 
capable of confrom it and this St'l'med like much they 
reason ... Maybe the best way to do it," read it twkc 
they are animals -Jackie Coker, Broadside •·1 didn't 
that need to be managing editor through the 
taken care of by ...... ___________ _, column," 
being chained down. Then again, Jackson, who is the presiden: 
that would be cruel to a pet.'" Black Student Alliance. Bi 
Wright's column drew sharp and end of the fir..t commen~, 
immediate criticism from GML' angry and personally of 
President Alan G. Merten, who calmed down and tried tof::i 
wrote a le11cr in the Nov. 9 issue of point 10 the column _ an! 
the newspaper asserting that the was. He just went about 
University has a ·•core wrong 
responsibility to take every " I had 10 read it twice bco. 
opportunity we can to advocate and seemed like it was edited s. • 
defend tolerance and condemn that it seemed like one thing 
prejudice and bigotry." another," said Kendall\! 
Merten later defended the president of the Student Cr. 
newspaper's decision to publish the Black Unity. "I felt oum 
article because, he said, the thought. ·How could peop,' 
University must remain a forum for ignorant?" 
free expression. Mabry said that after the 
Broadside managing editor Jackie was published. the Broad.Ii 
Coker said that the staff wrangled flooded with angry lellcB 
for days over whether or not to run Black and White studeno 
the column. disagreed with the op: 
"There was apprehension at first. expressed in Wright's cotWJ11.• 
but then we looked at it from a Last week. Wright and 
professional standpoint,"' Coker Broadside staffmembersrrc 
said. "We ran it to get a reaction Black student leaders 10 \'I:' 
from the students and to let people 1he tension that permcat 
know that even though his column campu, 
may ha\e bee11 negauve, there is Wright later wrote an apo-
still freedom of speech:· the Broadsidt.. and attct' 
Coker, who is an African session at the school's B1~1 
American, said the column exposed Counseling Center. 
the issue of racism at GMU. where •·1t seems as if he was~ 
minorities are roughly 23 percent of his apology. He\ taking ,tep< 
the school's 25,000 !>ludents. The 10 'fix' his sensitivity. Whc-. 
school is about 11 percent Asian, not he'll really change remair 
seven percent African American, seen," Jackson said. 
and five percent Latino. Wright did not return , .. 
"We raised some awareness that comment. 
Photo by Selma \\jf' 
Artist Fernando Botero's "HORSES" was brought to wa~ 
several weeks ago. The exhibit, which has toured around the,.. 
will remain at the Mall for the next two weeks. 
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Passage of Proposition 209 angers students 
By Nata lie Hopkinson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
!•1« and disappointment spread 
. ·,Howard University's campus 
,I ~eek after Californians 
~td Proposition 209, a voter-
t : 11Ulialive which abolishes all 
!-!JIOII\Orcd affirmative action 
~ 
i'bough the law's future is 
.:ruin - a flurry of lawsuits 
l>oth challengers and 
t.,l'(tcrs of the la\\ recently 
'iW California courts - many 
~t, fear its passage signals an 
. :alJle end 10 the programs which 
~opportunities to women and 
:rilics across the nation. 
"Affirmative action is to allow 
minorities who are qua Ii fied to have 
a chance.'' said Carissa Baker, a 
senior math major. "I think that the 
glass ceiling still exists. it's going to 
exist for a long time. Now only a few 
will slip through the cracks. · ' 
The law, officially called California 
Civil Rights Initiative, eliminates all 
government programs designed to 
increase minority and female 
representation in education, business 
and employment. 
California voters approved the 
ballot initiative 54 percent to 46 
percent. 
The law officially became part of 
the state's Constitution on election 
· day, Nov. 5. However, the next 
morning. a coalition of civil rights 
groups led by the American Civil 
Liberties Union filed a lawsuit to · 
block enforcement of the law, 
arguing that it violates the equal 
protection clause of the 14th 
amendment. 
"The measure treats the unfinished 
business of rooting out 
discrimination as if it were none of 
the government's," said Mark 
Rosenbaum, legal director of the 
ACLU of Southern California. 
"There's nothing new in its 
methodology, which disenfranchises 
minorities from reliable and effective 
participation in our political 
process.'' 
But the next morning, 1he ACLU 
suit was challenged by the Pacific 
Legal Foundation, a conservative 
public interest group. The group 
filed a motion asking the courts to 
enforce the law. 
"California voters have spoken, yet 
the opponents to Proposition 209 
are seeking to overturn the people's 
vote," said Ward Connerly, the Black 
businessman who is chair of the "Yes 
to Proposition 209 Campaign." 
"I am sure the Governor Wilson 
and Attorney General Lungren will 
aggressively defend the California 
voters in these ridiculous 
challenges," Connerly said. 
The law applies to state agencies. 
which include hiring in government 
agencies and admissions to 
community colleges and the public 
university system. The law cannot 
dictate policies of private 
Black St. Petersburg residents riot 
after police officer found not guilty 
with<)UI pay for 60 d.1) s for the failure resident'> of St. Peter.;burg be. happ) about it?" 
By Aprlll Turner to follow the pohc) of the police '1'hcrc are those that rather thlTh' In the riots. five p,:ople wcr<' shot, 
Hilltop Staff Writer dcpanmcnt. Proper proccdun: for a bricks than build bricks, and that's including one polke officer. A force 
brok out again la.-;t Thursday 
111 the qui~t little to1.1, n of St. 
, . Fla .. after a gmm.1 JUI) 
;i:ke officer fames Knight not 
. Mcharges of killing a 17-}C:lf-
l nule. 
grind jur), made up of 17 
and on<.' Bilek. found the 
of lyRon Lewb \\,LS not 
rutlll\atcJ and that II \\[\S a 
r.;= homicide." 
~ COO\ inc<-cl that racc ,, as 
lilOr 111 the dccl\ion of officer 
k>u...e t\,rcc," the jnr} \ 1 uling 
polkc offic.:r is that when in cfanger, unfortunate,'' Fischer suid on of140 ouL~idc officers were called in 
one should (¢ave the situation. television. to it~sist in calming down the pubhc. 
The fnct that th<.' car Lewis had been The police department and the Authorities also allowed two major 
driving wa., r.:porteJ stolen days ma)or blame thi,ernption ofviolcnce fire~ to burnout of ('ontrol mthcrthan 
earlier und that then: \\11S a super glue on n radical Black movement called jeopardize the livcs(>f any tirctightcrs . 
container found in Lewis' pock.:! Uhuru. The group is said to be The !><.Xjucl to the first riots caused an 
filled with crack cocaine. Wl're all n:sponsihlc for circulating fl}ets and estimated SS million in cLunage. 
taken into account whcnthejur} 1nade posters condemning the cit)' and Ellen Dayspring, an 18-year-old 
its d~-c,sion. police's \Vhite leadership. re~ident. said the riots do not prove 
·n1e Jury also concluded that the Angelo Boykins. a 19-year-old anytl1ing. 
tintcp car \\indo,\s tha1 Knight ,hot student at St. Petersburg local "'T'hcywentthrooghnlloftll<!trooble 
through wcre more tint-.xl than allO\\ed community college, believes the to burn down people's hom,:s and 
by Florida law. ,u the officer's fear for violence and ri01s were justified. businesS1.-s," Dayspring said. ''A Black 
his life \\a., juslilicd. "All tl1c chao., that has been going man is still dead and a White cop is 
The riots broke out just ~i\ hours on really can be unders1ood." Boykin still let oft: what diffcrcn.:l' did it 
alicr the wrdkt \\a.~ issued. t-fayor saul. "An innocent young mack man make?'' 
w,1, ,u pended DJ.\ id Fbchcr publicly addressed the \\US killed. \Vh:it are \\C supposed to 
Young politician wins father's fonner House seat 
By Cathleen Harrington 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
· ~~ many Generation Xers arc 
;ifni 10 find a niche in the work 
Af1er graduating from law 
diis past May. Harold Ford Jr. 
ind his niche in the most 
~ law-making body in the 
~ 
t 26. will enter the I 05th 
, ·::tss as its youngest member. 
• \!rican American wil I take over 
· father. retiring Rep. Harold 
.Sr., ().Tenn., who held that seat 
fjl!SI 22 years. 
'e )ounger Ford was born in 
~ in 1970 10 a family with 
1 Jennessec political ties. His 
,,gtal-grandfather served as 
l in Memphis during the 
:.ruction era. 
~ his political career at age 
! speaking role in one of his 
::'scampaign commercials. His 
·, followed his father to the 
nation's capital in 1979. At 
Washington's St. Alban's High School, 
he ran rrack and was classmates with 
Jesse Jackson's son, Yusef. He 
interned in the office of Sen. Sasser. 
D-Tonn., while still in high school. 
Ford earned his bachelor's degree in 
American History from the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1992. As an active 
campus leader and journalist, he co-
founded The Vision, the longest 
running African-American 
newspaper on the University of Penn's 
campus. He continued his education 
at University of Michigan Law School 
and received his J.D. in May 1996. 
Though Ford's congressional win 
gives him his first full-time job, he has 
some experience under his belt. He 
worked for the late Commerce 
Secretary Ron Brown as a special 
assis1an1 to the Economic 
Development Administration. 
At this post. he wrote policy paper 
promoting economic recovery in Los 
Angeles after the 1992 riots. He was 
also a pan of President Clinton·s 1992 
transition learn. La1cr, he returned 10 
Sasser 's office as an assistant to the 
Senate Budget Committee on 
Banking Matters. 
In his campaign for Congress, he 
countered claims that he was being 
handed his seal by his father. 
"T took advantage of my 
opportunities, (bu!) if I went out and 
said I'm Harold Ford Jr .. and T couldn't 
construct a sentence. nobody would 
vo1e for me," Ford said. ''You can't 
inherit it. You've got 10 go out and earn 
it.'' 
He earned respect by forging 
through a tough primary against five 
opponents and winning the general 
election with 61 percent of the vote, 
compared to 58 percent his father 
received in his last I wo elections. 
Ford's "New Vision" campaign 
focused on several issues important to 
his generation. 
He suppons connecting every 
school in the nation to the information 
superhighway through expanded 
computer facilities. He advoca1es fully 
funding Head Start and other 
educational programs 10 improve 
academic standards. 
In addition, he supports a $10,000 
college tuition tax deduction, a $ 1,500 
lax credit for college students and 
expansion of the Earned Income Tax 
Credit. 
While he supports additional 
policing in our communities, Ford 
said he believes building more prisons 
is irresponsible when all schools are 
not computerized and every youth is 
not given the opportunity 10 obtain 
summer employment. 
Aside from his public policy stances. 
his bright personality shines through 
his cunning wit. 
When asked by The Wa~hington 
Post which animal he shares similar 
qualities with, he responded, "A 
panther. Tt 's fas1, it's slick. ii 's smooth, 
and it's an animal that has an agenda 
and will stick with it." 
Complete 7 Night Air & Hotel Packages from $399! 
•Round Trip Non-Stop Airfare 
' 7 Nights Hotel Accommodations 
• Round Trip Airport-Hotel Transfers 
• College Tou rs famous VIP Party Package: FREE 
cover charges, FREE parties, FREE food & drinks, 
EXCLUSIVE special events, OVER $150 in savings! 
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED - ORGANIZE A GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE! 
T~~tv, .:<.(O'LLE'CiE .·,y·ouRs '_.;:,soo·~.959.f4:1.s-1· 
·, , · • 1 \ ; , -... · .•· - '•• ,.;{ • .'.. ,,:. • • • . •' ~ . • • • • : .• • •• .· '. ' :';.: '~. ·, .. , ... : . · •• ·•· •. ·'-. :, . · •. ~:-,:.•.~ ....... ,;;.· •';:. ' :.~--~ ....... ,. .J( .... · • .:..: 
-----· ····-- --- - -- -- - --- ------------- - -------- --- --- - --
Prices per poison, plus taxes. Public Charters via Miami Air lnt'I. Tour Operalor Is Funquosl Vacations. Details In Op/Part Contract. 
companies, however, businesses 
often take their cue from the public 
sector. 
Many experts, including Alvin 
Thornton, chairman of Howard 
University's Political Science 
department, said it is likely that 
similar measures will be attempted 
in other states. 
"On the heels of this you will see 
other initiatives on the ballot in other 
states for the next elect ion," 
Thornton said, noting that 
affirmative action already sustained 
a serious blow from the 1995 
Adarand vs. Pena Supreme Court 
decision. He said opponents of 
affirmative action are well on their 
way to eliminating the programs 
altogether . 
"The horse is already out of the 
gate and half way around the track," 
he said. 
Many students noted that it was 
ironic that California voters decided 
it was time to end affirmative action 
just days before high-level corporate 
executives were overheard using 
racist language in reference to Black 
workers. 
"The Toxaco incident shows that 
prejudice is still around," said Azuka 
Ugwonali, a senior engineering 
major, of the recently-released tape 
in which Toxaco executives were 
accused of using the "n-word." 
"If they are the ones making 
decisions about hiring and 
promotions, how can you say that 
affirmative action isn't needed?" 
. lAround The Hill 
With 
Johnathan 
We could 
have had 
Congress: 
Black members 
had a chance 
at gaining 
more power 
Black Americans could have had 
Capi1ol Hill at their feet if a 
Democratic majority had been 
re turned to Congress. This past 
election was probably one of the 
most disappointing in a long time. 
Black members of Congress had 
an excellent chance at winning 
back the House of Representatives, 
not only in numbers, but also in 
terms of chairmanships on major 
committees dealing with essential 
legislative proposals. 
Just a note: We lost Rep. Cleo 
Fields, D-La., due to the Supreme 
Court decision on minority 
redistricting, and of course the 
infamous conservative Black Rep. 
Gary Franks. R-Conn. 
Since the Republicans have 
gained control of both houses, 
Congress will probably plan more 
changes in legislation and have 
more conflicts with the·president 
about national and international 
policies. 
But. if it would have been a 
majority Democratic House 
(assuming that more than 49 
percent of voters would have 
actually voted), there would have 
been several Black members 
being chairmen of major 
committees. 
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., 
would have been chairm:vi of the 
powerful House Ways and Means 
Committee. 
This committee is considered the 
second most powerful after 
Appropriations. Rangel would 
have helped decide on essential 
legislation such as taxes, 
government appropriations, even 
health care and welfare issues. 
Rangel has been a key member, 
not only for the defunct 
Congressional Black Caucus, but 
also for the House of 
Representatives for over 25 years. 
His distric1 includes the majority 
Black and Hispanic Harlem area, 
and minority voices could have 
been finally heard. 
Rep. John Conyers Jr., D-Mich., 
another senior Black member 
representing a predominately 
minority district in Detroit, would 
have been the chairman of the 
Judiciary committee. This 
committee is fundamental in terms 
of hearings, investigations and 
Supreme Court oversight. Once 
again, we have really lost out on a 
major committee. 
Rep. Ronald Dellums, D-Calif., a 
widely respected senior Black 
member, would have gained 
control of his former chairmanship 
of the National Security (Armed 
Services) Committee. This 
committee oversees all military 
appropriations and legislation 
affecting the Pentagon. 
Rep. William Clay, D-Mo., 
would have been chair of !he 
Economic and Educational 
Opportunities Committee. Once 
again, a vital committee not only 
for Blacks, but also for minorities 
particularly in the education arena 
and development in the private 
sector. 
In addi tion, Reps. Julian Dixon, 
D-Calif., and Louis Stokes, D-
Ohio, had a chance for 
chairmanships of some key 
Appropriations subcommittees. 
Moreover, Rep. Floyd Flake, D-
N. Y.. had an excellent shot at the 
Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs Committee. 
Well, we missed out. We could 
have had strong Black leaders in 
Congress for a change. But the 
opportunity will have to take place 
in another two years, assuming 
that it wi ll be a majority 
Democratic feeling among voters 
and if Black leaders still remain in 
the House. We should have voted 
this year in higher numbers. 
We could have had an 
overwhelming Black power 
movement in Congress for a 
change. 
Jo11atha11 Wharton is The Hillt<>p 
polirica/ co/11n111isr. 
Interested in writing for 
the National Page? 
Call Natalie at 
806-6866. 
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·INTERNATION 
1fter a two-year exile, Hutus return 
to Rwanda with hopes for peace 
EtNdimyake Mwakalyetye 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"t flood of refugees leaving 
,un Zaire for Rwanda has 
;J>laiwo-year exile brought on 
•~ genocide of 1994 1ha1 left 
r:-,1500,000 Rwandans dead. 
1\trcfugces are members of 1he 
JWll Hutu ethnic group. The 
l!Jllisp:inly because of pressure 
"':td 10 the Rwandan 
"1llllen1 by the international 
munity 10 encourage their 
:n. 001 also because the army 
1 which was holding them 
-:JtC through propaganda and 
:idation eased control over 
"m3king Lhem free to leave, 
.,"tS S3y. 
secretary Michael McCurry in a 
news release. 
The in1erna1ional force is 
expected 10 total more than 15,000 
troops from several countries 
including France, Britain and South 
Africa. 
"'rhe mission of the force must be 
both 10 faci litate Lhe delivery of 
humanitarian aid by civilian relief 
organizations and to facilitate the 
voluntary refugees by UNHCR. 
The force will not separate or 
disarm militants, conduct forced 
entry or police operations in the 
camp," listed McCurry as some of 
1he "conditions" outlined by the 
president. 
the success of Rwanda's future is 
questionable without international 
peace-keeping troops to monitor 
peace. 
Others suspect the government of 
· Rwanda wants to purposely keep 
international focus out because it is 
plot1ing to unfairly avenge the 
Hutus for their participation in the 
genocide. 
"Rwanda needs a neutral force to 
keep peace," said Mwiza Munthali, 
information specialist for 
TransAfrica. "Somehow the world 
has 10 monitor this to ensure a 
return to nomialcy." 
Munthali said those accused of 
crimes in 1994 cannot be tried 
fa irly without international 
observers. 
Some also say the justice system 
needs to be improved. 
Janet Fleischman, Washington 
director of Human Rights Watch for 
Africa, said approximately 83,000 
Hutus were imprisoned for the 1994 
massacres, yet no trial date has 
been set for any of them. 
"The government has to get 
judiciary function,'' Fleischman 
said. 
The number of people returning is 
coo large to accommodate the 
avai lable resources and conflict 
could be an inevitable outcome. 
"No one expected 700,000 10 
move al one time," said Alameda 
Harper, director of the Central 
African Region at Africare. "The 
international community is not 
prepared to accommodate all these 
people at one time. 
" Many will return to find people 
squatting on their property or (find 
their property) sold," Harper said. 
There is some speculation that 
Rwanda's decision to keep foreign 
troops out of the country is out of 
fear of sabotage. 
According to Harper, the 
Rwandan government is suspicious 
of foreign assistance. To explain 
her point, Harper explained how 
the French (who backed Hutus in 
Rwanda) in 1994 supplied arms 10 
the Hutus under the pretext of 
supplying humanitarian assistance. 
Following this discovery, foreign 
assistance has been questioned. 
Even if this suggestion was to 
work, international communities 
want assurance that the assistance 
is geuing to those who need it. ln 
the past, sources say aid had been 
distributed among the leaders and 
others suffer as a result. 
Many warn that the fact that the 
refugees have returned home does 
not mean the end to the Rwandan 
crisis. The conflict between the 
Hutus and Tutsis is long-standing, 
therefore the resurgence of 
genocidal conflict between the two 
groups is possible. 
"We (the international 
:X •honage of food, water and 
t.!nlsupplies also dictated their 
,oo 10 leave. 
According 10 reports, the 
government of Rwanda, while 
accepting the aid from the 
muhinational force, has rejected 
assiswnce of foreign military troops 
into the coumry. 
Fact<; on Rwanda 
Harper said the 1994 massacre 
brought an onslaught of relief 
workers who ran things their own 
way, with no co111rol or policy 
formu lated by the Rwandan 
government. 
"They want to determine what is 
going to happen and who is going 
to come," she added, referring to 
the current situation. "They want 
the resources they (the international 
community) have, but they don't 
need the manpower to come in and 
do what they want." 
community) has to continue world-
wide attention to the [Rwandan] 
crisis," Munthali said. "There are 
no jobs, no shelter, e1c .. so crisis 
won't end with the return of the 
refugees. People have to be careful 
because it is still a crisis.'· 
l!il IO 1994. the Hu1us had 
-~pted 10 eliminate the 
-.alan Tu1si-minori1y tribe. 
:'-"ti, a counter attack by 1he 
kd rebel force brought the 
;lTCS 10 a hall and forced more 
ooe million Hu1us 10 nee and 
diefuge in neighboring Zairian 
.. iff camps, namely Goma and 
-i:l!lga camps. 
-. , mass movement back 10 
,.)Jahas resulted in a Canadian-
:rnhina1ional humanitarian 
, ~,idenl Clinton agreed "in 
q,1c·· 10 participate in a limited 
nunder certain conditions 10 
«raid, said \Vhite House press 
"Rwandan government is Tutsi-
ruled and they want to solve their 
own problems." Shamita Johnson, 
assistant manager for the Central 
African Region for Africare, said in 
response to the Rwanda's rejection 
of foreign troops. "II is a political 
situation and Rwanda doesn't want 
U.S. involvement ... 1 don't think we 
always need 10 intervene." 
Rwanda has, however, allowed 
human rights groups to receive 
reports of human rights violation 
and report them 10 the international 
community. 
Some arc suspicious of Rwanda's 
decision to reject international 
troop involvement. Observers feel 
PEOPLE 
Po11ulalion: 8,374,000 
Population Density: 823 per 
sq. mile. 
Urban: 5% 
Ethnic groups: Hutu (90%), 
Tutsi (9% ). 1\va (pygmies- I%). 
Principal Languages: French, 
Kinyarwunda (both official). 
Religions: Christian 74%, tra-
ditional 25%. Muslim I%. 
Location: East-Central Africa. 
Neighbors: Uganda on N. 
Zaire on \V. Burundi on S. lhn-
za.nia on E. 
Capital: K1gah 
GOVERNl\1ENT 
Type: In transition. 
Head of State: Pres. Pasteur 
Bizimw1gu: in office July 19, 
1994. 
Head of government: Prime 
Min. Faustin 1\vagiramungu. in 
office July 19. 1994. 
Defense: l .6'7r of GDP. 
ECONOMY 
Chief crops: Coffee, tea. 
]Minerals: Tin, gold, wol-
framite. 
Arable land: 29% 
FINANCE 
Monetarv unit: Fr.me (Feb. 
1994: 145=$1 t,;S). 
Harper, who was in Rwanda in 
May, said the Rwandan government 
prefers to work with private 
voluntary organizations who have 
registered with the government and 
been admiued by the government. 
The PVO community feels if they 
are strengthened through the ability 
to provide relief assistance instead 
of sending soldiers, the government 
might be more accepting. 
With conflicts like this, many 
advise that communication must 
remain open between the Uni ted 
States, Organization of African 
Unity and other regional countries 
trying to solve the problem. 
Though many African countries 
have been assisting the Rwandan 
situation, many say not enough 
credit nor recognition is given to 
these countries. 
"It is the African initiative that got 
the U.S. involved," Munthali said. 
"A lot of regional discussion and 
consultation to make sure there is a 
continued focus on the region so the 
situation does not explode 10 the 
level of the 1994 genocide.'' 
Board of Trustees honor Archbishop Tutu for his 
~fforts to end apartheid, bring peace to South Africa 
By Ablola Heyliger 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'ti Saturday morning, breakfast in the Blackburn 
'!_; ':If Reading Room was served with cups of coffee, 
is muffins and a slice of South African-style 
•lhip. Students, faculty and administrators joined 
-?d's Board of Trustees and President H. Patrick 
1ff1 in honoring Archbishop Desmond Tutu on his 
11hisi1 to Howard University. 
"rRtv. Thaddeus Garrett, president of the Board of 
·.:ccs, greeted the intimate gathering and offered 
.:~ii gratitude to the honoree. 
'.iink you, Archbishop Tutu for all that you have 
:r."Garren said. "Not just for the Republic of South 
=a.001 all that you have done to inspire and reinspire 
1tmthers and your sisters of color around the world." 
i)!Cfl presented Tutu with the first bound copy of 
'!Long Walk" by Harry Robinson III, interim vice 
... :COi of academic affairs. The book contains a true 
--iyor the development of the physical campus. 
, 11,armly expressed his spiritual connection 10 
•lRl and South Africa's appreciation of American 
wouldn't be where we arc." 
Attendees chuckled along with Tutu when he reminded 
them that he "tried to get arrested in Cape Town" a few 
times, trying to get past the gates of the South African 
embassy. He marveled at the irony in the political change 
of events in South Africa that brought many of his 
colleagues inside the embassy for the first time. 
''In the past, I was always outside [the gates] 
demonstrating;· Tutu said. 
Tutu also thanked the Howard community for 
embracing his youngest daughter when she attended the 
school saying, "you helped 10 make her a better person 
than she otherwise might have been.'· 
Offering words of encouragement to Howard students, 
Tutu said "you are all very special people and 
we depend on you." 
Junior Zakkiyah Salim said she found the 
event "very inspiring," but was disappointed 
by the lack of students in attendance . 
"I felt that I learned a lot. I wish that a lot 
more students could have had the opportunity 
to be here," Salim said. 
Vincent Jacques, Howard University 
Student Association president, said he was 
also inspired by TI1tu's appearance. 
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1t11refree because of you," Tutu said. "Without your 
~bl)oorprayers, without the incredible participation 
l:oonstrations and strikes, and working tirelessly, we 
Photo by Aida Muluneh 
The arrival of Archbishop Desmond Tutu drew a large crowd 
of students, faculty and members of the community. 
"As Howard has hosted many a political 
activist, his presence here symbolizes the 
struggle of South Africa,'' Jacques said. 
"We·re certainly proud to have received him 
... It 's overwhelming. I'm very excited 10 have 
met him and I'm glad that he chose Howard 
University as his home." 
Photo b~ Belinda Vickerson 
A powerful sermom by Tutu inspired many 
and reestablished the hope for a strong South 
Africa. 
rormer Hatian amba s sador discusses 
~roblems of color and class in homeland 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
•btn Ralph J. Bunche, whom 
111d Un ivers ity's 
::Znational Affairs Center was 
~ . visited Haiti in the late 
.;os, he was faced wi th the 
f~ problem said to be al the 
1'\ofHaiti 's problem today -
"· 
'Chis and color arc paramou111 
· K!iti. II is our disease, our 
~logy," said Lyonel Paquin, 
~er Haitian ambassador to the 
:nidNations, at a recent speech 
'~tcd by the Internat ional 
'Sairs Center. 
~uin said two e lite classes 
trgcd in Haiti after its 
!Jtpcadence - Mulat10s and 
leis.According 10 Paquin, the 
llsses were treated as 
1.\-itizens, while the elite shared 
~~lilical and economic power 
: Haiti. This group has since 
lien 1he place of European 
(~Wers and continued the 
llploitation of the poor. 
Sbcrmille DaBrie l, a senior 
::ajoring in mathematics and 
Spanish, said she did not know 
Blacks and Mulattos equally 
shared Haiti 's wealth and power, 
and asked the former ambassador 
to further explain the s hared 
power position between the 
groups. 
"That is what makes Haiti's 
color problem in terest ing," 
Paquin said. "These two groups 
are grafted in corruption. 
" In Haiti we have Mulatto and 
Black peasants and we also have 
Mula110 and Black millionaires," 
he said. 
Haitian-born Edouard Leneus 
said Haiti's problems are not just 
related to class and color. 
''It is also as a result of the 
raping of the country by its 
colonial masters and the wealth 
being left in the hands of the new 
e lite of Black ex-generals and 
mulatto beneficiaries of that 
system," he said. 
Paquin who is himself a 
mulatto, said he was a product of 
the mixing of Europeans and 
Africans. 
" I am the only true Haitian," 
said Paquin who appears White. 
" I was born from the love making 
of Blacks and Whites." 
On the present situation in Haiti , 
Paquin said very little. He briefly 
mentioned that the United States' 
attempt at democracy in Haiti is 
good, but at a questionable price. 
"It is a very fragile and chaotic 
democracy," he said. " It actually 
is more like a one-party system." 
Paquin said that of the $3 billion 
that the United States spent 10 
restore democracy, none was 
spent on infrastructure such as 
the building of roads, installation 
of electricity in rural areas and 
the provision of water. 
Paquin did not say whe ther 
Haiti 's s ituation has worsened 
since the so-called mission to 
restore democracy, but he 
acknowledged that things were 
happening very slowly. 
According to Paquin, I laiti is 
the richest country in the 
Caribbean, yet it is the poorest. 
Ironically, Haiti's economic 
history has been one that solely 
fueled the development of France, 
Paquin said. 
The island 's three main products 
- coffee, tobacco and rum -
supported France's economy 
during slavery. According to 
Paquin, the Haitian revolution 
dislocated France's economy and 
France reacted by imposing a $20 
billion debt on Haiti. 
Added to the mortgaged growth 
of Haiti by France, Rome denied 
Haiti of Christianity, the United 
States refused to recognize Haiti 
for more than 64 years 
For more than I 00 years, Haiti 
was harassed by all the world's 
powers with the most potent 
being the French and the 
Germans, Paquin said. 
"The French controlled the 
people's thinking and the 
Germans contro l led the 
business," he said. 
Leneus, a sophomore majoring 
in chemistry, agreed that Paquin's 
assessment of Haiti's problem is 
generally true, but expressed 
hope for the future of his country. 
"I believe that things are going 
to get better, the masses are now 
going to be educated in Creole 
and not French anymore," 
he said. 
Study abroad program 
provides global education 
By Karine Mehu 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Darren Isom, a political science 
major from New Orleans, is studying 
abroad this semester at the 
University of Paris thanks to a partial 
minority scholarship he received 
from the American Institute for 
Foreign Study. 
To qualify for the scholarship, 
students have to maintain a 3.0 grade· 
point average, show leadership 
ability, a minimum of 24 credits 
minimum, have participated in 
activities with multicultural themes, 
show financial need and write an 
essay expressing the benefits of 
studying abroad. Isom qualified. 
Sharron Festa, one of the 
coordinators of the program, is 
enthusiastic about the program. 
"h 's a very wonderful experience. 
Isom along with others will enjoy 
France and wi II return with greater 
knowledge," Festa said. 
While in Paris, Isom can study at 
any of the seven specialized 
institutions affiliated with the 
program. There is a two-week 
orientation in Cannes, and then Isom 
will move to Paris where he will 
have a choice between living in 
residence halls or own an apartment 
in a Parisian home. He wi II also be 
able to take language seminars 
which are also available. 
At Hilltop press time, lsom had 
already left for Paris and could not 
be reached for comment. 
The AIFS organizes study abroad 
progran1s for almost 3,000 college 
students annually. Founded in 1964, 
AlFS has sent more than 850,000 
students and teachers to various 
world-wide programs. Some of the 
countries include Argentina, 
Australia, Austria, England, France, 
Hong Kong, Italy and Japan. The 
AIFS is affil iated with _various 
higher learning institutions all over 
the world. 
The scholarship application is free 
and everyone is encouraged to apply. 
Applications are due by Oct. 15 for 
the spring semester and Apri I 15 for 
the fall. 
For more information, contact 
American Institute For Foreign 
Study, College Division, I 02 
Greenwich Ave., Greenwich, CT 
06830, call (800) 727-2437 or visit 
the study abroad office at Howard 
University. 
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Proposition 209 
creates another 
roadblock for minorities 
The state of California voters ratified Angry White males have translated these anxieties Proposition 209, the death knell for diversity into decisive action against poor and oppressed and opportunity for women and minorities minorities in the state legislatures, higher education 
around the country. This initiative, which was and in the prison system. 
audaciously named the Civil Rights Initiative, would First, the State Board Of Regents ended programs in 
abolish all affirmative action programs in the state. the public university system, which are designed to 
Our student population will be especially hit hard by increase minority representation on campuses. Then 
this action, since we would be the prime beneficiaries the state legislature passed a law that will institute the 
of many of the programs. ~· ___________ heinous and unethical practice of 
Proposition 209 represents the Q v· castrating prisoners. 
beginning of a disturbing trend, a yr leW And now this. But this last coup, 
conservative shift in public policies Proposition 209 getting voters to pass Proposition 
and attitudes which will stir up should be opposed 209, only scapegoats the nation's 
hostilities among the races. at all costs. problems and is not an effective way 
Since the Golden State has to deal with these uncenainties over 
historically been the spark that has downsizing, the economy or race. 
ignited most social revolutions in this country, we are We at The Hilltop also call to task the leader of 
almost positive that this event will snowball across the Proposition 209, Ward Connerly, a confused brother 
nation into other states. who is married to a White woman and refuses to 
We at The Hilltop, unequivocally condemn identify himself as a Black man. 
Proposition 209. This is a reactionary ac: from a state Connerly a llowed himself to be manipulated by the 
that has in the last decade become a hotbed for racial conservative leaders, and effectively began the tide to 
tensions. Many White Americans are still upset that end the very programs that he as a businessman used 
O.J. Simpson was acquilled of the double murder of to get his foot in the door. 
his ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson and her friend Ron The betrayal and hypocrisy is resounding. Yes, this 
Goldman. Many Whites still feel uncomfor1able since will make it a bit more difficult for minority applicants 
Los Angeles went up in flames after the Rodney King and White women to get a fair chance at a good job, 
verdict. a decent education and business opportunities. Despite 
The state's residents are becoming increasingly this drawback, we as student must not allow our 
uneasy about the growing number of Hispanic progress to be impeded. With less opportunities in the 
immigrants. And in the era of downsizing and job White, mainstream business world, we will have to 
insecurities, many White men feel insecure and 
threatened by the emerging Black middle class. 
pave our own way. 
Campus beautification 
effort is step in ret111-ning 
Howard to Mecca status 
0 ne of the best things that greeted Howard stu- Instead Howard rcs1ed on its laurels and decided to dents this year was a clean and refurbished play on its image as being the Mecca. This strategy was campus. For the last five years. the campus 10 say the least, ineffective. Howard became a shell of 
looked like a was1elancl. Cracked concrete, overgrown wha1 it used to be. Its star swdents fled to White 
bushes and buildings in complete disrepair are only a schools, its star professors followed suit, and the once 
few of the problems that plagued the .------------- unsinkable Mecca appeared to be 
campus. Our View going down fast. As the campus began 
Students could be overheard as they Recent efforts to to sink so did its appearance. The 
walked the campus complaining schools began looking dilapidated and 
about the poor s tate that lhe grounds repair and beautify much of the campus began 10 look like 
were in. Students would complain our campus should 1he rest of the Dislrict of Columbia. 
that the campus did not look like the b I d d President H. Pa1rick Swygert was 
fancy White schools that their friends e app au e • brought to Howard to hopefully plug 
attended. More importantly, the cam- ,._ __________ _, some of the leaking. The jury is still 
pus did not look like the Mecca. But the appearance ou1 on whether 1his is actually being accomplished. 
of the campus was only symbolic of a larger problem However, it appears that some of the leaking has 
that had infected the University. stopped. Under Swygen, the Yard has been repaired, 
For years Howard had been the number one Black and flowers have been planted to at least make the cam-
school, and one of the best schools in America. But pus look halfway decent. 
when the Civil Rights Movement ended, the doors to The bui lding renovations that began under Franklyn 
many White schools opened for Black students. Many Jenifer have turned out nicely. We still will not win any 
of them assumed that White schools were automati- awards for our dormitories, but the campus improve-
cally better and hence they went to White schools. ments show that the administration is at least headed 
Howard never upped its game when the times changed. in 1he right direction. 
Speech is free for those in power 
The debate that has consumed George Mason a column for The Hilltop, whether the response University's campus sounds strikingly would have been the same. Muhammad delivered a familiar. James Paul Wright, a student at so-called "anti-Semitic tirade" at Howard University 
GMU, published an editorial dea ling with the riots in the spring of 1994. The event garnered national 
that ripped St. Petersburg, Fla. earlier th is coverage and intense cri ticism. 
month Wright's point was that violence is never an However, a good portion of the criticism was not 
appropriate response to a conflict. directed at Muhammad, it was directed at Howard. 
The student said Black people are always the ones Richard Cohen, an editor ial columnist for the Post, 
who riot, and tha t Blacks are ,-------------. suggested that Howard was an 
incapable of reasoning and should Our View institution filled with hatcmongers. 
be chained down. Freedom of No one defended Muhammad's right 
The student body president and speech is not to voice his opinion or the 
the editorial page editor, both of University 's right to host 
whom are Black, are standing absolute; it is often controversial speakers. 
behind the editodal. They argue that determined by The issue here is an o ld one-
while they do not agree wi th the America's majority money and power. People who have 
editorial, they still support the right power in this country can say 
to free speech. population. whatever they want about people 
The Hilltop be lieves that th is is a who do not have power. The reverse 
plausible argument, yet it is one that frequently shifts is almost never true. 
depending on who it is applied to. The Washington Black people have no power in America. We don't 
Post published an editorial rightfully condemning have access to large media. There is nothing at all we 
Wright 's editorial, yet defending the student's right can do to get this racist student removed from his 
to publish it. Wright wi ll also continue to publish position. It is a sad situat ion, but the fact is that 
editorials in the paper. freedom of speech, like so many other th ings in 
Yet, one wonders if Khalid Muhammad had written America, is a right that originates from might. 
Letter to tlie 'Editor 
Dear Editor, 
In the perspective "Howard versus USC," Mr. Ewell tries to compare apples and oranges in se1" 
insignificant categories. There can not be any comparison between the two universities. When011 
s ide students hear that Howard is "The Mecca," they immediately assume 1hat our campus, ad~ 
!ration and students must be the best. 
Students create their own fantasy about Howard and when Howard falls short, it's the most horrt 
thing to happen. Howard has a legacy of producing historians, doctors, chemists, engineers, poli1, 
cians and lawyers that cannot be compared to White universities who do not even acknowledger~ 
history. 
This legacy was developed by our people. How could you overlook thut aspect? Yes, USC has(lj 
seums, stadiums and probably e laborate dor mitories that enrich their students to do what? To be 
spoi led and accept life to always be this fabulous. 
I agree that the administra tion is unsupportive and students are materia listic, but those are issuci 
any school - White o r Black. They just seem so minor when you look at all that Howard has to 
offer. Howard gives s tudents history, history you can feel every time you walk on campus became 
you know you are walking in the footsteps of some of the most important pioneers. ·1 
Most importantly, Howard gives you comfort everytime you turn around and see all those intellil 
Black faces on the same mission - success. 
I 
-
Sincerely, 
Lisa P rince 
Psychology major 
, _ 
I 
' 
i 
Correction 
' 
An editorial that appeared in The Hilltop last week incorrectly identified Steve Favr, 
as the Dean of Student Life. Actually, he is the Vice President for Student Affairs. t 
The Hilltop regrets the error. 
I 
l 
WE WELCOME YOUR L'E'ITERS AND COMMENTS 
THE HILLTOP encourages you to share your views, opinions and ideas. We publish c· 
material addressed to us, and routinely edit letters for space and sh1le. Letters as well as CC"-
mentaries must be typed signed with full addresses and telephone numbers. 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are solely the views of the Editorial 80i1rJ 
and do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP 
or tlte students. 
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-ber 22, 1996 THE HILLTOP 
PERSPEC11IVES 
rid M uha,nmad 
hose claiming 
nti-SeJD.i tisin 
re anti-Black 
OOl intended to \I.rite about 
~contamcd in thi, column 
~er. Not bccatisc it caused 
1 gcontro,ers} Ja~t semester. 
u-c I Wlll\t my columns to 
th self-improvement ,md 
·nt 
I read the recent t.'1ition of 
1 Quci l: TI1c Magazine of 
-lc11ish Rt'lation,, and r 
1h31 there is in formation that 
tibe ,hared with the Howaid 
I}. 
Quc:,t b publ 1,hed by the 
Jewi\h Committee and 
l1niven;il). The magazine 
o:but towanl the end of last 
-.oon after The Hilltop 
•topped publkation, which 
l'IDl:IIOUld say coincidentally. 
the controversv with the 
!kfama11on League. \Ve 
:ul remembct the ADL, 1he 
ioo v. hich has historically 
on and nttacked Black 
lid Cohen. a dose a,sociatc of 
IDl md a columnist for The 
~ Po~t. has M article in 
-:niQue.,t about Black-Jewish 
Howard students should 
=:a Cohen as well. It was 
t..it ~ the media barrage 
;.hich re~ultcd in Howanl 
lt(lcd 3 "Citadel of Hnte" 
'ro:eding ground for 1111ti-
n ti is Cohen's racism that is 
J1-.... aa:inddfaturbing. In 1993, 
~ 1ro1e I.hat Howard students 
.ae "leaders of tomorrov.. but 
~ of ye&iery1:ar." He also 
.:d that Congress should 
nlinl! from this institution. 
publication of the .. Bell 
the rnci,t p,eudo-scientific 
rn1ch claim, Blacks :ire 
ally mforior to \Vhites, 
,rote. ''it's not I that can 
The Bell Curve' ... He went 
. th:!t authors ~1urray and 
•:in's scholarship was 
nl that their findings ''have 
ttq,tcd by others in their 
n! ii 1\ould b.! 1,1,rong ... to 
1hem." 
ad, us to Coht.>r1', article in 
Quc:,1. Cohen said he i~ 
1book about Black-Jc ..... 1sh 
His book. howe~cr is not 
!le~ each side must do 
. ,gto improve relation,. but 
'• Blacks are solely to 
for poor Black-Jewish 
~~ in fact, is not about 
• l:v.1.Ji relations. It's about 
WI-Semitism. 1l1at is the 
-:i in Bla('k-Jewbh relations. 
"Cohen wrote 
blatant arrogunce and 
must not be tokrated. 
lllld Howard\ administr.ition 
,,Jcome Minister Louis 
:.ihan on this compus. but 
~ielle H vies 
publish n magazine that degrades 
Blacks. 
Cohen continues, "Blacks are 
poorer· than other Americans and 
antt-Semiltsm is highest among the 
poor: Blad.s an: less cducmed than 
other Americans and anti-Semitism 
is highest among the less educated." 
This is similar to a tirade Leonard 
Dinnerstcin made against Blacks at 
a panel discus~ion in which Cohen 
participated. Dinncrstcin, a professor 
at the Unhcrsity of Arizona, said 
that Blacks arc the biggest anti-
Semites und have been since shr,'CI'): 
To hear hi, \\.Ords would make one 
think he wus saying Blacks were 
innately anti-Semitic. lie v.ent on to 
call nearly every prominent ~lack 
leader throughout history anti-
Scmitic. 
Common Quest is edited by 
Jonathan Riedcr. a Jcwbh author 
anti ~cholar, ;md Dr. Russel Adams. 
chairman of Howard's Afro-
Americao studies department. 
Ada.ms ha, a history of coming to 
the defense of orgMizations like the 
AOL, while belittling Black 
leatlcr~hip. This is no nttack on 
Adams, he 1s m} brother and a 
distinguish.:d member of Howard's 
faculty. but as I stated before. he 
must be held accountable fur his 
actions. 
Last scme ler Th<.' Hilltop 
published a factual article about the 
ADl.. In a show of the ADL 's 
intlucncc, a media frenzy ensued. 
Tht: ADL claimed that by exposing 
its wicked machmations against 
Blacls. The Hilltop was anti-
Scmitic. But if I claim the Urban 
League was wrong for honoring 
Sen. Strom 1l1urmM, would I be 
anti-Black? 
Where was the ADL or Richan! 
Cohen "hen a George Mason 
Univer~ity student bemted Blacks in 
his column in the student newspaper. 
John Paul \Vright. the student who 
wrote the column, criticized Blacks 
for the L.A. uprising and the recent 
St. Petersburg disturbances. ln 
references to Blacks, he wrote: 
"Perhaps it is not wise of me to 
thinl. these humans are capable of 
reason. ~faybc they are animal:, that 
need 10 be Ill.ken care of by being 
chained down." 
The Black community must have 
a greater atten- ion span and be much 
less apathetic. \Ve are now outraged 
with lcxaco due 10 top executives 
calling Blacks "niggers." and Blad:s 
being suppressed at the compan)t but 
now that Tuxaco has settled. will we 
still want to boycott nc>-t week? Avis 
rental car is in much the same 
situat:Jon as Tuxaco. A top share 
bolder and franchic.e owner in Tuxa~ 
had a polky not to rent 10 Black". 
sa) ing "niggers arc not reliable.'' 
Will we co11inue to rent from Avis'? 
Kellogg's \\/US forced to pull a line of 
11dvet1iscments in France because it 
compared Black Africans to savage 
cannibals. Will we still eat our 
Frosted Flalcc;s in the morning? 
Richard Cohen. the AOL and 
others are clearly anti-Black. \Viii 
we rcmemrer and then take action if 
necessary'? The AOL is so feared 
because it react~ immediately when 
something happens it deems anti-
St mi 1c. We should do the same. 
Tiu.• writt'r ,s a Hilltop columnist 
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HakiHalisi 
A simple breakfast in the jungle 
feeds the mind more than the liody 
I woke up early one morning 10 
find myself craving an egg and 
cheese biscuit meal from 
McDonald\. So I made the trel. 
from Drew Hall 10 the McDonald's 
on Georgia Avenue on what seemed 
to be the coldest November day I 
had ever experienced in my twenty-
four years. 
When I finally got to the counter 
I plnced my order and emphasized 
that I wanted the medium orange 
juice. (We all know the liule midget 
cup of juice that comes with a 
breakfast meal couldn't satisfy a 
baby's thirst.) Anyway. when the 
lady gave me my order I noticed she 
had neglected to include my hai.h 
brown. 
By now I realize that some of you 
may be anxious to proceed to the 
Hilltopics page because a missing 
hash brown isn't really news. Others 
may be asking themselves, "Is this 
guy real] y so cheap that he's beefing 
over a biscuit?" Well,just bear with 
me because I do have a non-food 
related point. 
The lady al the counter proceeded 
10 chastise me for making the wrong 
order. threw my change at me and 
turned and munered something in 
Spanish to another employee. My 
first reaction was LO turn around 
and see if I had disrupted some long 
line that she was trying to speed 
through, which might have justified 
her reaction in some way. 
However, there was no one behind 
me. After the initial shock, r reali1.ed 
that my plans for the morning had 
nothing to do with being 
disrespected, all I wanted was a 
breakfast meal. So I returned the 
food to her, asked for my money 
back, and gave her a few words to 
think about. 
Believe it or not, none of those 
words was among the four lener 
arsenal that one learns when 
growing up in Brooklyn. Instead, I 
spoke 10 her like the misguided 
sister that she was. but then realizing 
that the situation wasn't that deep, 
I turned to leave. 
To my surprise, the manager 
actually stopped and served me the 
breakfast meal, assuring me he 
would talk to the lady and make sure 
this kind of behavior doesn't happen 
again. To most people this would 
have been enough, but to an 
obsessive brother such as myself, 
this incident had the potential 10 
ruin my entire day. I was hot! 
Although, it had disappeared 
earlier, my Brooklyn mind-set and 
speech panern resurfaced on my 
way home. I said to myself, "See 
now. I'd be wrong if I had just 
snuffed her." After contemplating a 
hos t of violent and excessive 
measures that could have escalated. 
I realized I was being silly because, 
for one, I had no way of gelling an 
AK-.47. Besides that. I claim to be 
a positive Black man and those 
thoughts should have never entered 
my mind. 
StiU this incident really upset me 
and made the trip home that much 
longer and colder. The fact is, 
although my words may have been 
the most eloquent words ever 
uucred in the English language, that 
lady still didn't care. All she SU\\ 
was a young Black male and that 
alone gave her license to disrespect. 
The way that young brothers in our 
community get treated is appalling. 
If but for a brief moment, one has 
10 give credence to the notion that 
the climate of rage and violence 
being perpetrated by brothers in our 
community is fueled by the 
tendency for them to be 
disrespected. 
The police, the media and even 
McDonald's cashiers all see 
brothers as the dump site for any 
form of insult and injury. Do you 
ever stop to wonder about your 
limit, your breaking point, your 
edge? 
In the classic hip-hop thesis "The 
Message," Grandmaster Flash and 
The Furious Five say, "Don't push 
me cause I'm close to the edge, I'm 
trying not to lose my head.'' The 
ClA. crack, guns and racist public 
policy, all in a system that honors 
pilgrims and Christopher Columbus 
with holidays for murdering the 
native peoples of America, make up 
the jungle that was the focus of 
''The Message." 
W.hen I remembered where I had 
gone for breakfast that morning, I 
was slightly comforted by the 
realization that what was haun1tng 
me was in fact the McDonald's 
breakfast meal in my hand. ln the 
jungle, our people constantly strike 
out al one another because of 
divisions perpetrated by capitalism. 
A low wage, labor demanding job 
al McDonald's doesn't usually allow 
for a pleasant auitude and 
contributing $3 for a substandard 
meal to a corporation which once 
supported Apartheid in South 
Africa doesn't make a brother very 
understanding 10 another's altitude. 
Hence, with the true enemy out of 
immediate range, we lash out at 
each other in the jungle. Young 
Black males become the root of all 
evils because in truth we arc to 
afraid to deal with the true ills which 
plague our communities and help to 
maintain generations of brothers 
killing each other and being 
incarcerated. 
Somewhere along the course of 
my educauon I had taken a wrong 
turn. Apartheid changed because 
our people struggled. Therefore all 
those companies we didn't support 
then are not absolved of sin now. I 
shouldn't have been in McDona.ld 's 
in the first place. When you live in 
the jungle, you have to watch every 
single step you take or else. 
Condemning any brother in the 
community without taking into 
consideration the context in which 
his actions occur is a wrong step in 
the jungle. As Tupac Shakur said, 
"The power is in the people and the 
politics we address." Brothers are 
out there screaming for help, 
through hip hop and in many other 
ways. Don't let the jungle get them 
all. 
As for the breakfast meal, by the 
time I reached my room it was 100 
cold to eat. However, I did raise my 
medium sized orange juice in the air 
and drank a farewell toast to 
McDonald's - forever. 
The writer is a graduate s111deflf in 
psychology. 
rine Arts merger threatens professors, students 
•·,.:id we ~,and, divided we 
&the platform on which the 
~ofTrustees approved, "A 
~ Framework for Action," 
lent H. Patrick Swygert 's 
4 10 res1ruc1urc Howard 
1111i1y11ar1ing this year. Part of 
~anin10lves merging schools 
~iollcges, reducing the number 
suteen to eleven. One of 
' mergers means combining 
;College of Fine Arts, the 
ltge of Arts and Science, and 
~ lltw National Center for 
~-American Heritage and 
41ue. 
\~programs, scholarships and 
'\YJnunities will be lost as a 
l<mtlfyou minimize a college to 
a department, you run the risk of 
faculty cutbacks. Also, the 
presence of music lessons and the 
beauty music brings 10 Howard 
would be 10s1, as well as the 
emphasis on precision to achieve 
musical excellence. Merging the 
two colleges in effect wi ll mean the 
deterioration of the College of Fine 
Arts. 
Of course, it is true that Arts and 
Sciences and Fine Arts wou ld 
compliment each other in 
curriculum, diversifying students 
and educational background. 
According to James C. Keil, 
associate professor of English, " It 
would cause a loss of ability to 
attract brilliant and creati ve 
students and, down the road, 
creative professors." 
It is true that the president's plan 
would give the professors involved 
an opportunity to upscale their 
curriculum and give opportunities 
to create new programs. But what 
arc the details of his plan? What is 
going to happen to professors that 
can't be put into Swygert's plan? 
Arc brilliant professors who are 
contributing 10 Howard University 
going 10 be dismissed because of 
new framework? 
Keil notes, " When a university 
gets tenure and if the department is 
alleviated with the two distinct 
schools then professors can lose 
tenure, and it was reaffirmed by the 
Board ofTrustees. It 's happened in under the assumption that 
the past.'' Professors are given little complete unity promotes strength, 
information or chance for input, no when in fact, it dilutes individual 
professors even received a letter in creat1v11y and depletes 
the mail as notification. concentration on one's talent. 
The bollom line is that many There are better ways of 
students and faculty do not feel dissolving the financial problems 
they were represented or were part which have engulfed Howard. 
of the collective decision in Increased alumni contributions 
approving the merger. This is could be a good place to begin. 
clearly a case of taxation without What kind of fundraising has 
representation; only this time the Howard done to improve school 
taxpayers are the students and facilities? If steps had been taken 
faculty whose opinions on the to recruit funds from outside 
president's p lan have been sources, would Howard be losing 
overlooked. the creative minds of its students in 
"United we stand, divided we the sea of financial troubles? 
fall," indeed is the effect of this 
merger, as the University has fallen The writer is a studeflt in Fine Arts 
A11 
Christian Ewell 
GMU 
student's 
charges 
lack 
reason 
There's a part of all of us who 
should sympathize with John Paul 
Wright, no matter how wrong he 
may have been. 
And, oh baby, was he wrong. 
Shooting from the hip is 
something that we all do to some 
degree, whether in public or 
private. There are things we need 
lo get off our chests at some level 
and more often than not, we 
accomplish that by talking to 
ourselves, keeping a diary, going to 
confession, telling a hooker, or -
in the case of Wright (and myself) 
writing a column. 
So when Wright-a columnist at 
George Mason University's student 
newspaper. The Broadside -
wrote in a recent column that 
Blacks were not "capable of 
reason," and that maybe we are 
"animals that need to be taken care 
of by being chained down," the 
only defense 1 could come up with 
for him was to say that he probably 
wasn't alone in feeling this way. 
That and freedom of speech form 
a powerful team. 
The party line at GMU is that 
Wright's Broadside column, "Can't 
They All Get Along,'' was a 
response to the recent disturbances 
in St. Petersburg, Fla .. where the 
"local Negroes" weren't 
sufficiently calm after a Black 
motorist was shot dead by a police 
"Most importantly, 
Wright is the one who 
proved, beyond all 
d-Oubt, that it is he who 
is incapable of reason, 
and that maybe it is 
his writing hand that 
should be shackled." 
officer. 
"It is interesting that only 
particular ethnic groups riot when 
something occurs that they 
disagree with," Wright wrote, 
ignoring the fact that Blacks are 
among the only ones gelling 
screwed on a regular basis, and 
that the 70 percent-Black District 
is relatively peaceful considering 
that the 'Skins suck. 
In an apology he wrote in the 
same paper, he admiued that he 
could have expressed his ideas 
better Uust as a baboon could 
have), but that he stood by the 
notion that violent responses to 
injustice arc wrong. (Please 
someone, hand this guy the Nobel.) 
For the benefit of those who don't 
know, Blacks didn't invent the 
game of vigilante violence, having 
lost many more lives to Whites 
who instigated lynchings before 
Blacks had the chance to see a 
judge. 
This country was founded by 
people who used violence to 
combat injustice, contrary to the 
popular belief of people like 
Wright, who probably thinks the 
Revolutionary War was fought by 
e-mail. 
There are probably more creative 
ways to say this, but none come to 
mind right now: Wright is clueless. 
Where the sympathy comes in is 
where we realize that at some point 
we say something hurtful that 
might have been better left unsaid. 
Worse, as in the case of Wright, 
some of the things we say even in 
public or private are stem from 
ignorance of the full story, 
something Wright should have 
checked out before opening his 
trap. 
I sympathize with Wright because 
it is Wright who will have 10 live 
with his statements. He is the one 
who will have 10 run into Black 
classmates who will know that he 
would have them chained up, since 
they're animals who need 10 be 
taken care of. Most importantly, 
Wright is the one who proved, 
beyond all doubt, that it is he who 
is incapable of reason, and that 
maybe it is his writing hand that 
should be shackled. 
The writer is a guest columnist. 
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HOWARD UNIV. SKI WEEKEND 
SPONSORED BY THE UGSA 
Skiing ... Blue Knob 
LOOK WHATS INCLUDED!! 
PRWATE OPEN BAR - COMPLIMENTS OF ADVENTURE 
Friday: Arrival tillroiagln 2am Service begins at 8pm Saturday: 12pm - 6pm & 10pm - 2am 
S111.ncfay. 12pm - 3pm Minimum age to const.tme alcohof,c beverages is 21. legal ID is required. 
TRANSPORTATION & ACCOMMODATIONS 
• R<i>und-trip eSCCilrted transportation provided on modem lavatory equipped motorcoaches. 
• Twco mights hotel accommodatiolllS at the Ramada Hotel, Altoona, a 212-room beautiful hotel, 
whim recently randeriwe~t a 3/4 OF A MllLION DOLLAR RENOVATION, with a Tropical Courtyard 
cront.ail'ling an in'dl!lor swimming poof & jacuzzi. Each room features climate control and remote 
controlled color W with pay per view movies. 
4 FABULOUS SMORGASBORDS AND MUCH MORE!! 
• "Wele<Dm& to the Ramada• complsmeJ!ltary refreshments with your choice of hot coffee, donuts, 
tu.rE!efls of hot soup, soft dmnks amd oeer and wine-· an compliments of Adventure Unlimited!! 
• Saturday amdl Sunday ~~ou-can-eat" smorgasbord breakfast buffets. 
• "All-you;-ca11T-eat" smo ord buffet dinner Saturday evening featuring Steamship Round of 
IB'Silfi and Cnidum; a lavisn salad bar, and, for d&ssert. an assortment of cakes. 
• Smo~ord blllff-et con Sunday aftemoon with a "Build your own Sundae Bar.• 
ENTERTAINMENT, PARTIES, DANCING & GOOD TIMES 
• Availability of the Grouse's Nest Lolill1ge. 
• "PAJAMA PARTY" Friday evenilng in the ballroom featuring O.J. entertainment and Open Bar 
Ul'ltil 2:00 am. Prizes forr the most 'Interesting Pajamas." 
• "AFTER HOURS PARTY" each evening in the ballrooom featuring O.J. entertainment from 2-4AM! 
• "HOSP1TA1..ITY SUITE' each evening trom 12 Miotight - 5 AM!! FREE REFRESHMENTS! 
• 'MALE/FEM.ALE AUCTION" held durmg the party Saturday evening in the ballroom featuring O.J. 
entarrtainment and Open Bar Wlfil 2:00 am. Vofunteerto Auction Yourself Offl 
• Apres Ski Party Qtrl Saturday afternoon - complrmentruy "Nachos" & Open Bar 1-6 PM! 
• Party om Standay with an Open Bar and a Munchies Bar. 
• "POOL IP'A-RTV" 0111 Swr1day afternoon with "WATER VOLLEYBALL" & "POOL OLYMPICS.• PRIZES! 
ACTIVITIES FOR NON-SK.IERS 
• FAEE Roller Skating Party on Sunday aftemooo. Even the skate rentals are Free!! 
• Transfers to shopping. bowliflg and much more! 
• Hot.el facilities imc:lude a NEW Fitness Center, an indoor heated swimming pool, jacuzzi 
amct errla~ Game Room. Nominal charge for games. 
• Availabillty ofr tha &.umrrnit Atnletic aub located across the street from the hotel with an indoor 
plilol, aeirol!li~ wallyball & a NEW Sports Fa'Cility and more. Avaifable for an additional charge. 
All 0utdoor adivities are weather permitting. 
SERVICES FOR THE BEGINNER THROUGH EXPERT SKIER 
• FREE Ski Equi1Pment Rental. Availability ofi a ski rental shop right in the hotel featuring alpine 
eqt!Jipmemt with step-in bindlrigs. 
• Convel'uent transfers provided each day between Blue- Knob and the hotel. 
• FREE ::il<i lessorr with the- purchase of a beginner lift ticke-t at Blue Knob. 
AND LOOK WH~T ELSE IS INCLUDED 
• ·v. 1. P." E)q;rress clTleck-in with customized tour itineraries. 
• Exten~ lats- chEK:k-out on day of departure. Get the most for your weekend. 
• Ad\lenture's (!frofessional staff will be on-Irr.and to help yoo _ioin in the fun. Plus, an Adventure Guest 
Servi¢&s Oesk, where y<!lu may sig,i-up for activities and purchase t-shirts, hats & sweatshirts. 
• All taxes and! gratuities have bee-Ill prepaid for everything included in this package. 
SATURDAY EVENING DINING ALTERNATIVE 
The !Laurel Room ovecto10ks the Tropical. Courtyard and features a variety of gourmet and 
continemtall cuisines specializing il!t talotestde ffambe cooking. You'll receive a $1 O crecit 
tmward:s dinner ~on makimg a reservation prior to noon on Saturday. Gratuity is not included. 
CONTACT: Danette Gerald 202-806-6198 
202-806-4145 
202-806-4143 
PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
S5f' cl posit is due by Nov 1, 1996. 
Fln.sll Balance Is cha no later than Dec 13. 1996.. 
Zhaundra Jones 
202-806-6198 
202-806-4145 
202-806-4143 
DEPARTURE INFORMATION 
Time: 6:00 PM Howard Campus 
Crarnton Auditorium 
6th .Street 
Washington, DC 
FREE! Limited Edition T-Shirt 
And $50 Dream Vacation Certificate 
j,lJSl f8' s&rdl ,g in your deposit and completed fl'jer coupon by 
Nov 1, 1996 
Ask your Group Leader for details 
ADA HOTEL 
Altoona, PA 
Located on premises. 
• Magnificent Tropical Courtyard 
• 2 Restaurants & Lounge 
• NEW Fitness Center 
• Indoor Swimming Pool 
• Indoor Jacu.zzt 
• Enlarged Game Room* 
November22,1 
OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES 
• Additional Charge to Pan~ate. 
AU Outdoor Aclivilies are Weather Permitting. 
• Free Roller Skating including Rentals 
•Bowling* 
.. • Outlet Shopping 
• Complete Health Club featuring 
New Sports Facil~* across street 
• Cross-Country Skiing* 
• Snowboarding* Rentals avlbl. 
SKI BLUE KNOB 
"Highest Elevation in Pennsylvania" 
• 1072 foot vertical drop 
• 21 Slopes & Trails 
• 7 Chair Lifts 
• Lodge with Restaurant & Bar 
• Ski Patrol for your protection. 
Discounted Lift Tickets Available for Skiing. 
You 4~iip;~:ifa; equ~=m 
NEED SKI EQUIPMENT RENTAL? 
Sluo Poln .l Boots For Thr Emirr Wuk,nd. 
INCLUDED! 
TOUR PRICE PER PERSON 
Quad 
Triple 
Double 
4 per room $ 165 
3 per room $ 185 
2 per room $ 195 
CASH/CHKS/MONEY ORD PAYABLE TO: 
Under Grad Student Assembly 
Deposits will be accepted after the 
due dates based upon avai!ability. 
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lfJlll~ll l .. l~illlNINfJ 
~ome seniors pass on the 
~eal world' for grad school 
---s, Dawnica Jackson 
Hilltop S11,lf \Vriter 
r Howard University's 
radunting i.eniors, pro-
rastinalion is not an 
D, It h finally time for 
1 to be decided and des-
10 be met. Some will take a 
lop into the real ,,orld by 
~ihe \\Ork force, otheri. will 
bu) 11 little more time by 
unto graduate ~chool. 
mg to U.\. \t'\1'.Hmd Hor/cl 
the starting salaries for 
pn1fo!,l,ions righ1 out of col-
,nh a bachelor\ degree is 
S~6.000 a year. Wi1h a grad-
dc(ree. scholars arc almost 
tttJ a higher starting s,1lary. 
11\!i 01) mconu: Jlllllp about 
thcr I returned 10 school to 
l mas1cr\," said Angelica 
a McClean I ligh School 
coun-.clor and recent mas-
:.egrcc: recipient. 
!be proccs,; of preparing for 
•c school c,in be a long. 
and cosily one. Besides lhc 
~ pn:ssur~, of I inishing 
1car and for some sen or 
,~(n\l\e exams. is 1he added 
or filling out applicaliom, 
;reparing for the graduate 
:t exams. 
ir,t 18 credit hours. senior 
and regular work lo do." 
\.irian Baile). a graduating 
·And it is expensive. By the 
hpply to all the schools and 
ix the GRE.. I would have 
tJ.)Ut ssoo:· 
.. an antliropology major, is 
;11 h,e maJorcolkgcs such 
College of \Villiam and Mary 
ltie Unh ersit). lie says the 
• pplica1ion fee is S50. 
·.\PPUCATION: 
;a1ion fees var). The Uni-
of Wisconsin at Madison 
.. , 538 while The University 
,nia nt Berkeley and Hof-
:::1tr~il) in New Y<1rk follow 
11lll a $40 application fc!e. 
icbrthc University of Mary-
C~llcgc Park is $50. Unfor-
for man) students wishing 
an h y League school, the 
,.41Plica1ion fee is $80. a far 
1hc $25 application fee 
p.1id 10 a1tcnd undergrad-
,ol at I loward. 
.application process is crill-
'lid Carol Dudley, career 
. ·moffic.:r in the School of 
.nica1ions. "They look at 
· ~g from con1ent, to neat-
iO accuracy: they check to 
lll!C everything is filled out, 
le3pplicant is focused and to 
1!1Jt 1hc applicant plans to do 
idegrcc. 
· ll c;,n also be helpful for stu-
d1,nts to fill ou1 the special circum-
stances and minority sections of 
the application because it can in 
nrnny instances help wave the appli-
cation fee and work in the favor of 
a Mude111 whose gradel> or GRE 
scores arc not s1rong enough to 
compete otherwise." 
llECOHHENDA'l'IONS: 
Many schools require letters of 
rel·ommendation or nominating let-
ters. For cx,1mplc, l lob1r,1 Univer-
sit) ha, a spc1.1fic. letter of recom-
mendation form in its application. 
But whether or not letters of rcc-
ommendat ion MC required. they 
can only enhance a person's appli-
cation. 
'"When we review applica1ions we 
1rv 10 take everything into consid-
eration." said Cassandra Mills. 
career pl,1ccmcnt officer a1 the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley. 
"Letters ot recommendation tell 
us something about the student's 
that test scores and grades can ·1. " 
DEADl,INES: 
Deadlines , ary from school to 
school. Some Mate schools in Cal-
ifornia ha,e deadlines in No,cmber 
for the fall ~cmestcr and lhc Uni-
vcrsit} of \Visconsin al Madison 
has a deadline in January. The best 
bet for any person attempting to go 
to graduaH: school is to contact the 
institutions direc1ly for speci fie 
deadlines and application require-
ments. fhe sooner your applica-
tion b in. the better. Many schools 
like Harvard ,ind Y;1lc have picked 
a · hird of their freshman class by 
the end of first scmcs1cr. 
CIU'l'EIUA: 
S1uden1s' standardized tcM scores 
and grade point average arc the 
main criteria universities look for in 
their applicants. 
"I recently 1alkcd to some admis-
sion officers for grad school and it 
seems that 1he officers arc looking 
more al test scores," Dudley said. 
"I vcryonc can't be: admitted so 1he 
tests arc becoming the de1crmining 
factor." 
On average universities want at 
least a 3.0 grade poin1 average and 
a competitive score on the graduate 
slandardized exams. 
"Everyone who is interested in 
going to graduate school should 
contact that school and ask for the 
profile of the average student." 
Mill-. said. "The school is going 10 
take the vcr)' top and the ho1tom of 
1hat average. It just gives you a 
gauge of what to accentuate on 
your application.'' 
CHOOSING-A UNIVUllSl'I'\': 
Choosing a university should be 
based on lhc what area a s1uden1 
plans to study and if the university 
has a strong program in that field. 
"The only criteria that should be 
important to a student \,hen choos-
ing a graduate program is whether 
the program suits their needs," said 
Jeffrey Marks. a career coordina-
tor at I lofstra University. "Whether 
you parents arc alumni or anything 
else really has no place in the dcci-
. ,. !>1011. 
"I am intercs1ed in each of 1he 
schools for different reasons." Bai-
ley said ... But all arc doing research 
111 what I want to do." 
An article in US. Aews and m,rld 
Report said thal some employers 
prefer that students don't go 10 grad-
uate school, stating that careers in 
communications. fine arts and 
some business programs do not 
require additional education. It is 
simply a was1e of money. 
A study by the Freedom Forum 
released last spring said 1ha1 only 9 
percent of recent hires in print or 
broadcast news had a masters 
degree in journalism, while only 48 
percent had undergraduate degrees. 
The fac1 is a lot of people arc walk-
ing in with other degrees and walk-
ing ·1way with jobs. 
PREPAllA'fOU\' CLASSES: 
11.iking 1he graduate standardiz<!d 
placcml!nt exams is much like 1hc 
senior year of high school. Gradu-
ating seniors find themselves pay-
ing for expensive preparatory 
courses like Kaplan or the Prince-
ton Review (which can cost up to 
$600) and spending hours studying. 
on !Op of regular claS!. work. 
Others students who can not 
afford the prep classes buy expen-
sive books and attempt to teach 
themselves. And still others believe 
their college education has pre-
pared them enough to clo well on 
the exams. All do so in hopes of 
testing high enough to attend the 
graduate school oft heir choice. 
Bailey decided not to pay for an 
expensive prep course, bul to study 
on his own. 
"I go1 some soft\\ arc (that helps 
you study for 1he GRE) and am 
going to by a [practice] tcs1 book." 
Bailey said. 
'fHII COS'l'S: 
Different standardized tc!>ls range 
in cost. Some require that you pre-
regiMcr weeks in advance and late 
fees can be added. Bailey has opted 
to lake the computerized version of 
the GRE ($96) which is offered 
more frcquentl}' than the written 
test ($80). 
·'The advantage is you get lhc test 
scores back sooner and you can 
rc1akc it after six weeks," he said. 
\Vhatever 1he test, whatever the 
school. The time is at hand for grad-
uating seniors. Although tedious. it 
ball worthwhile. 
ef(ections 
rcqu1siks 1 \Vhat am I goin to spc 
I want to be? C'an I affu d to go? 
r en fits Should I choo an Ivy 
c; lly Bl,1ck, liege? These re some 
mg 4ucst11111s that flutter thr gh m} 
for gr.1duate art school. A choK·e that 
COOtra1hct m) bachelor\ of ,uts in jnur-
ioagmfic~ the myth of the stan ing ,1rtist if 
wh,11 )OIi lrul; h,1,c a pass11111 for over 
more :.ta"1c l'.trl'er in ,1 fkld of sclf-pro-
i\ist,;, 
luAiii:w gf'ddu,11e .irt school to rccci,~ a mas-
·-"'"'""'' ln photography. 
lltl'lrnmi to do\\ ith photography I Open a 
F~dlil tion onc hour photo shop? On the 
bcmg an artistic dire, or for a lead-
I fa.~h1on, urts and cnt.:rt.1inment m:ig-
1UI I going to do that with photography'? 
''5•1tAl'those"arts, fartsy" career:. )OIi don't get 
Its like ,1 lilcstylc joh that has to he ere-
11tcd in y,m. With my Journalism ikgrl'C. lhe pursuit of 
magazine journalism cannC\l be questioned, ;ind as a 
\\orking published fine art photographer with a master 
in fine arts under my belt. the credibilit) will i:omc. 
It will com from long term projects, art e:,;hihits. pub-
hcauons and traveling the globe. I now rc,1l izc th:it I will 
not settle for less. The afftrm;1tion 1.-amc from 111) recent 
national recognition III the \111crin111 l'hoto .Hagazine 
(No,. /Dec. I 946), the leading fine .1rt photography 
m,1gazine in this counuv. In their distinguishe!d annual 
photo competition. 1hr which they recciv\:d 41.000 
entries, the) published I 00 winning photographs. two 
of which WC!rc mine. 
But, where do I want to g,1? l"he top art sd10ols arc 
in New )hrk and C,1lifornia and this makes graduate 
school all the more inviting. My lifcs1yle is ddinilcly 
conducive to studying ,,round blue-haired people with 
body p1cr1:mgs to overweight dra •queens\\ Ith :;.:rious 
gender issues. 
M) hair was once blue. In) e)cbro" was once pierced 
and a close friend of mine is a 
fabulous drag queen. Sn the fear of culture shock is 
out of the question. I personally 
Photos by Arthur O Mantle 
Graduating senior Adrian Bailey has spent about $500 in graduate school application fees. He plans to 
study at either the College of William and Mary or Duke University. 
Financial assistance research 
can payoff for students 
By 'lbmika Allison 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
There is money available for graduate and profes-
sional study if you know where and how to look for it. 
Because graduate school can cost anywhere from 
$ 10,000 to $30.000 a year. students need to be aware 
of the various scholarships, fellowships. grants and 
work studies that can be obtained. 
Research done by the Association of Fund Raising 
Council shows that there are more than 23,000 foun-
dations in the United States willing 10 give funding, and 
more 1han 80 percent of the applications for these funds 
arc misdirected or filled oul inappropriately. 
The National Commission on Student Financial 
Assistance. a Congressional House Sub-committee, 
found more than S7 billion avai lable from corporations 
and of thal only $400 million was used. The unused 
portion of available funds equals $600 for each of the 
15 million graduate school-bound students in the Uni1-
cd Stales. 
There are a broad range of financial assistance sources 
available at lhc graduate level, including the federal 
government, some Slate governments, the school in 
which you .,re or will be attending and also the private 
sector. 
1l1e Internet offers a lot of information: www.fastwcb 
gives a detailed listing of various financial programs. 
At Howard, 1he Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 
and Office of Student Relations and Enrollment Man-
agement sponsors grant and networking workshops 
every other Saturday, which began on September 21. 
"Most of my financial assistance for my second year 
has come from outside sources such as the Ford Foun-
da1ion and 1he Carneige Foundation," said Cheryl-Ann 
Charles. who is obtaining her Ph.D. in organizat ional 
communication here at Howard Univcrsit\. 
''There arc graduate assistantships that are funded 
1hrough the graduate school that provide a stipend of 
$8,000." said James F. Scott, lhe associate dean of the 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. University sup-
port is the primary source of funding for students who 
plan to continue their studies. For foreign students who 
can not receive federal aid, this can be most helpful. 
" llad it not been for my fami ly, I would not be here; 
financially I would nol have been able to attend grad-
uate school," said Liscllc Yorke, a student from the 
Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. who is in the process 
of receiving her master's degree in mass communica-
tions. "As an international student, your iJnly hope is 
your family or a graduale assistantship, which are 
limited.'' 
In the District, the Fellowship Office of the Nation-
al Research Council administers the Ford Foundation 
Predoctoral, Dissertation and Postdoctoral Fellow-
ships along with many other fellowship competitions. 
"The Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowships fund 
the fi nal year of dissertation writing," said Christine 
O'Brien, program supervisor for the Ford Foundation. 
Ford Foundation Prcdoc1oral Fellowships are award-
ed annually and provide three years of graduate school 
funding. 
All of these programs were developed to support the 
careers of individuals who are members of an ethnic 
minority group . 
The private sector consists of fellowship foundations 
such as the Ford Foundation. corpora1ions, associa-
tions, religious and fraternal groups. More than 65 per-
cent of the scholarships, fellowships, grants and loans 
arc from the private sector. 
"Forty-five to 50 percent of graduate students receive 
some type of assistantship," Scotl said. 
Pursuing one's passion 
c,pcricnce more i:ulrurc shock 111.:rc at Howard because 
everyone desperately tries to 
i:onform to their notion of hip hop, the inner-city and 
"k.:cping it real." 
I low am I going to afford graduate school'! Loans. 
loans and more loans. !'his ne\cr 
hothcrs me because it oftcJ1 translates deferment, 
deferment and morc deferment rn my mmd. Some doc-
tors in th<!ir forties arc Mill paying off stud.:nt loans. 
\Vith !->pccializcd talent. you can also recei\e fellowships 
and grants n.:gardlcss ol your r,1cc. I don't sec that many 
Black males with :1 feverish desire to attend gr,1duatc 
school in photography. so I'm al an ,1dvan1age with or 
without affirmative ac1ion. 
Ivy League or I IBC'lY! I loncstly, my d.:cision to come 
to Howard \\as highly influenced by m) passion for "A 
Different \Vorld.'' I connel.1ed with "Freddie Brooks" 
in more wa)s than rec)cling. It has been a kind of a d1t-
fcrcnt world here at Howard and I 111 sure I ve made it 
a different world for many who just glance at me. My 
view of undcrgr.1duate stud) is to achieve academic suc-
ces~ as well as personal discovery. I low;ml has afford-
ed me this with the balance from my friends at George-
town and George \Vashinglon Uni\'ersity. I can't sec 
myself going to graduate school at an I IBCU. Special 
ization is tltc objec1ivc for gradua1e school and you need 
the very best institution for this. Unfortunatch. no 
IIBCUs have my imprc~si\c graduate art prngr:11ns 111.11 
can comp..:ll: 111tcrnation.1ll~. )hie docs thats why the, 
onl) admit 8 s1udents c:"h year tor photograph\. Nev. 
Ha\cn. ( 01111., is\\ here 1 \\,mt 10 he, not Ne\\ York or 
C.1htornia. 'fherc arc no hllll'-haircd people or drag 
queens thcre. 1'11 tmd them in Manhattan," hich is onl) 
45 minutes away. 
Realizing what you lruly want 10 t..lo takes time alll 
personal dcvclopml'llt, It's 1101 ,1chievcd 
by cJmng what your parents \\alll you to do, fc,1r o 
povcrt~ or olher issu,s thal creak 
l'GSD (pre-graduation sucss disorder). If you have lhc 
gu1s to go tor what )OU believe 111 and what )OU ha\c a 
passion for, th.: l,mc) rhh~1lrie$ that make hfc more 
intercsling \\ 111 come. )1 u didn't 1h111k I would go to 
graduate school to take ) our p,1ssport photes did you! 
The ll'ritt·1 is The Hilltop fi•a111rcs phmo editor. 
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After a century, the Delany sisters have their saJ 
ByTina-Renee Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Before Brown vs. Board of 
Education, there was Plessy vs. 
Ferguson. Before the Million 
March, there was the March on 
Washington. 
And before all of these historical 
events, there was Sadie and Bessie 
Delany. 
For most people, a good memory 
is considered a blessing. For Sadie 
and Bessie Delany, a good memory 
is a way of life. 
Elizabeth "Bessie" 
Delany. who died in 
1995 at the age of I 04. 
The centenarians first 
entered the public 
spotlight in 1991 in a 
news feature article 
written by New York 
Times reporter Amy 
Hearth. 
lwo years later, the 
sisters released 
"Having Our Say: The 
Delany Sisters' First 
I 00 Years." 
Educated 
sophisticated 
and 
sisters move from the living 
room to the kitchen, busily 
preparing dinner as they 
preach, banter and argue. 
Sadie, played by 
author/composer Micki Grant 
("Don't Bother Me, T Can't 
Cope"), stresses throughout 
~.--.., the play that she and her sister 
lead simple, yet fulfilling lives. 
That simplicity is illustrated 
through the set design. 
distracting concept is actual! 
entertaining and informa1i1t.l 
if1he audience is lookingataj 
album along with the[),, 
sisters. 
Preserving the original 1~ 
oral history adaptations is~ 
easy feat, but "Having Oi:j 
succeeds. Each sister's dt 
personality shines 1hroui 
fresh, willy dialogue. 
The ability 10 recount the most 
recent experience is sometimes 
taken for granted, so it is even more 
amazing to hear the life stories of 
the Delany sisters - stories that 
span over a century in "Having Our 
Say," now playing at the Kennedy 
Center through December 8. 
"\Ve're not old maids, 
we're maiden ladies" 
- the Delany sisters 
recount their humble 
Each time the characters 
:-c:---1 referred to a picture during a 
- Iii( story, the same picture would 
be projected on a backdrop 
above the set. When Bessie, 
played by Lizan Mitchell 
("Law and Order," "The 
Preacher's Wife") tells of 1he 
time she was almost lynched 
Photo by Roger Astroianni 
Llzan Mitchell (left) and Micki Grant (right) play Bessie and Sadie Delany, 
respectively In "Having Our Say." 
While the older, gentle S~ 
self-described "momma'11 
Bessie 1s the hoHempelll! 
who finds it difficult to lli 
While people. Bessie's ~ 
peppered with quirky sta:~ 
on racism, including how• 
can't get away with being 111 
"It 's not fair. Lf Dan Quai 
colored. he would be 11~ 
dishes right now!'' 
Set in Mount Vernon, N.Y., in 
I 993, "Having Our Say" 1s a I 00-
year:old journey through the lives 
of real-life sisters Sarah L. "Sadie" 
Delany, I 07, and the late Annie 
beginnings as two of 
10 children born in Virginia 10 a 
biracial mother and slave-born 
father. 
Dispelling the typical racial and 
gender stereotypes of the time, Lhe 
sisters moved from their hometown 
of Raleigh, N.C., to Harlem. N.Y., 
to pursue their education in the late 
1920s. 
After graduating from Columbia 
University, Sadie went on to 
become the first African-American 
teacher of domestic science in New 
York City's high schools. Bessie 
also made history by opening her 
own dental practice and becoming 
the second Black woman to practice 
dentistry in New York state. 
As they invite the audience to 
partake in a traditional birthday 
dinner for their late father, the 
for insulting a White man for 
leering at her, the background is lit 
with a photograph ,of a young, 
beautiful Bessie. 
As the story-telling progresses, 
the images and music depicting the 
different time periods are nashed. 
What could have been a very 
"Having Our Say•· is an~ 
portrait of history throughlh-
of two African-American 
who ha\e seen a great deal 
portrait that 1s long overdUt 
Keith Sweat, Deborah Cox rock Constitution Hall 
By Donya Matheny 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Hopeless romantics as well as R&B fans got a 
healthy mix of old and new when Keith Sweat's 
concert tour visited the District last Friday night. 
But Sweat has swayed his listeners with emotional 
lullabies since his first appearance on the music scene 
in 1987. 
Music from Sweat's five double platinum albums 
came alive on the stage of Constitution Hall as he 
performed soul-stirring hit singles from his earlier 
albums such as "Make it Last Forever" and "I Want 
Her,'' as well as "Nobody." the hit single from his latest 
self titled album. But before Sweat did his infamous 
begging and crooning that has become his trademark. 
he made a startling first appearance. 
After diverting the audience's attention to a woman 
lying in her bed talking on the telephone, Sweat 
appeared out of what seemed like nowhere and began 
singing "How You Like It" and other tunes, often 
employing props such as a candlelit table for two and 
gelling the audience to sing '"rumi," another track from 
his current album. 
'"Yumi," like many of his other older and current hits, 
is easy to embrace because it seems to mirror his 
listeners' emotional journeys while stirring up intimate 
feelings in everyone. 
R&B lovers were treated to faster beats while Sweat's 
dancers moved and dressed in clothes reminiscent of 
music group BBD (Bell, Biv, Devoe) and their hit song 
·•Poison.'' Rapper Preuy Russ appeared for the closing 
act in an all white tuxedo, and Sweat - also clad in 
white from head to toe - stepped aside to le1 Russ 
have a moment in the limelight. 
Not only has Sweat done well to maintain his 
reputation for working with the most talented artists 
in the business, but he has also begun 10 recognize 
upcoming talent as well. 
To his credit, Sweat helped boost the c~ 
music groups Silk and Kut Klose. Athena Car. 
of the members of Ku1 Klose, made a guest app,21 
while performing the smash duet hit "Nobod}"t 
Sweat. 
Recording artist Deborah Cox opened the slK 
Sweat, entertaining the audience with her hits.1 
Do You Love," "Sound of t.ly Tuars·• and ·'Wh. 
We Go From Here:· Her strong vocals and ru 
sound were definite show stoppers. Her perfon::i 
would have been even better with a live band~-. 
But her enthusiastic stage presence and rapport 
the audience was encouraging. 
Venezuelan dancers 
promote creativity 
Local kids prove they are 'children of the gospd 
By Aurelia Myles 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Last weekend. Dance Place 
presented the Veneluela modern 
dance workshop company 
"Pisorrojo'' for their debut 
performance in the United States. 
The Pisorrojo Experimental Dance 
Workshop, in existence for 35 years, 
was developed as part of a program 
for the Cultural Department of the 
Cenlral University of Venezuela. 
The South American dance 
company utilizes creativity in their 
choreography and presentation to 
captivate their audience. The 
workshop's mission was to promote 
dance as a form of artistic expression. 
Pisorrojo, meaning red noor in 
Spanish. performed several pieces, 
"Pedestal," "In White Instant," "To 
lhe Border" and "Antares." 
In "Pedestal," a black box was used 
as the main prop. As the two males 
and one female danced on and 
around the box, positioned center 
noor, a visual connection was seen 
between the three dancers. The box 
represented a sort of high point in life 
that once one got on it, made them 
feel on top of the world. 
Elements of artistic expression 
were seen throughout "In White 
Instant (En Blanco lnstante)."Therc 
was a freeness about this piece that 
gave the dancers the opportunity to 
be uninhibited. 
The seven dancers, clothed in sheer 
blouses and pants in various colors, 
spiraled and turned their way toward 
the noor where the majority of 
movements took place. There was a 
feel of"groundedness" as they nung 
and contorted their bodies on the 
noor. As the topless dancers 
intertwined themselves with each 
other, beautiful pictures were created 
with the shaping of the bodies that 
could be considered works of art. 
"To the Border," wa~ abstract· in 
nature. The females were dressed in 
white bras and briefs and the males 
also in white briefs. The piece 
incorporated the use of the voice as 
a form of expression with laughter, 
cries, yells and shouts. A refreshing 
change in this piece was the point 
when the mies were reversed and the 
females picked up Lhc males. 
In the high energy piece. "Antares," 
the dancers formed human pyramids 
as they pulled each other through a 
pathway made by masking tape on 
stage heading toward a focus point. 
The emphasis of the movements 
were made inside the path. The 
dancers were clothed in sheer tops 
and bonoms with chalk paint on their 
clothes. bodies and in their hair. 
Photo Exhibit 
LaM week the Shashin CommuniLy photo exhibit brought together more 
than 100 people 10 14 Bryant St., N.W - the home of its founders.1l1e 
rug.ht elebrated the div rsity and e.,cellence of th African Amen an 
commuru y through photography. 
Founded by Ho ard University student Marc Griffin, Hasaan Kinley, 
Tom Noy and JoJo Spiker, Shasin's mission is to make a commitment to 
excellence through photography. 
"The theme is to bring the School of Fine Arts and the School of 
Communications together. 111e common thing being photography,'' said 
Kinley, :1 f1hn maJor. 
The group p!lu1s to showcase more photography soon. 
By Alona Ballard 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Recognized as one of the premier 
independent, non-profit performing 
arts presenters in the country, The 
Washington Performing Arts 
Society first began showcasing 
gospel concerts during the 1988-89 
season as an effort to reach 
African-American audiences and 
praise the art form of gospel music. 
On Sunday, WPAS was able to 
continue that tradition as it 
presented ''Children of the Gospel: 
Voices of the Next Generation TV" 
at the Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
The more than 300 member group 
of Washington area youth vocalists 
range from grades four through 12. 
The objective of the choir is 10 
"showcase the tremendous talents 
of Washington area youth, provide 
them with disciplinary and artistic 
skills in pulling together a 
professional product ion and 
creating an environment that 
promotes self-confidence. image, 
motivation and respect for one's 
self and others." 
TI1e Children of the Gospel has 
worked wi1h a number of noted 
Washington music directors 
including Evelyn Simpson 
Curenton, Joyce Garrett. Eleanor 
Stewart. Ricky Payton Sr., Anita 
Jones, Thomas Dixon 1yler and 
Howard University's Chapel Choir 
musical director and 
alumnus, Arphelius 
Paul Gatling III. 
Gatling said he is 
honored to be a part of 
the Children of the 
Gospel. 
"I think that this 
project is important 
because it gives 1he 
young people of 
today's time an 
opportunity to do 
something 
aesthetically and 
artistically beautiful," 
Gatling said. 
lie said was also 
appreciative of the fact 
1hat the children will 
"be involved in 
positive cultural .. Photo by Belnla 
activities 35 opposed District children perform at KennedyCenter for Children of the Gospel Cord 
to negative things that 
people report on all the time." 
Gatling admits that getting a large 
amount of children prepared for a 
concert is hard work. 
"Three hundred-plus children 
working together on 14 different 
occasions in preparation for this 
was an awesome task and it's just 
great to see something that can 
unify young people," Gatling said. 
The Children of the Gospel Mass 
Choir's special guest performer, 
Vickie Winans. of the famous 
\Vinans gospel singing family, said 
she was also inspired by the large 
amount of young people who are 
not on crack-cocaine or shoottng 
each other for a leather jacket. 
In the performance, the children 
sang 16 songs ranging from 
tr<1ditional, "Praise to the Lord 
A (mighty,'' to current gospel 
numbers, Kirk Franklin's 
"Melodies From Heaven.'' The 
performance also included Mariah 
Carey's "Hero.'' 
In addition to singing gospel 
~ongs. the group performed an 
African dance number, which paid 
a special tribute to Child 
Defense Fund leader ~I 
\Vright Edelman. South Am 
President Nelson Mandela. 
catalyst of the Civil R1~ 
Movement Rosa Parks. 
Tn addition to the sold-out\, 
of the Next Generation [I ll!'i I 
concerts. the group also perfoo-
at last year's Kennedy CCI 
Honors program, where 
performed with noted sOpnlM. 
Howard alumna. Jessye 'ltn 
in a tribute to actor Sidney Po 
Actor pays tribute to late Black Panther founder 
By Alona Ballard 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A match was struck. The orange 
light of a cigarette marred the per-
fection of a dark. eerily quiet the-
ater. A handsome figure clad in 
black pants and a plain, black but-
ton-down shirt entranced the audi-
ence with his presence. The dry-
mouthed Huey P. Newton (Roger 
Guenveur Smith) nervously 
twitched as he sat in a plain wood-
en chair next to a black, chrome-
top ashtray. 
Smith's one-man-show portray-
al of the Black Panther founder 
made the audience believe they 
had the real Newton right in front 
of them as they sat quietly during 
the presentation of "A Huey P. 
Newton Story" at the Woolly 
Mammoth Theater Company near 
DuPont Circle. 
In a way they did. Smith 
appeared possessed by Newton's 
spirit as he spun around in a ner-
vous fit, punching the air, spitting, 
working up a sweat as Bob 
Dylan's music played in the back-
ground. 
Smith is famous for his roles in 
Spike Lee's "Do The Right 
Thing," "Malcolm x;· "School 
Daze" and "Gel On The Bus." 
Smith, as the brooding, outspo-
ken, chain-smoking Newton, 
recreated his high-pitched 
Louisiana drawl and said things 
such as, "I don't like revealing the 
detai ls of my personal life, except 
when it relates to the movement." 
He talked about Newton's dis-
approval of the Vietnam War, 
"Black and Brown man, fighting 
the Yellow man, for the White 
man when the White man stole 
this land from the Red man." 
He voiced his displeasure of one 
of the Black Panther's most vocal 
opponents, J. Edgar Hoover. 
"(He) tried to pass himself off as 
a dark-skinned White woman -
that's infiltration," Smith said in 
his act. 
Smith wrote the play using New-
ton ·s autobiography. "Revolution-· 
ary Suicide'' and other sources. 
The soundtrack, a combination of 
moody music and spoken words 
about Newton, was composed by 
Marc Anthony Thompson. 
Smith's next project is directing 
his original screenplay, " lncogne-
groes." 
Smith portrayed Newton as a 
man who had a great deal of per-
sonal demons, a cocaine habit and 
many complexities. 
" Huey P. Newton inspired me to 
write this play," Smith said. "In a 
sense he chose me as much as l 
chose him - a man ol i 
contradictions, a fascinating 
a great leader and a tragic k 
In 1966. Newton, along 111~ 
partner Bobby Seale. foundc, 
Black Panther Part) for 
Defense. The Black Pan1hen. 
made up of urban young 
Oakland, Calif., grew 10 eo:~ 
pass women and spread 10 ti 
cities in the United States. 
The Panther's 10-pointpla 
touched on issues of empl~l1 
and education for Blacks. Thel 
book and gun-toting Black ij 
ther Party stood up agains1p.•l 
brutality and created a free It.I 
fast program for needy chi]j 
and free health care faciliri 
poor Black neighborhoods.S 
ton died in a drug-related s~ 
ing in 1989. 
"A Huey P. Newton Story· 
run through Dec. 6. 
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Fat II · -
pr-e~e~ts: n a\·\ d Q.tl Sp~-~ -~,\ 5 
Shampoo, Wrap-& Curl ...... \ .. 2,~.00 · \ 
Relaxers. with Trim .............. \ 45.00 .: ·: . 
Hair Trim........................... . ·10.00 . 
Hair Color......................... 15.00+ 
Haircuts (men).................. /2.00. 
Weaves/Braids.................. prices will var~ ,01)0 J:n+f'o. o-ff-~r, ..:S. w '('dp, e....u.r1 1 -fu l ! s e_t 4>'-r f.-c 
Als-o: Nail$' f:,... k4eb r•ow '¥faxing 
,,.. 
Qp•n- 7 J...,.. .,.... -.k 
C,onvenie nt b cot.ion 
A c-ro~c f ..-om W ow01'J Unive._ibf 
. 
CALENDAR ANNOUNCEMENT 
TRI-STATE AREA ARTISTS & RETAILERS OFFER UNIQUE, AFFORDABLE 
CHOICES AT FESTIVE 7TH ANNUAL CHURCH BAZAAR 
Over ,o local artists and retailers will join under one roof for ilie 7fu Annual Shlloh Baptist 
Church Holiday Gift Bm. The Bazaar ijcks off Thanks~wig Friday and Saturday, 
. November 29-]0 and runs every Saturday throu~ December 21. All types eclectic ~ft 
ideas such as dollmakers, jewelry designers, one-of a-kind tree ornaments, cards, leafuer 
goods and many unique gift ideas will be available. It will be held be at Shiloh Family Life 
Center on 9th and P Streets NW, ~ashin~on, DC. It's a good idea to shop wifu retailers 
and artists in your community! The event is FREE and open to ilie public! An affordable 
and especially prepared holiday lunch Will be available too! For more information call 
202.610.2)53. 
### 
I 
,, 
,, 
------------------------- .._ _______ -ii _ _____ ...... -~- ---'• 
BASEMENT APARTMENT fOR RENT 
LOCATED IN NORTH WEST NEAR UNION STATION 
INCLUDES: 
-Very spacious basement 
-Newly renovated one bedroom with loft 
-Fire place 
• Living room 
• Nice size kitchen with di' sh washer 
• Nice size bathroom 
-Washer and dryer 
· Available parking 
• New carpet 
-Etc., etc., etc. 
$595 a month + utilities 
Available as soon as possible 
• 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
THE COMPLETE VERSION OF 
THE STUDENT 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
IS AVAILABLE IN 
THE OFFICE OF 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
ROOM 117 BLACKBURN 
CENTER 
I 
nore contact- (202) 737-1740 Or (202) 462-1874 ALL STUDENTS WHO HAVE 
NOT RECEIVED A COPY ARE 
STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO 
PICK ONE UP. 
Form 
nent 
! law 
Pan-
olice 
·eak-
ldren 
es in 
~ew-
11001-
' will 
Do not wait or you may miss out!!!! 
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College .Musician Auditions 
.· ··-·-- .. ____ .~--- -_ · June 3 - August 17 · 
"the ~-f entertainment Career Program 
. . . 
• Perform with Top Stars Weekly • Casting 2 Orchestras and 3 Large Show Bands! 
, Open Call Auditions, Show Us Your Talents! • You Must be at Least 18 and Enrolled in College 
• Excellent Salary with Housing and Local Transportati~n . 
We're looking for talented, versatile, outgoing collegiate musicians ready to take pan in this once-in-a-lifetime learning and performance opportunity. 
INSTRUMENTS: Violin, Viola, Cello, String Bass, Trumpet, Trombone, Horn, Tuba, all Saxophones (doubles pre-
ferred), Drums, Percussion (limp, mallets, Latin percussion), Piano/Synthesizer. Special categories: lead players 
and jazz soloists, piano/percussion, piano/horn, tuba/bass doublers. 
... • <i.. • ,:--. • ' 
Audition Sites & Dates 
Walk-ins from 9AM-4PM • Play 3 styles, sight read and bring resume 
in lilois Crier 
For further 111f01mat,on: call (4071397-3220 C( 
(7141781-3414 or write: College Auditions '97. 
Ctt1tive Entertainment. P.O. Box 10,000, like 
Buena Vista, Fl 32830-1000 01 viSJt us on !he 
O~ando Sentinel Onl111e on AOL using keyword 
•oisney Jobs· C( e-ma I 
Bob_Redodl@wda.Disney.com or 
Ken_W_Murphy@corps.Disney.com 
))tsneytand 
V 
{e1q,~fSHEf 0~2.r~S2; 
■ Compl•t• multlmtdl1 <omputu customlr•d for students 
■ Campus Z-St1tion• futures: 
• Poweffill Intel• Ptntlurft•~,or 
• I.ors• cop><lly hlNI drt.t 
• Plenty of ffit"'°'Y 10 NA COdly"I hottHt Jpplk ation:s 
• PCwJ & PC.ry Into your UITtPIJl nttwort with I h!Jh-spttd inodtm 
■ Desktop Syst•ms lndudo Mkrosofl• Naturot• Keyboard and 
Mkrosoft MO<Js. 
■ loldtd wfth Microsoft soflwue for study and fun 
• M~ Offict for Windows 9S with Word. Mkf'QSCII\ bttt. 
Powflftoi11t. Mltf'CISOft Ace.en. S<htclulN, [nurt.a f6 Cncydopt-d.&, 
MK:rotoft lntecrntl AuJsta.nts 
• MlcMOft Wh:low, ,s wlLh Mk:to5oft lnltmd ~ ,.o 
• Mkrol-Oft Pli,s! 
• GI.,.. f0< Windows 95 
• Norton AntMn.s and ffiDfT 
■ Hewlett P1tkud Colo, Dosk/tt available 
■ Ask about Microsoft Prorrammefs Orum Paa 
November 22,~
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Experience Campus 2-Station. 
Howard University Bookstore 
202-806-5259 
~ http:/ /~.zds:com 
educationOzds.com 
AlliTLOill'l\d \L1'11l'!faru !JI-ran \lM 1ruc Rt\larol 
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Vegetarian diets are healthier, but less convenient 
By Chana Garcia 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
ll) Di'-On scans the menu al 
~.11Chou1 in disgust. Six years 
lli,on became a vegetarian 
,. the chicken sandwichcs, 
:cc!pauies and 1hc bacon, egg 
• se biscuits that make up 
u foll under his category of 
~Me~." 
Iii read, do\\ n the list. he 
because French tries are 
the onl) thing he can .:al. 
"iion said he has watched the 
i,e the same grease for all 
,J,. which makes eating the 
· ,, J, bad as eating meal. 
nil them chicken fries 
..e the first ttmc I ordered 
I got nauseous." said the 
iore majoring in business. 
:ha1 unique chid.eny taste." 
Plmchou1, like most eateries. 
irater 10 h1, diet nnd O1 ... on 
· more lime pointing out 
11 can not eat. 
. mo,1 I can do i~ a grilled 
. ~ul my arteries can only 
take one of those a year," he said. 
Dixon slopped eating meat for 
ethical reasons. He said his beliefs 
view eating animals as wrong. But 
mosl of the 15 million Americans 
who consider themselves 
vegetarians have gone meatless to 
· have healthier diets, said Dr. Lolita 
Kaul, professor at the College of 
Medicine in the department of 
Community Health and Family 
Practice. 
"Before you didn't see many 
/\merican vegetarians." she said. 
"They've done ii for health 
reasons. Especial ly fcu11ing out] 
red meal." 
Kaul said many people have a 
misconception that meal protein is 
essential for a healthy diet. Protein 
is needed for tissue repair and 
maintenance. skin. hair and muscle 
growth, but it can come from 
vegetables. beans and other soy 
product~. 
"The •\merican diet 1s abundant 
111 protein. so cutting out meat 
won't really affec1 ii," Kaul said. 
"Dairy produc1s and of course 
your lentils and beans arc high in 
Photo by Hassan Kinley 
Delights of the Garden, located on Georgia Ave. across from 
the School of Business, specializes in vegetarian-style cuisine. 
protein." 
Doc1ors and nutritionists have 
even reported 1ha1 100 much 
protein overworks the kidneys and 
causes 1he body 10 excre1c large 
amoun1s of calcium, which can 
lead to osteoporosis. 
Reducing protein intake helps 
the body 10 re tain essential 
vitamins and minerals. But Kaul 
recommends visiting a dietitian 
before drastically changing your 
diet. 
" If eating habits are poor, you can 
~e wise when caring for wisdoJD teeth 
By Claire Thombs 
H ltop Staff Writer 
mi1h, ago, Damien Marley 
:eJ a 1001hachc that he will 
lk1l fon:c I 
-ilbl.ethc IO\\Cr ld1 side ofmv 
\\:IS about Ill explode.' said 
11truor markellng m,1Jor. · It 
ttlllO\I painful feeling." 
. 100k a friend's advice and 
1.1 3ppointment t11 a local 
cfl'ice. After he w:L, exami111..'d 
H"l)\ofhis mouth were 1aken 
1~i,1. Marley was informed 
t pain he endured was lhc 
C>fhi, wisdom teeth growing 
:..bn 1ee1h or impactions arc 
-l.lrs that .ire found at the , ery 
tlhemou1h. People generally 
.rwisdom 1eeth. one in each 
r 1he upper and lower 
..-ib of the mouth. Some 
oc1er grow wisdom teeth, 
:i;ha1e them and never have 
lil1i!IOO,. 
Jauoolh develops. it travels 10 
:(feel position beneath the 
:ii. If the path to eruption 
,~ the gum i~ prc,e111cd 
~ the jaw is too small, the 
1ill become paruali} blocked 
ted. 
need 10 have these teeth 
~ \\hen 1he jm\ is 1101 big 
,~ 10 accommoda1e all of 
1hem," said Dr. Robert Bingham, 
associate professor of oral and 
maxillofacial surgery al Howard 
University's School of Dentistry. 
wisdom teeth removed several years 
ago. had the remaining three 
ex1rac1cd in September, following 
his dentist's advice. 
"Impacted 1ee1h should come out 
because no one knows when trouble 
will incur." Bingham said. 
"This time it was more intense," 
Marley said. "It was something like 
I\.: never gone through bcforc.1l1e 
Serious problems 
can urisc from 
impacted teeth. 
Infection. decay and 
possible crowding 
are some 1hrca1s. 
More serious 
Tips for ofter \llrgery: 
•Maintain pressure over 1he 
e.~1rac1ion site for 20-30 minutes 
by biting on a gauze sponge. 
implications can •Rinse wi1h warm sail water. 
occur if 1he sac 1ha1 
surrounds the 1001h 
fills with fluid and 
enlarges 10 form a 
C)Sl. 
•Eat soft foods like warm cen:al, 
mashed potatoes. soups. ground 
meats and vegetables. 
•Do not dis1urb the c:-:1rac1ion 
sile by sucking oo it or touching 
it with the tongue. 
The cyst could 
caw,e an enlargement 
in !he mouth thlll may 
result in permanent 
damage 10 adjacent •Apply ice to the sides of the 
1ec1h and nerves. If face to reduce swelling. 
the cyst is not treated, 
a tumor could grow •For pain, take two aspirin every 
from its walls and four hours. 
surgery would be,._ ___________ _, 
required to remove it. 
suri•ery feels 
like a mixture 
between 
pulling and 
tugging. I 
would have 
died without 
Novocain." 
Novocain, 
gas or local 
anesthesia is 
used in this 
surgical 
procedure. The 
anesthetics 
normally last 
up to two 
hours. 
The surgery 
consists of the 
removal of the 
bone from 
around the 
tooth. the 
The amount of time it lakes to 
extrac1 wisdom teeth varies from 
person to person. depending on how 
many teeth arc being removed and 
how impacted each tooth is, 
Bingham said. 
sectioning of the tooth into pans so 
that it \\ ill come out easily and the 
removal of the tooth itself. In some 
cases, stilching is required lo stop 
bleeding and help with the healing 
process. 
Marley. who had one of his Marley was awake during his 
surgery. He said he remembers 
wa1ching his teeth being removed 
from his mouth and how he was 
feeling. 
"The popping of my teeth when 
they came out was really eerie." he 
said 
After surgery, precautions should 
be taken 10 prevent infections and 
clot the blood 1ha1 may cominue to 
now from lhe incision. Patients are 
usually given guidelines 10 follow 
that wi ll help 1hem have a healthy 
and speedy recovery. Antibiotics are 
prescribed to ward off germs. 
"Most of the bacteria found in or 
around the mouth are sensitive 10 
antibiotics like penicillin," Bingham 
said. 
Marley said tha1 he followed his 
dentist's suggestion 10 take the 
prescribed anLibiotics and codeine. 
He also tried placing a cold tea bag 
over his gums and rinsing wi1h cold 
water to help the blood left in his 
mouth 10 clot. 
Those who receive sutures usually 
return to Lhe dentist within five to 
seven days to have them removed. 
For those who fear having the 
procedure clone, it may ease your 
fears to know 1ha1 in most cases. you 
feel little or no pain. 
"Generally, once the anes1hecic has 
been adminis tered, pressure or 
manipulation is lhc only thing you 
should feel," Bingham said. 
:ollege environment can lead to stress for students 
Sy Nicole Balllnger 
H 'top Staff Writer 
,te ,tudenls are prime 
k>r high stress level,. said 
'Wlagement at the National 
or Health. 
a11mg 10 a ne,\ living 
111en1. making new friends 
ctlmg academic demands 
·•01e stre,sful for many 
,tudcnls. 
p«>ple associate external 
Ill ,ith the cause of ,tress 
>(f.c1en1s themselves do not 
1trtss. Stress result!. from 
~le interpret and react 10 
Whal ma>• prove Mressful 
"le.can be relaxing 10 01her 
1a1d NIH. 
s i~ mental or physical 
orpre"ure. Its symptoms 
11fied in feelings. thoughts. 
1or and physiology. 
llions ot stress include 
;sof irri1ab1I i l y, anxiousness, 
1moodiness. 
ilems with concentral ion. 
ielf.e>1eem, humiliation, 
'"Jlness and fear of failure 
ip1oms or stress. NIH said 
l)ing for no reason. high-
:td, ne rvous laughing, 
ig 1ee1h, loss of appetite or 
a1ing arc some of the 
io" 3S!>ociated with s tress. 
~ auending college here at 
~d. 10 be more s tressful than 
'{ to high school due to the 
bet1icschedule T keep," said 
Major, a freshman busjness 
~- ' I balance a f u II load of 
ie1.emacurricular act ivi ties, 
a job and weekly collaborative 
business meetings." 
The main cause of s1ress in most 
individuals is a major life change. 
Going to a new school, gelling 
married or divorced. having a baby 
and the death of a close friend or 
relative arc some life changes 
which can cause pressure, said 
NIH. 
Rozales A. Swanson. a Howard 
University medical extern, said 
challenging lifestyle may put a lot 
of pressure on them. 
Students also experience 
ccononuc anxiety and financia l 
strain. The fear of deadlines. 
exams and grades can put a 101 of 
pressure on the minds of serious 
students. Having an ac1ive social 
life and dealing with the pressures 
of friendly and intimate 
relationships can also be stressful. 
Swanson said. 
Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
As a member of the soccer team, Valyncia Saunders must balance 
tier hectic schedule, which at times Is stressful, she said. 
there arc a series of different stress 
period\ for :.tudents throughout 
their college careers. First year 
s tudents tend 10 experience 
homesickness because !hey have to 
start over by trying 10 make new 
friends. They must adjust 10 a 
more demanding academic 
agenda, and this new and 
Students in their final year may 
panic when they arc faced with job 
recruitment and dealing with 
separation from friends; the SLress 
then derives from frustration or 
confusion in making the right 
decisions for the future, Swanson 
said. 
To reduce s1ress, NIH suggests: 
■ Exercising regularly and 
eating a balanced diet. 
■ Taking on a hobby that you 
enjoy. 
■ Talking out problems or 
worries with someone you can 
trust. 
■ Avoiding procras1ination, and 
creating and following a weekly 
schedule to reduce anxieties over 
studies and tests. 
■ Learning to manage time 
wisely. When studying, a good 
idea is to work for 45 minutes and 
then break for 15 minutes. 
■ Practici ng relaxation 
techniques. For example, laking 
slow, deep breaths for a few 
minutes may help when the body 
is tense. 
Yusuf Cauthen, a martial artist 
and ins1ruclor, said that people can 
draw s trength from the earth by 
using nature to reduce stress. He 
leaches that strong mediration can 
be belier than medicine. 
" As the sun rises, it gives off 
energy, and that's the best time 10 
medi1a1e," Cau1hen said. 
Cauthen suggests breathing in 
through the nose and exhaling oul 
through the mouth three times with 
eyes closed. Then breathe only 
through the nose for 5 to 10 
minutes. 
"People have different ways of 
relaxing," Cau1hen said. "Some 
people should take a nap, and 
some are calmed and refreshed by 
a great workout. To reduce s tress, 
the mind must be put at ease and 
made aware of relaxation." 
see a registered nutritionist and 
look at the overall diet," Kaul said. 
"lfyou don't have money, you can 
look in a nutrition book like 
American Dietetic Association." 
Courtney Epps, a sophomore 
majoring in psychology, has been 
a vegetarian for almost s ix years. 
When she first stopped earing meat 
she was always tired and fatigued, 
so she visited a doctor. 
"One day T decided not to eat 
meat and the next day I didn't , but 
I didn't know what l was doing and 
T got sick," Epps said. "I didn't pay 
a1tcn1ion to the actual diet, so I 
went 10 see a nutritionist." 
Epps was suffering from vitamin 
deficiency, but her diet was high in 
protein. She created a diet plan 
with her doctor that included foods 
that she liked such as veggie 
burgers and beans. 
There are also health food 
restaurants such as Delights of the 
Garden and Soul Food Vegetarian, 
localed on Georgia Avenue, where 
students can get vegetarian meals. 
Deligh1s of the Garden sells raw 
vegan food, most of which is high 
in protein, vitamins and minerals. 
"We serve a dish called kush 
which is raw cracked Bulghar 
wheat and wheat is high in 
protein," said Asia Broadus, owner 
and manager. "It actually has 
more protein than animal products. 
Other grains like couscous are also 
high in protein, but it's enriched 
which means they add 
preservatives to it and bleach it." 
Many doctors agree that it is 
almost impossible to have a 
protein deficient diet, Kaul said 
fatty foods are what everybody, 
including vegetarians, should be 
concerned with. 
" People should worry about 
cholesterol and look at their diet," 
Kaul said. "Baked foods are high 
in carbohydrates and are converted 
to fat. That's how people gain 
weight." 
High cholesterol is also caused 
by greasy foods and too much red 
meat.Dixon said cutting out meat 
will not only lead to healthier 
living, but will also make people 
apprec iate life. 
Easy Chocolate and 
Caramel Brownies 
2 tablespoons skim milk 
27 small soft caramel candies (about 8 ounces) 
1/2 cup fat-free sweetened condensed milk (not evaporated 
skim milk) 
1 (18.25-ounce) package devils food cake mix with pudding 
(such as Pillsbury) 
7 tablespoons reduced-calorie stick margarine, melted 
l largc egg white. lightly beaten 
Cooking spray 
1 teaspoon all-purpose flour 
1/2 cup reduced-fat chocolate baking chips. 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. 
Combine skim milk and candies in a bowl. Microwave at 
HIGH for 1 l/2 to 2 minutes or until caramels melt and 
mixture is smooth, stirring with a whisk after every minute. 
Set aside. 
Combine sweetened condensed milk, cake mix, margarine 
and egg white in a bowl; stir well (batter will be very stiff). 
Coat bottom only of a 13 x 9-inch baking pan with cooking 
spray; dust lightly with flour. Press two-thirds of batter into 
prepared pan using floured hands: pat evenly (layer will be 
thin). 
Bake at 350 degrees for 10 minutes. Remove from oven; 
sprinkle with chocolate chips. Drizzle caramel mixture over 
chips; carefully drop remaining batter by spoonfuls over 
caramel mixture. Bake at 350 degrees for 30 minutes. Let 
cool completely in pan on a wire rack. 
Yields 3 dozen. 
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If you can read this ad, help someone who can't. 
Un.forlunate]y, the people who could most 
benefit from reading this ad simJ.lly can't read it. 
That's why we're asking for your help. 
If you know of anyone with low reading skills, 
tell them about a unique program now available 
through community organizations in Washington. 
Gate-way: Paths to Adult LearniI1g has helped 
many adults gain the confidence to rca<.l. 
You can make a big difference by becoming a 
Gateway volunteer tutor. You don't have to be a 
teacher or have a college degree. We'll show you 
what to do. An<l you and your student can set a 
schedule that's convenient for both. 
Give just 29 hours of your time and help change 
someone's life forever. 
For more information, call 1-800-671-6200. 
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0 
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Bison Bits 
Football 
The Howard University Bison 
football team will take on the 
Delaware State University 
Hornets tomorrow in Greene 
Stadium at l p.m. in the fmal 
game of the season for both 
teams. Howard (8-2 overall, 5-1 in 
the Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference) clinched sole 
possession of second place in the 
MEAC and a berth to the 
Heritage Bowl with their 49-0 
victory over Morgan State last 
week. However, the team will 
have to wait until the conclusion 
of tomorrow's game against the 
Hornets for their final 
determination of their postseason 
plans. There is a slim chance the 
Bison may receive an at-large bid 
berth into the Division I-AA 
playoffs, which is why the team 
has not fmalized any decisions. 
Howard has to be cautious that it 
does not overlook Delaware State. 
The Hornets (3-7 overall, 2-4 in 
the Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference) have defeated 
Howard the last two years. They 
won 20-13 last year and hold a 
27-25-1 advantage in the series. 
Quarterback Ted White was 
selected as the MEAC Offensive 
Player of the Week for the second 
consecutive week for his 
performance against Morgan 
State. White, who is the No. 1 
passer in all of Division I-AA , 
holds the school and the league 
record for touchdowns thrown in 
a season (33) heading into 
tomorrow's matchup against the 
Hornets. Look for him to add to 
that record. 
Women's Volleyball 
Four Lady Spikers represented 
Howard University on the 1996 
All-MEAC Volleyball Team. 
Outside hitter Shannyn Hollie is a 
repeat nominee on the first team, 
and Britney Hughes, also an 
outside hitter, made the second 
team. Thammates Carla Ellis and 
Jaimi Smith received honorable 
mention votes. 
Wrestling 
The Howard University 
Grapplers will take four possible 
No. 1 seeds to the Old Dominion 
Invitational tomorrow at Old 
Dominion University. Derrick 
Henson (I 18 pounds and the No. 
12-ranked wrestler in the country 
at his weight), brothers Jason (142 
pounds) and Jacobi Guyton (150 
pounds), and Fred Ashley (177 
pounds) enter the meet at the top 
of their weight divisions and are 
the names to watch during the 
wrestling season. Jacobi Guyton 
is the defending champion in his 
weight class in this tournament. 
Men, Women Swim & Dive 
Team 
Maya Nasution broke her own 
school record in the I 00-yard 
Butterfly twice last week as well 
as the 400-yard individual medley 
record that stood for 16 years. The 
old 400-yard record of 5:41.9 was 
set in 1980 by Kim Ukkerd. 
Nasution shattered that mark by 
almost 54 seconds with a mark of 
4:49.9. Nasution has broken 
school records in every meet this 
year. All together she has broken 
eight records. 
Men's Soccer 
The men's soccer team enjoyed a 
banner season this year, winning 
the Mid-Continent Conference 
East Division before losing in the 
semifinals of the conference 
tournament championships. The 
Booters were undefeated in 
league play ( 6-0) and finished the 
season at 11-6-3. Their great 
efforts were awarded by the 
conference selection committee 
members, who placed five 
members of team on the Brine 
Mid-Continent Conference First 
Tham. Named to the team were 
Ray Goodlett, midfielder; Mike 
Lawrence, midfielder; Greg 
Sinrmons, forward; Andre Virtue, 
midfielder; and Carlington 
Clarke, forward. The league also 
voted freshman Mike Lawrence 
Newcomer of the Year. 
on 
By Martin Lewis 
Special to the Hilltop 
What up, Howard fans? The 
Sports Mouth of Howard is back. 
Where's he going? First to the Mid-
Eastern Athletic Conference 
Championship and then back to 
the NCAAs. lf you read my football 
preview this past fall, you know 
one thing: I give it to you straight 
up and I hit harder than a Tyson 
blow. 
So if you're up to the challenge, 
then keep reading. If you're a little 
unsure about your self-identity, 
then fold up this newspaper and get 
to stepping. 
Glad you stuck around. 
Now it's time to get down to 
business. Adjust those glasses, 
clean those contact lenses, move 
those bangs out of your eyes and 
just fmd a little quiet area to read 
the funkiest women's hoop preview 
you'll ever find on a college 
campus. 
To say that the 1996 Lady Bison 
basketball team is good enough to 
win its second consecutive 
conference championship is one 
thing, but I'm telling you right now 
that this group will dominate 
women's basketball in 1997. This 
team WILL go down as the best 
EVER in Howard's history. 
Let's break down the 1997 Lady 
Bison by position. 
It's time for the role call 
Point guard 
Going into training camp, 
sophomore Kim "Lil' Kim" Ford, 
representing Philadelphia, has to be 
the front runner to open the season 
at the point. She's a shorty, 5 foot 3 
inch, but don't be fooled by her size. 
She stepped in last season and 
performed well, splitting time 
between the one and the two guard 
position. She averaged 4.6 points 
per game and served up a team-
high of 67 assists. She also stroked 
24 three-pointers and only fouled 
out of two games. She's got a nice 
handle, runs the offense well and 
isn't afraid to go in the paint and 
battle with the big girls. 
Biting on her heels will be the 
return of 1994 starter Candice 
"Little Apple" Hynes. Hynes, a 
junior, is a true warrior in every 
sense of the word. She is coming 
off a serious knee injury that 
caused her to sit out the entire 1995 
season. I checked with our dynamic 
athletic training staff members in 
their lower Burr closet (sorry, I 
mean office) and they assured me 
that she's ready to play. 
Hynes is another shorty (5'3"), 
but don't sleep! Just like the dollar 
' 
sign tattooed on her right forearm, 
"Little Apple" is straight 
money!!!!! She can do it all. 
Handle the rock with both hands, 
show off the famous D. C. crossover 
dribble, go to the hole and stroke 
the long ball. During her 
sophomore season, Hynes led the 
team in minutes played (897) and 
assists ( I 09), and she didn't foul out 
of any games. She buried a team-
high of 48 three-pointers and 
finished third on the team in points 
(334). 
"Little Apple" represents 
Hollandale, Miss., and the folks 
back home are still talking about 
that deadly jumper. Look for her to 
blow up the spot in 1997. She's got 
a heart the size of the Howard 
football field and isn't afraid to 
challenge anyone, anywhere, 
anytime. Freshman Darria 
"Darcie" Boyd, representing 
Landover, Md., will see plenty of 
action at the point in 1997. 
Standing 5'7", Darcie is a scorer. 
This south-paw lit 'em up for 16.2 
points and 4.3 assists per game 
during her senior tour. She has a 
nice handle, possesses total control 
of the D.C. crossover dribble, can 
stroke the Jong ball and go strong 
to the hole. 
Freshman Alana "Leana" 
Lambert, representing Oxon Hill, 
Md., will also make a solid impact 
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at the guard position this season. 
Being from the area, you know she 
can rock the D.C. crossover, and 
stroke the three-ball from way 
beyond the arc. She will also bring 
in some ferocious woman-on-
woman defense to the Burr. She 
will shut down some folks. 
Shooting guard 
We've got something special 
going on here. If you didn't see her 
last season, then you missed the 
best player ever to wear a Lady 
Bison uniform. But, you're lucky, 
she's back for another go around so 
don't miss her this season. I'm 
talking about No. 45, senior 
Amanda "Many Ways" Hayes, 
representing Columbus, Ohio. 
She's 5-foot-7 inch, but plays the 
game like No. 23 of the Chicago 
Bulls. "Many Ways" can do it all. 
She's the total package. She's got 
the quickest first step in women's 
college basketball and will even 
shake a couple of you fellows, if 
you start tripping. She doesn't run, 
she explodes to the hoop. That frrst 
move, "The Mandy Shake" is 
gonna break some ankles just like 
it did last season. Our opponents 
fear going up against her. Last year 
she introduced herself to the Hoop 
Happy Town ofD.C. by starting 20 
of25 games, averaging 16.7 points 
per game, 7 .2 boards per game, 
served up a team-high 134 assists, 
played 896 minutes (second on the 
team) and threw in 68 steals to 
boot. For her efforts, she walked 
away with the MVP trophy at the 
MEAC tournament, a spot on the 
All-MEAC first team and led the 
Lady Bison to their second NCAA 
Tournament appearance in school 
history. (The other trip to the "Big 
Dance" was in 1982 for you stat 
buffs.) I said it last year and caught 
a little flak from the men's coaching 
staff and players but I'M GONNA 
SAY IT AGAIN: She's so good she 
could make the men's team RIGHT 
NOW! 
Small forward 
Exploding into the starting lineup 
will be 5-foot-10-inch freshman 
Regan "And I" Carter, 
representing Temple Hills, Md. I've 
got to be honest - I really don't 
like giving freshmen too much ink 
mainly because they haven't done 
anything. But I've got to go against 
my better judgment on this one. 
"Andi" can do it all. She can play 
the one, two, three OR four 
positions. I know you think I'm 
kidding, but I made it my business 
to watch her during training camp. 
And to say that I was impressed is 
an understatement. She can handle 
the rock, embarrass you with the 
D.C. crossover, and she simply 
EXPLODES to the hole. I called 
the coaches in the Prince George's 
County League, and they told me 
they 're glad she graduated. She 
gave them the blues during her 
senior tour. She averaged 25.6 
points a game and added 12.3 
boards per contest. Regan will 
show you HU fans why she is 
called "And l" just as soon as the 
season begins. She might fool 
everyone at first, but she's the next 
great player in HU history. The 
MEAC front office can polish that 
Rookie of the Year trophy right 
now and send it to her. IT'S IN 
THE BAG! lfyou need the address, 
just call me. Go ahead and call the 
HU Hall of Fame Committee right 
now. SHE'S LIKE THAT! 
Behind "And l" will be another 
local bomb, 5-foot-11-inch 
sophomore Latoya "Dark and 
Lovely" Gardner. "Dark and 
Lovely" is a player with some 
serious inner-city heart. (She even 
challenged me to a pick-up game. 
Since I'm representing Los 
Angeles, you know I had to serve 
her, but the respect is definitely 
there.) Even though she only saw 
limited action last season, she 
showed some serious athletic skills. 
"Dark and Lovely" is the best 
athlete on the team. She runs the 
floor at full speed ALL THE TIME 
and goes strong to the cup. She has 
a nice low-post game and isn't shy 
about pulling up from behind the 
arc. 
Power forward 
Manning the starting position will 
be 6-footjunior Alisha "Tuff' Hill, 
representing Huntington, W. Va. 
"Tuff" is just that, one tough 
cookie. She has been the heart and 
soul of the team the past two 
seasons. "Tuff' paced the team 
during the 1995 season in four 
categories: minutes played (945); 
games started (all 30); points per 
game (17.6); and field-goal 
shooting percentage (59 percent). 
She earned a spot on the All-
MEAC first team for the second 
straight season and became the first 
HU basketball player in school 
history (man or woman) to reach 
1,000 points in her first two 
seasons. 
This past MEAC Rookie of the 
Year is the second-best, low-post 
player in school history. (Ex-
assistant coach of late '80s Darlene 
Beale-Norris was the best.) Like 
Beale-Norris, "Tuff' is unstoppable 
in the paint. She has a variety of 
low-post moves that just haven't 
been seen in the Burr. Her drop-
step is the best in all of Division I 
women's basketball. And if you 
hack her, that's 0.K. because she's 
a sure shot at the free-throw line. 
And just when our opponents 
thought they had her game figured 
out, she added a 10-footjumper to 
her arsenal. TAKE THAT, POW! 
Backing up "Tuff' will be the 
surprise of training camp, 6-foot 
Eriade "E-Dog" Hunter 
representing San Diego, Calif. "E-
Dog" bulked up over the summer 
on the weights and added a drop-
step to her game. A candidate for 
All-MEAC honors, "E-Dog" is 
primed for a super season. She runs 
the floor like a hurricane and brings 
big time muscle on the boards. 
Look for "E-Dog" to average 
double digits in the scorebook and 
on the boards. Much love and 
respect to this San Diego bomb. 
Center of attention 
When you talk about the best 
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Amanda "many ways" Hayes is the go to player in crunch time 
for the Lady Bison. 
So, take my advice: STOP 
INSULTING THE WOMEN'S 
PROGRAM BY ARRIVING AT 
THEIR GAMES AT HALFTIME. 
You're gonna miss something 
special if you're late. "Sheed" puts 
fear in opposing players. Just ask 
University of Connecticut's 6-foot-
7-inch All-American center Kara 
Wolters, who had her hands full 
with "Sheed" during last season's 
NCAA Tournament. "Sheed" led 
the Lady Bison in rebounding in 11 
games last season while averaging 
14.4 points a game. She also 
swatted a team-high 74 shots last 
season. 
Backing up "Sheed" will be 6-
foot sophomore Renee "Reeree" 
Thompson representing Vicksburg, 
Miss. "Reeree" has been the 
second-most impressive player 
during training camp. She came to 
camp in great shape and has added 
a drop-step to her offensive arsenal. 
She is at her best in the paint and 
is one of the team's top clutch 
shooters from the cherry stripe. 
Not enough? She's also extended 
the range on her jumper to 15 feet. 
from everyone! Tyler has more 
one-liners flowing out of her mouth 
on the sidelines during games than 
any coach in the country. She gives 
the referees straight hell. If you 
don't believe that, just watch how 
the referees cringe everytime they 
make a call against one of Tyler's 
girls. SHE DON'T PLAY THAT! 
Tyler is a super recruiter who has 
out done her peers the last few 
years in bringing in the top Black 
talent in the country. Just ask all of 
the coaches who tried to get "Many 
Ways," "Tuff," "Sheed" and now 
"And l." 
A clever motivator, Tyler has all 
of the Lady Bison wearing a "Red 
Bone" key chain for commitment 
24 hours a day and seven days a 
week. 
Like most good coaches, Tyler 
has surrounded herself with one of 
the best coaching staffs on the HU 
campus. First up is second-year 
coach and ex-Bison hoop star Jeff 
Williams. Jeff is a players' coach, 
who is committed to getting our 
Lady Bison ready to dominate this 
season. He works mainly with the 
guards and will be directly 
responsible for putting at least three 
players on the All-MEAC frrst team 
this season. Linda Spencer, who 
doubles as the head volleyball 
coach during the fall season and 
was a member of the original 
women's hoop team at HU, has 
been by Tyler's side since day one. 
Spencer also works with the guards 
and handles all the teams traveling 
arrangements. 
The schedule 
One of the reasons I have so much 
respect for Tyler as a coach is 
because she is fearless. Instead of 
padding her schedule with some 
softies, Tyler signed the dotted line 
and will take her defending MEAC 
Champions on the road to do battle 
with nonconference opponents: 
. Photo courtesy of Sports Information 
Kimberly Ford will be the Lady Bison floor general this season. 
Marshall University, University of 
Maryland, Vanderbilt University, 
Yale University and the big, bad 
Lady TarHeels of the University of 
North Carolina. Throw in all of 
the MEAC teams and our Lady 
Bison will go head-to-head against 
29 tough opponents. 
centers in women's college 
basketball at any level, the 
conversation has to touch on the 
City of Brotherly Love and 6-foot-
5-inch senior Denique "Sheed" 
Graves. "Sheed," the 1997 
conference preseason Player of the 
Year, is ready to explode. She 
bulked up over the summer, adding 
ten pounds of muscle and added a 
IS-foot jumper to her low-post 
game. Look for "Sheed" to explode 
on HU's competition this season 
after a fantastic showing in last 
season's NCAA Tournament. And 
I'm gonna say it again right here 
and now: THE GIRL CAN DUNK 
THE BALL. She promised me that 
she would flush one down for you 
HU fans in the Burr on a fast break. 
Freshman Terina "Lean and 
Mean" Screen, 6-foot-2-inches, 
will also see plenty of time. She is 
a solid rebounder who plays best 
with her back to the basket. She 
crashes the boards with authority 
and will finish around the cup. She 
plays tough one-on-one defense 
and will reject some shots right 
out of the Burr. "Lean and Mean" 
will cause some serious match-up 
problems for opposing teams. 
The coaching staff 
Sanya "Committed to the Bone" 
Tyler suits up for her 17th season as 
the Lady Bison's fearless leader. 
Tyler is one of the fmest coaches in 
all of women's basketball at any 
level. Besides her 216 career 
victories, Tyler demands respect 
t 
The prediction 
The only question mark 
for the 1997 Lady Bison will be 
how bad they beat people this 
season. Trust me, it could get ugly! 
The Bison will beat the University 
of Maryland in their back yard by 
15 points. They will stun the Lady 
TarHeels by two with [you-name-
the-Bison] hitting the wining 
jumper as time expires, and we 
WILL NOT lose a SINGLE-ITTY-
BITTY conference game. The 
Lady Bison will earn their second 
straight MEAC championship ring 
and another spot in the "big dance." 
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By Martin Lewis 
Special to the Hilltop 
I hope all of you hoop fans are 
ready to rock 'n' roll, bankhead 
bounce or do the electric slide with 
the 1997 men's basketball team. 
This is none other than the Howard 
Sports Mouth giving it to you 
straight about the ins and outs of 
this year's men's hoop team. 
FINALLY, FINALLY, FINALLY, 
Head Coach Mike Mcleese has 
assembled a group of young men 
that'will make all you hoop-happy 
fans 0\';nt to file, run, sneak or pay 
some c~h to come into the Burr 
and cheer on some exciting above-
the-rim, high-flying, 360-degree 
dunking dish~s that promise to be 
good enough to eat. 
To say that I'm excited about the 
upcoming season is one thing, but 
to get closer to the truth: I'M 
READY FOR THE BIG 
PAYBACK TO SOME OF THEM 
BUMS WHO ARE SLEEPING 
ON OUR BOYS! Yea, we owe 
some folks. 
And you can forget about another 
0-15 start and a season with only 
seven wins. Why do I feel so 
strongly about this? Mainly it's 
because I happen to be a huge 
Mcleese fan, but more 
importantly, we finally have some 
players worth cheering for. Forget 
about past days with soft players 
who didn't have no heart. We have 
a group of young men who are 
ready to bring the thunder. 
To say I'm excited about the '97 
season just doesn't make my point. 
I'M STRAIGHT READY TO 
KNOCK SOME TEAMS OUT. 
I've personally ordered 14 extra-
large black boxing gloves for the 
players and four for the coaches. 
Mcleese told me it was cool, and 
he promised me that we're going to 
do whatever it takes- fight, fight, 
fight to put some W's in the win 
column. (You get the picture, we 
ain't playing this year.) So ... LET'S 
GET READY TO 
RUMMMMMMMMBLE. 
Warning: Stop reading this if you 
aren't ready to do whatever to help 
our boys reach the promise land 
because we don't have any more 
time to waste. We've got some 
serious business to . tend to, like 
bringing some pride and respect 
back to the Burr. Trust me, you 
don't want to miss the 1997 season. 
I promise it will be one you'll tell 
your kids about. 
The Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference picked our boys fourth 
in the preseason polls. None of our 
opponents think we'll finish that 
high. Sophomore point guard 
Jabari Outtz was our only player 
represented in the preseason All-
Conference team. That's cool, 
though. We don't need them 
anyway. 
So, why should you be excited 
about this year's group of ballers? 
Good question. Because ... IT'S 
TIMMMMMEEEEEE ... 
Point guard 
Leading the way at the point is 
none other than the 1995 Co-
Rookie of the Year and 1997 
Preseason All-MEAC first-teamer 
5-foot-11-inch Jabari "J-Rock" 
Outtz. Representing Lanham, Md., 
Outtz led the team in minutes 
played (913), games started (all 
27), points scored ( 460) and three-
pointers (67) as a true freshman. 
To say "J-Rock" is a player 
doesn't even do him justice; to say 
that he is one of the top five point 
guards in the MEAC, the country 
or the world is more on point. "J-
Rock" can flat out do it all. Don't, 
I repeat, don't sleep on his skills. 
His handJe is one of the best in the 
business, and I think he invented 
the D.C. crossover dribble. I mean, 
he can give it to you with either 
hand, slow or fast, even on the fast 
break. Oh, and don't forget about 
that little hesitation dribble, "The 
Outtz Shake." It's deadly when 
done at top speed-just ask shorty 
from FAMU who had to get his 
. -• -· - - . - - - - - . 
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Jabari Outtz , preseason All- MEAC pick, ~eeds to h_ave an 
outstanding sophomore year to fuel the Bison running game. 
ankles taped after Outtz introduced 
him to it in the Burr last season. 
Straight embarrassed the kid. 
"J-Rock" ain't nothing nice. He 
can bury the short jumper, medium 
jumper, and oh boy, can he stroke 
the long ball (three-pointer, folks). 
His no-look passes bring back 
flashes of a young Magic Johnson. 
But perhaps the most impressive 
thing about "J-Rock" is his inner-
city heart. If you pulled it out of his 
body, you could stretch it across the 
HU football field. And that inner-
city heart is very contagious. Just 
ask his teammates, who have taken 
their games to another level with 
the help of Outtz. "J-Rock" 
promised me on team photo day 
that he was on a mission this year. 
"No more cute stuff," he said. "I'm 
straight gonna wreck some folks." 
That's what I'm talking about! 
Backing up "J-Rock" will be 6-
foot-2-inch senior Eric "E-Man" 
Dedmon, representing Detroit. "E-
Man" is coming off his best season. 
Mr. Detroit lit 'em up for 244 points 
last season and shot 80 percent 
from the cherry stripe (the free 
throw line for y'all nonknowing 
people). His fade-away jumper 
should be registered with the 
Washington Metropolitan Police 
Department. He's flat-out deadly 
from inside 20 feet, and he's not 
afraid to knock down the long ball. 
"E-Man" explodes to the cup (that's 
basket, people) and isn't shy about 
throwing it down in someone's 
face. I like that. 
"E-Man" is ready to explode this 
season. Look for him to mix it up 
with anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
He bulked up over the summer in 
the weight room and is playing 
some aggressive basketball. 
Seeing some serious playing time 
will be 6-foot freshman Tony "Frek 
'em Down" Mitchell representing 
Burtonsville, Md. "Frek 'em 
Down" does just that on the court. 
His handle is very solid and, yes, 
being from the area, he rocks the 
D.C. crossover with crazy speed. If 
you slip, he'll take you right to the 
hole and his jumper is "freaky" 
from 20 feet. But what earned him 
a jersey is his ability to hit the open 
man with one of them tasty no-look 
treats. He is going to earn some 
serious respect from our opponents 
this season with that pressure man-
on-man defense. 
Shooting guard 
Opening the season with a loaded 
six-shooter will be 6-foot-5-inch 
sophomore Melvin "Double 
Duece" Watson, representing 
Temple Hills, Md. "Double Duece" 
introduced himself to college 
basketball and quickly earned a 
reputation as the Gun Slinger from 
the East. "Double Duece" 
specializes in the three-ball. He 
buried 33 of them last season while 
spending most of his time dodging 
double and triple teams. "Double 
Duece" came into training camp on 
a mission. He is in the best shape 
of his life, and boy, is that jumper 
on. Besides the long ball, "Double 
Duece" isn't afraid to explode to the 
cup. He plays above the rim and 
promised me the other day that he 
has a new assortment of dunks to 
show off to all the fans. Coach 
Mcleese has given him a total 
green light. (Green means go, go, 
go and collect the MEAC 
championship ring!) 
Behind "Double Duece" will be 
6-foot-2-inch senior John "Miami" 
Gay, representing Miami. "Miami" 
is coming off a sub-par junior 
season, but don't trip. "Miami" 
came to training camp with a new 
jumper and a new body. "Miami" 
hit the weights real hard over the 
summer. He's at his best coming off 
a screen and burying the open 
jumper, but he has added some 
offensive moves to his arsenal. All 
I can say is come out and check it 
out. 
Up next is the next hot shot in HU 
hoop history. I'm talking about 6-
foot-1-inch freshman Bakari 
"Drew Hall" Adams, representing 
Wheaton, Ill. "Drew Hall" is 
another one of those academic 
brains (he attends HU on a full 
academic scholarship, thank you 
very much) that can play some 
serious ball. "Drew Hall" is the 
pure shooter we have been looking 
for. Boy, can he light it up from long 
range. "Drew Hall" is also solid 
coming off screens, but don't sleep 
- he's got some one-on-one moves 
for all that want to try him. Besides 
the three-pack, he's got a solid 
handle that won't get swiped, and 
he never, I said never, misses from 
the cherry stripe. 
Representing the Boogie Down, 
Bronx, N.Y., is 6-foot-3-inchjunior 
Imsomie "Black Street" Leeper. 
"Black Street" has the second-best 
set of ups on the team and brings 
some serious inner-city toughness 
to the Burr. Schooled on the rough 
and tough hard courts of New York 
City, "Black Street" will see time at 
the three or the four positions and 
could even handle the two if 
needed. He plays all aspects of the 
game very well. He can stroke the 
long ball, but it's that first step to 
the hole that is going to turn some 
heads this season. He doesn't just 
run, he explodes to the cup. He 
plays above the rim like most inner-
city kids. (I love inner-city folk. 
It's all about the grassroots with 
me.) "Black Street" plays well 
under pressure, he applies some 
serious man-on-man defense, and 
he's got his own version of the D.C. 
crossover. 
Small forward 
Let me be the flfst to introduce the 
future of HU basketball. He is none 
other than 6-foot -6-inch freshman 
Xavier "Silky Smooth" Singletary, 
representing Washington, D.C.'s 
Dunbar High School. "Silky 
Smooth" is just that on the court. 
He enters HU as the most 
impressive signee ever. He can do 
everything all of you fakers only 
dream about. He can play the one, 
two, three or four positions. I don't 
have to even say it, but you know 
on 
he is. a master of that killer 
crossover dribble, but that's even 
his strong point. (Don't get me 
wrong, he freaks.it, but that jumper 
is his ticket to the next level. He can 
give it to you straight up or kiss it 
off the glass from way up in the 
bleachers. I called the MEAC front 
office yesterday and told them to 
mail him the Rookie of the Year 
trophy right now. They tripped for 
a minute, then put it in the mail.) 
"Silky Smooth" averaged 21 
points and 8.0 boards per game 
during his senior tour in D.C.'s 
extra, extra-tough inner-high school 
league. To put it very simply, he's 
the player Coach Mcleese has 
been waiting for his whole life. 
Enough said! 
Up next is HU's resident tough 
guy, 6-foot-7-inch senior Thurman 
"Thurmo" Johnson, representing 
Dallas. "Thurmo," just like that 
other Thurmo on John Madden '93 
(for the Sega game fans), is super 
tough, very physical and will 
embarrass you if he gets that first 
step. Thurmo's job is to make 
anyone who dares to enter the paint 
pay the price. Opposing players 
must go down, and they must go 
down hard. Besides setting bone-
jarring picks, cleaning up the 
boards and finishing on the fast 
break (above the rim, of course), 
"Thurmo" will bury the 15-foot 
Jumper. 
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get a good look at him, just aim 
your cameras at the free-throw line. 
That is where you're going to see 
him most of the time. He's gonna 
get hacked, no doubt, but don't trip 
and run out on the floor-trust me 
he can handle himself just fine. He 
was so impressive in training camp 
that he has been starting with the 
first-team since Day One. He takes 
care of all the business on the glass 
like it was his own private property. 
POWER, POWER AND MORE 
POWER describes his game. I told 
the coaches to give him No. 5 
because he is going to foul out at 
least two players per game. (Five 
fouls and you're out. It's in the rule 
book that way, I didn't just make 
that up.) 
"Big Dog" is HU's version of 
NBA great Charles Barkley. He 
runs the floor well, and oh boy, 
does he like to throw it down, if you 
know what I mean. For all you 
low-post fans, don't worry about a 
thing, "Big Dog" solves all of our 
problems. 
Backing up "Big Dog" will be 6-
foot-8-inch freshman Garrett 
"Mean Streak" McCormick 
representing Chester, Penn. "Mean 
Streak" is a blue chipper who has 
a nice game and a even nicer mean 
streak. "Mean Streak" is a budding 
star in this game. He is at his best 
doing battle in the paint. He has a 
nice variety of low-post moves and 
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Shooting guard, Melvin Watson, must elevate his play to take 
the pressure from the shoulders of Jabari Outtz. 
Seeing plenty of action will be 6-
foot-4-inch sophomore Derrick 
"Hops" Davis, representing San 
Diego, Calif. "Hops" does just that, 
jumps like nothing you've ever seen 
before. "Hops" is my kind of player. 
Only two years ago he was the 
team manager in charge of filming 
games, passing out uniforms and 
all the other low-profile junk. But, 
all that is in the past. Don't sleep on 
"H s " op . 
"Hops," to the surprise of many, 
has a nice game. He can stroke the 
jump from 15 feet, clean the boards 
with the best of them, and oh boy, 
does he have heart. Like most of us, 
he created that above the rim game 
on the blacktop. He can play the 
low-post or turn and face the 
basket. WARNING: Don't test him 
either-he'll defmitely get 'em up. 
(Now you see the reason for all the 
boxing gloves.) 
Power forward 
WE'VE GOT SOMETHING 
SPECIAL BREWING HERE. It's 
my pleasure to introduce 6-foot-6-
inch freshman Jermaine "Big Dog" 
Holloway, representing 
Washington, D.C.'s Roosevelt High 
School. Don't worry about our boys 
getting pushed around any longer, 
"Big Dog" is gonna take care of all 
of that and then some. (He's the real 
reason I got my hands on those 
boxing gloves.) "Big Dog" fears 
no one. Don't get the wrong idea 
about "Big Dog" -he is more than 
just a bruiser. He's got the best 
double-pump move in college 
basketball. For all you that want to 
a soft jumper. He runs the floor well 
and will slam on you in a minute. 
He's a very smart player who 
doesn't play outside of his game. 
-
Center of attention 
Finally, we've got something to be 
proud of in the middle of the paint. 
Gone are the days of big men 
missing dunks in front of the home 
crowd. Let me introduce you to 
MR. UMAR "L-TRAIN" 
ABDULLAH; formerly known as 
Lionel Allen Jr., still 6-foot-9-
inches and still representing 
Chicago. "L-Train" is one of my 
favorite players on the team and 
soon to be one of yours, too. He is 
by far the hardest worker on the 
team. "L-Train" splashed on the 
scene last season and held his own 
with the top big men around the 
country. 
Look for "L-Train" to pull into the 
Burr right on time every night this 
season. A spot on the All-MEAC 
first-team is definitely in reach. He 
has bulked up over the summer, 
following the strict program from 
our dynamite athletic trainers and 
has improved that low-post game. 
He even tightened up that 15-foot 
jumper and has added a baby jump 
hook. Look for "L-Train" to average 
double digits in the scorebook and 
on the boards this season. 
Backing up "L-Train" will be 6-
foot-9-inch freshman walk-on 
Danny "Sky" Evans, representing 
Washington, D.C. "Sky" is a 
Marcus Camby lookalike who 
plays like the former University of 
Massachusetts stud. "Sky" likes 
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doing just what his names says -
he flies in for a slam dunk. The 
team's best above the rim player, 
"Sky" can give it to you any way 
you want it. (I really like that 
double clutching backwards joint.) 
But, don't think his game stops 
there. He's a shot blocker who told 
me he is going to start a "GET 
THAT STUFF OUT OF HERE 
SECTION" in the Burr. You gotta 
love that. And when he's not IO feet 
above the rim, "Sky" will knock 
down the medium jumper. 
Now here comes a great story: 
Rene "Rebo" Harry, a 6-foot-11-
inchjunior representing 
Washington, D.C., is finally healthy 
and ready to explode on the MEAC 
scene. "Rebo" is one of those guys 
who never quit. (If you don't love 
that quality in an athlete, then you 
have serious problems.) "Rebo" 
has fought off nagging injuries and 
is playing the best basketball of his 
life. He gives HU another physical 
force under the boards, and wow, 
does he like to dunk on people. 
"Rebo" told me that he is going to 
make old Mike Jarvis of GW pay 
for counting him out two years ago. 
(Yea, that's the attitude I'm talking 
about.) Get ready for "Rebo" to 
mix it up this season. He's got nice 
touch inside IO feet and, just like 
that ex-L.A. Laker center, that hook 
shot is unstoppable. He'll average 
double digits this year, no question 
about it. 
The coaching staff and the 
schedule 
At the helm of the team for his 
third season is the classiest head 
coach on HU's campus, Mike 
McLeese,representing Washington, 
D.C.'s Dunbar High School. You 
know the little school off Seventh 
Street that won all those league 
championships and took the high 
school basketball world by storm in 
the late '80s? Mcleese is a player's 
coach, pure and simple. He likes to 
run and gun, and his philosophy is 
if you can knock it down, then for 
sure launch that three-ball. 
Mcleese, just like the NBA:s Pat 
Riley minus all that hair grease, 
likes to play that pressure defense. 
Although he only has 16 career 
college victories, don't sleep on 
this guy. (It really wasn't his fault. 
I don't make excuses, but over the 
last two seasons his team has out-
shot their opponents 3,090 to 
2,210.) His players just couldn't 
fill it. Something to think about: 
Mcleese has one quality that you'll 
fall in love with. Ifhe can't go first-
class then he's not going, period. 
Finally, Mcleese brought in some 
players that are going to help him 
book first-class airline tickets right 
to the NCAA Championships. 
Like all good coaches, Mcleese 
has surrounded himself with a flfst-
class coaching staff. First up is 
Derrell Matthews, the old school 
teacher of the group. He works 
with the guards and demands 
respect from his players and the 
admiration of opposing coaches. 
He's a nice guy, but if you anger 
him, you'll be running laps until 
that old nasty cafeteria food comes 
up the hard way. He handles all of 
the scheduling and is responsible 
for lining up University of 
Maryland, University of 
Cincinnati, American University, 
Liberty University and Morehouse 
(not to mention all of the MEAC 
schools) to do battle with our boys. 
Up next comes the next great 
Division I head coach, Mike Jones, 
an ex-HU stud of the early '80s. 
Jones works with the big men, 
handles all of the film work and 
also serves as the team's main 
recruiter. 
Last, but definitely not least, is 
Kevin Nickelberry. Nickelberry 
works with the guards and keeps all 
of our boys in good standing 
academically with the NCAA. 
Nickleberry also coordinates all of 
the HU camps and marketing 
duties. 
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Winter Special! 
on Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
only $45.00 
Any one of these services: 
Relaxer, Permanent color 
Haircut 
Cellophanes 
Plus Shampoo, Blow Dry & Curl 
Wave Nouveau .... $65.00 
. SHEAR M A full Se OIJEMENT 
1314 
U 51c0 Salon 
Woshtngton o"c00t, NW 
, 20011 
Call Today For Your Appointment! 
Shear Movement 
202-332-2297 
1314 ''U'' Street NW 
' 
Washington, DC 20011 
Shear Movement also provides 
10% off for all students 
for regular services only 
ans 
ummer nterns. 
ou au t s ot 
Now we know what happens when we bring bright, ener-
getic students into a nurturing yet challenging environment. 
Great work. If you're a motivated and dedicated Computer 
Science, Information Systems, DIS or MIS major, get your 
career started in the right direction with a summer internship 
at USF&G. With more than $14 billion in assets and 30 
branch offices nationwide, we offer exciting internship 
possibilities with potential for full-time career positions. For 
information, send your resume to: USF&G, ATTN: 
ISADHWlll, 5801 Smith Ave., Baltimore, MD 21209; FAX: 
(410) 578-3156; e-mail: techjobs@usfg.com. EOE. 
u s F+GSM 
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you. 
Macintosh. 
ll/Iore affordable thn ever. 
With low student prices on Macintosh' 
computers, you can start doing whatever 
it is you want to <lo .. Ancl to mat<e it even. 
easier for you to purcllase a Mac: apply 
for the Apple· CQmputer Loan. So you can 
tat<e home a Mac, and you won't have to 
; ' 
make a payment for 90 days~ How do 
. 
. you get started? Just visit your campus 
· compute,: store today and pick up a Mac. 
.Leave you;r mark. 
, .•.. ,. ',·.·.,., , .. , ,··,···•; 
' "' 
B9 
'Offer expires January 19, 1997. No paymenJ of lnlmsJ or principal wiJJ be required for 90 tkl)IS. ln/erest aa:rufng during Ibis 90-day period will be added kl tbe principal and will bear fnJeresJ, wbicb wiJJ be 
indud«J in tbe repaymenl schedule. For example, /be mon/1, o/Oclober 1996 bad an fnJeresl mJe of 12.15% wiJb an Annual Percenlage Rate (APR) of 1393%. A mrmlbly payment of 132.86 for tbe Power MfK" 
526fJ system is an esltmate based on a lo/al loan amounJ of $1,913.83, which indudes a sample purdJase prla of 11,799 and a 6% loan originaJiun fee. Jnterest is t!Orlable based IJ1I /be Prime Rate as repomJ 
on tbe 5th busine&S day of the lll(J1J/b in Thewall Street}oumal, plus a spread o/39%. Monthly J)tl)'mmJ and APR shown tJZU11lf!.f defermenJ of principaJ and does rwJ fndudeslaleor /ocaJ sales tax. TbeApple 
Compuler Loan bas an 8-ywr kian term wllh no prepaymeni penalJy and is subject to crediJ approval. Monlbly paymenJs may vary depending on actual ccmpuler rystem prices, /olaJ loan ammmJs, slate 
and locaJ sales taxes and a cba11f1! in lbe lll(J1Jfbly variable inlerest m/e. ©1996 Apple CompuJer, Inc. Ali rix,bJs resmed. JW)le, dJe Apple 1-0go, Mac and MadnJc.sb are r,gislm!d lrademarllS of Apple CompuJer, 
Inc. Power Mac is a lrodemark of Apple~ Inc. Ali Macinl-Osh rompute,s are rJes'igned to be aa:essible to fndivfduals wUb d/sabllily. 'Jb learn mare (US. only), caJJ 800-600-7808 or rrr 800-755-060/. 
EMERSON COLLEGE 
The Division of Writing, Literature and Publishing at Emerson College is seeking a 
tenure-track Assistant Professor beginning in the Fall of 1997. The Division, which 
offers the M.F.A.;M.A.;B.A.; and B.F.A. degrees, has over 200 graduate students 
and 300 undergraduate writing majors. 
Emerson is the home of the literary journal Ploughshares. Individual will teach 
graduate and undergraduate classes in British and World Literature. Possible ar-
eas of specialization may also include literature of emergent nations, non-Western 
national literatures (e.g., KenY,Sn, Indian, Caribbean). College-level teaching experi-
ence, Ph.D. and publications related to teaching area required. Closing date for 
applications is 
January 15, 1997. Please respond to: John Skoyles. 
, 
Professor of New-Technologies. 
The Division of Mass Communication at Emerson College, which presently enrolls 
approximately 1200 undergraduate and 150 graduate students in Audio, Video, 
Television, Film, Broadcast Journalism, Print Journalism, Communication Indus-
tries Management and General Mass Communication programs, is seeking a 
. tenure-track faculty for the Fall of 1997. Individual will teach undergraduate and 
graduate courses in theory and in basic computer literacy. Subject areas will in-
clude the internet and its implications for mass communication, multimedia, and 
interactive media, high definition and digital television, and institutional media. 
Qualifications include college-level teaching experience, knowledge of new emerg-
ing communication technologies and potential for scholarly research and publica-
tion. A Ph.Din Communication .or a closely related discipline is required. Please 
respond to Dr. Thomas Cooper. 
Rank/Salary are based on qualifications and experience. Please send a resume 
and three letters of recommendations to the relevant contact to: Emerson College, 
100 Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02116. Emerson College is an Equal Opportunity/ 
Affirmative Action Employer and Values Diversity in the Work Place. Visit our web 
site at http://www.emerson.edu 
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If you feel like blowing out 
of town, abandon your buggy 
in long-term parking 
and catch a flight to 
The New York 
Roadtrip 
\ New York. It'll only 
put you out $51 One-Way, All Day Sat. & Sun. A.~1. 
when you travel all day Saturday or 
Sunday morning. Or $79 the rest of 
the week. Or you can buy a Flight 
Pack of four ($57 each way) or 
eight ($52 each way) coupons 
and save even more. We have 
plenty of flights leaving whenever 
you want to go. Manhattan's waiting, 
folks. You can sleep on the way back. 
Which is hard to do when you're driving. 
For more information call 1-800-WE FLY DL. 
,+..Delta Shuttle 
You'll love the way we -fly' 
Passenger Facility Charges of up to $24, depending on fare cype, are not included. Reservations must be confirmed and tickets purchased at least three days prior to travel for $51 fare. Except for $51 fare, fares valid for travel only 
on the Delta Shuttle for youths between the ages of 12-24. Photo identification issued by a local/state/federal government agent and proof of age required. Eligible travel periods: $51 fare valid for travel all day Saturday and Sunday morn-
ing· other listed fares valid Monday-Friday, between 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m., and all day Saturday and Sunday. (The $51 fare is not available November 30-December 1. Ti1ne and date restrictions for the weekly rate 
of $79 are lifted from November 26-December 1.)Travel during alternate days/times permitted at higher applicable fares. Delta Flight Pad:: entire coupon book must be presented at the time of travel; coupons not valid if detached from 
.book. Refunds available with penalties. Seats are limited. Fares subject to change without notice. ©1996 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
---~---- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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Wyeth-Lederle Vaccines and Pediatrics, 
a member of the Wyeth-Ayers! family has long been 
recognized as a leader in the development and production of vaccines .. We are 
now accepting resumes for temporary Manufacturing Technicians at our 
Marietta, PA facility. 
The selected candidates will be responsible for pertorming procedures involved in the manufac-
ture, refinement, formulation and dispensing olvarious bacterial, serum, enzymatic and viral prod-
ucts in compliance with Good Manulacturing Practices, Standard Operating Procedures, Manu-
facturing Directions and safety regulations . 
The individuals we seek must have a Bachelor's Degree with satisfactory completion of college 
level science courses. A degree in Biology, Microbiology or a related scientific discipline is pre-
ferred. The ability to handle heavy production equipment and travel to various areas of the plant 
are required. Must be able to work varying hours, including weekends and holidays. 
Qualified applicants are encouraged to send their resumes including cover letter, to: 
Prote<:tlng Families 
Through Immunization® 
Wyeth-Lederle Vaccines and Pediatrics 
Human Resources Section, Job # FMT 
P.O. Box 304 
Marietta, PA 17547 
Principals On~ Please. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN. 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
The Academic Source for Computer Hardware & Software 
Computer Sale 
COMPLETECOMPUTERPACKA 
It's in the 
box! 
P 120 Processor 
16MBEDORAM 
1.6 GB Hard Drive 
64-bit 3D Video w/2MB 
, 14'' Color Monitor 16-Bit Audio & Speakers 
, 120 Mhz CPU 8X CD-ROM 
, Color Printer 
, Win 95 
, Fax Machine 
, Voicemail 
, Wordperfect v7.0 
, Quattro Pro v7.0 
, Presentation v7.0 
, Corelflow 3.0 
, 10,000 
Clip 
Arts 
28.8 Fax/ModemNoicemail 
MS Mouse & Windows 95 
Corel Wordperfect Suite 7.0 
Internet Browser IE 3.0 
30 Days Free Internet on MSN 
Anti-Virus Software 
Canon Bubblejet Color Printer 
Surge Suppressor 
14" .28 Monitor 
Supplies Limited 
Call Today!!! 
IBM TIIINKPAD 365XD NOTEBOOK 
Pl20 Mhz, 8MB RAM, Color Dual Scan Display, 4X CD, 1.0GB Hard Drive, 16-
Bit Sound, Win 95, Leather Case, Wordperfect Suite 7.0 $2,889.89 or $60/montlt 
Notice: Students, Staff & Faculty 
Special Payment Programs are available. visit or call today 202.806.9584 
Howard Univenity 
Bookstore 
• 
The Academic Source. for 
Computer Hardware & Softwim 
240141hSt, NW• 202.806.9584 
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GO GREYHOUND 
TO: 
'"rO: 
New York City 
Newark, N. J. 
$22.00 One Way 
$22.00 One Way 
Round Trip: NYC & Newark $39.00 
TIME SCHEDULE: NOV. 25TH, 26TH AND 27TH. 
Howard University-4:10 p.m. Leaves Shuttle Bus Stop 
New York-
(Sunday) 
8:10 p.m. Arrival in Newark(Penn ·Station) 
8:45 p.m. Arrival in New York(Port Autho1-ity) 
3:45 p.m. Leaves New York(Port Authority) 
4:20 p.m. Leaves Newark(Penn Station) 
8:20 p.m. Arrives at Shuttle Bus Stop 
** All State Clubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply. 
IF YOU MISSED THE BUS, YOU CAN USE THE TICKET AT THE 
GREYHOUND BUS STATION. 
SPECIAL PURCHASES ONLY: 
B11 
I 
D<)ES NOT INCLUDE DIRECT BUS SERVICE AND CUSTOMERS MUS'l"' GO TO 
GREYHOUND BUS STATION: 
PLACE 
T(.): Albany, Ny 
Boston, l'\lla 
Buffalo, Ny 
Charlotte, Ne 
Cleveland, Oh 
s\ , Detroit, l'\lli 
~1,.~~ ~1\ .Philadelphia, Pa 
~iG~~'\o Raleigh, Ne 
\{,e,e. \ Richmond, Va 
State College, Pa 
, 
ONE WAY 
$38 
$35 
$51 
$62 
$47 
$62 
$14 
$35 
$14 
$29 
ROUNDTRIP 
$75 
$69 
$89 
$119 
$89 
$119 
$25 
$69 
$25 
$49 
To get: schedule for dep/arr t:i•~-.es, please call 
1800-231-2222. 
ALL TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED AT THE CAMPUS 
1STORE. 
For <;c11cr<1.l lnformati<>n c:.1U the Office of Studer1t Activities at 806-700G. Schedules of return t1ips can be 
Pick(..'CI up from the OfticcofStudentActiviti~ ,md CramtonAuditorium. No price restrictions on schedules 
and ticl<:ct-, c~an be used for ,11-iy (;reyhound schedule leaving New York or New,1rk. 
Sponsored by: 
The Campus Store and The Oft~ice of Student Activities 
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HILLTOPICS 
A arc uc, 
paid in full, the Monday before 
publication. Announcements by 
campus organi,ations for meet-
ings, seminars or non-profit events 
arc f rec tor IO words or lcs~ and 
SI for every additional live words. 
Campus announcements for profit 
arc charged as individuals. Indi-
viduals advertising for the purpose 
of announcing a service, buying or 
selling arc charged $5 for the first 
20 words and SI for every mldi-
tional five words.Local companies 
are charged $IO for the first 20 
words and $2 for every fi vc words 
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for 
the first IO words and $ I for every 
additional five words. Color Hill-
t.opi~ arc an additional $2 
ANNO0NCEMEN'l'S 
As-salanmu Ala1kum!! Musltm 
prayer & sermon every Friday @ 
I pm. Islamic studies class Sundays 
@ I pm. All arc invited! Carnegie 
Hall (near Douglass). For more 
information: 806-7280. 
Baha'i Devot1onnal Readings and 
Prayers Sunday~ I 0:00- I 0:30 am 
Little Chapel All Faiths Welcome. 
Noonday Prayer 12 noon- I pm 111 
tbe Rankin Chapel 
What ts love/ F111d out soon. 
Virtue Campaign. 
Senion! Seiilonl Senion ! 
Feeling stressed by the end of the 
semester deadJin,..s and last mi.Dute 
assignment,? ... Come mix and 
mi.ogle with the Arts and Sciences 
Class of 1997. Kaffa House, 1212 
U St (near the Towers) 
l!rld-,. Nov. 22, 5-llp.m. 
Mw;ic, Food, and Drink see:cwa 
Attention NY Club Meeung 
Friday I 1 /22/96 6:30pm. Rm 142 
Blackburn 
Make a difference 111 a young per-
son's life. Help out a young brother 
or sister. Be a mentor. a tutor, a 
friend. We are looking for tutors 
for elemc111ary schools in SE DC; 
a two hour commitment one day a 
week. Ghe back! Leave a message 
~ lor Michelle at 806-5199. 
Absalom Jones/Canterbury Stu-
dent Association inntcs Episco-
pal-Anglican studebts to worship, 
on Sundays at 4:00pm Rankin 
Chapel. Thlking and refreshments 
after. Call Michael @ 
202-234-0795 or Tamesha@ 
202-319-9065. 
College Democrats resumes 
meeting next semester. Call 
202-479-4455 for info. 
WRBC DJ's: It\ now tnne to 
schedule your 2nd semester shows. 
Unity party! Georgia Cate! $1 
Drinks. Tonight @ I0:30pm-until. 
What Is Love'! Fmd out ,0011 
Virtue Campaign. 
WRBC General Stan' 
Mandatory J\,leeting 
Dec 5th 6pm 
All Attend Mandatory 
WA0R7WABC lnterrn,h1p 
D.:adline Nov. 26. 1996. 
Call 806-6673 for more info. 
H.0.S.A. Wants You 
to paruci pate in a 
Protest Against TEXACO 
Friday. Novemeber 22. 1996 
6:00pm 
220 I Georgia Avenue. NW 
(Next to the Howard Inn-Georgia 
A~enue and W Street, NW) 
SERVICES 
Attention All Students!!! 
Grants, Scholurships. Aid Avail-
able From Sponsors!! ! No 
Repayments, E,er!!! $$$ Cush 
For College $$$ For Info: 1-800-
243-2435 (1-800-AID-2-HELP) 
SPRING BREAR 'l'RIPS 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & 
rlorida Best Parties. GROUP DIS-
COUNTS Space is limited. for free 
brochure CALL TODAY l-800-
959-4SUN 
SRYDlvlNG. Make your itrst 
jump in one day with Skydive 
Virginia! For brochure call 
540-967-3997, or check us out on 
the internet http://www.skydivc-
virginia.com 
FREE! Prepaid Calling Card! 
Just S.19 per minute- Anytime! 
Save as much as SO% on long dis-
tance calling! Call: 1-800-967-
2574 
College Financial Aid Over $30 
Billion Dollars Unclaimed Get 
What's Yours! We make time to 
find it for you! Call 
(301) 574-9851 or (301) 919-3702 
Mary Kay has $1000 fur you! 
Submit your best pampering idea 
by Nov. 30th. For mote info con-
tact: La'Ibnja @ (202) 667-3209. 
Receive complimentary facial just 
for calling. 
Students Faculty Stan" 'fop 
Prices Paid For Used and 
Unwanted Toxtbooks \Vith 
Resale Value. Call TAJ Book 
Ser vice For More Info: 202-722-
0701 or 1-800-223-8250 
FOR RENT 
1l\vo Houscmates needed to share 
neat. clean 4 bedroom, 2 bath ·co-
ed house near 11th and U Street. 
$290+. (202) 488-8617. 
Responsible, non-smoking female 
roomatc nee e 1mmc 1ate y: to 
share 3 bdrm house on Adams St. 
Quiet residential neighborhood & 
convenient ten minute walk to 
campus. Rent: $3 L5/mth + 
uti lities. Call 202-986-0855 or 
202-387-5848 
Row Brick 3 bedrooms I Bath, 
separate dining room. pristine con-
dition. 1\vo blocks to medica l and 
dental schools. 
Sale Price $115,000 or 
Rent $900/Month 
Please call: Claudia Rayford @ 
202-882-5476 or Long and Foster 
@ 202-895-7330. 
Columbia Rd & 16th St 2560 
University Pl, Effics. & 3 bdrm 
duplex w/loft. 2 baths. 3 dens. 
frplc. CAC. \V/W, $375+ $1100+; 
Near U Street Metro. 
Northe1151 45 R.I. Ave, Jr. I Br/ 
Eflics. w/loft, W/W carpet. frpL 
Near RI Metro; $390-425 incls. 
utils. 202-488-1449. 
Furnished Rooms. Howard 0111-
vcrsity Arca. Carpeting. W/D. 
Cooking; Bus service. $250-300 
per month. Security Deposit $200. 
Student ID required. 
Xtra Large One-Bedroom w/New 
Kit. w/d, ac. w/w. Good Closets. 
ENG BSMT. Walk to Howard, 
Metro, Shopping. Nonsmoker 
Only. $550. Ms. Gumpert 
Day 301-961-1990, Eve 202-483-
2802. 
2 Bedroom Apt; renovated; car-
pet; walking distance to campus, 
Metro rail, bus and shopping. S575 
plus electricity and cooking gas. 
Work days 202-574-2329 ext. 17; 
Nigh1s/wkends 202-588-0568. 
Columbia Heights- Three blocks 
from campus! Clean 2br. Grnd 
Lvl, 3yo. Pvt cm, DW. W/D, 
HVAC, Carpet, Nice block, Non-
smkr, $775/mo.+ Util., Move-in 
Today! 202-986-3956. (ref. req.) 
N.W. 'ltvo- 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Newly remodeled washer/dryer. 
NC. Cable. $71 S & 725 plus utili-
ties. Can be used as a 3 bedroom. 
31 I R St. For more info call 
202-265-0506. 
RELPWAN'l'ED 
Spring Break 
Organize Group/ lravel Free 
*Cancun *Jamaica *Bahamas 
*Panama City *Padre *Daytona 
Call for Free Info Packet! 1-
800-426-7710 www.sun-
splashtours.com 
No Gimmicks Extra Income 
Now! Envelope Stuffing- $600-
$800 every week. 
Pree Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 
1375 Coney Island Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
'lbmporary Positions• Dec 6-17. 
$15/HR. Alpha-Numeric Sorting, 
checking Voter Eligibility, Ballot 
Counting. Day/Evening Shifts. 
Call (202)624-3500. 
Full-t1me fall/spring mternshtp 
available at Fenton Communica-
tion,, the leading socially respon-
sible public relutions firm. \Vork 
on environmental, political and 
social issues. Modest stipend 
avai lable. fax resume to 332-1915 
Volunteer 111 Africa or Mexico. 
One year posts: health. human 
rights. business. journalism, youth, 
environment. and more. Visions in 
Action 202-625-7403. 
Interested 111 Radio Sales? 
WHBC Sales Wants You! 
Receive training and commission! 
Call now! 806-6673 1 Freshmen 
and Sophmores encouraged to 
apply. 
Sales F'l'/13'1 tor Silver Spring, 
MD Jewerly Store. Some nights. 
$7 per hour. Contact Keith at (30 I) 
565-1632. 
Part-:t'1111e: 
Glynn Jackson Production Net-
work Polish Professional Wanted! 
Matrimony Bridal Show Sales Rep 
Position Available. Join the win-
ning team!!! Call 202-452-7445. 
New media tnternshtps: Great 
jobs, great contacts, great experi-
ence. Positions available for Web 
project, marketing, PR, editorial 
rcscurch. operations and communi-
cattons. or wit 1sncy, , 
Microsoft, NBC T ime Warner, etc. 
Call AIM (202) 408-0008 ore-
mail interns@intcractivehq.org. 
$1750 weekly possible 111a1ltng 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Begin now. For info call 
202-298-9670. 
High Fashion Full Figure Models 
Wanted!!! For Ms. Mctroplex of 
Wash. Call 202-452-7445. 
British Amencan Security 
Information Council (BASIC) 
Administrati ve Assistant/Office 
Manager BASIC is a progres-
sive international non-profit orga-
nization dedicated to promoting 
arms control and cooperative secu-
rity. They seek an experienced. 
super-organized person to manage 
the office, assist the Director, with 
Accounts Receivable/Puyable 
experience. This position is 
responsible for payroll; accounts 
payable. receivable, general ledger 
entries and bank reconciliations; 
office management; personnel 
administration. budget formulation 
and execution; manage office 
move; liaise with staff, consultants 
and vendors; prepare for annual 
financial audit; supervise and 
manage intern program; and other 
administrative duties depending on 
skills and experience. Qualified 
candidates will have a BNBS 
degree relevant work experience, 
proven accuracy in financial work, 
clear, oral and written communica-
tion, organizational skills, and be 
detail oriented. Ideal candidates 
will be organized. flexible and a 
self-starter. Prefer familiarity with 
Peachtree, AP/Windows, Quattro 
Pro. Salary in the 30s. Mail 
resume, to BASIC, 1900 L St. NW 
#401, Washington DC 20036. No 
phone calls & faxes. BASIC will 
be revjewjn~ jmmcdj;uely and 
contact applicants who they wish 
to interview. 
Mentors Needed: The Young 
Women's Project needs caring, 
committed and concerned women 
I 8yrs. + to spend IO hn;Jmonth 
with DC teen women. \Vomen in 
engineering, fine arts. psychology 
and medicine encouraged 10 apply. 
Call LeyARa at 202-393-0461 for 
information and application. 
FORSALE 
Mary Kay Products : the best 
selling brand of facial skin care 
and color cosmetics in America. 
Non-comedogenic products. Clini-
cally tested for sensitive skin. Free 
fadaL Ema income opportunity 
also aftllable. Pat (703) 660-3430 
Hotel Furniture Sellout 
Resale of used hotel furnirure: 
beds: double $50 twin $89; TV's 
$69; sofas $35; chairs $15; 
dressers $129; lamps $10 and 
much more. Visit our showroom at 
8001 Newell Street, Silver Spring, 
MD 301-587-7902 
PERSONALS 
WRBC : Thanks fur a great 
semester! The struggle continues. 
-OM 
Happy Bolldiji Mommy, 
Daddy and IJndal 
Lole Patrlda 
Tomorrow's the big one year. 
We've been through a lot and it's 
only getting stronger. I Love You. 
CMD 
Clarence 
You go boy. and ne,·cr stop unt i I 
you get there I Happy 20th 
Sanguinely, Non-mess 
Sexy Sherron do you tl11nk when 
the season's over you can play my 
game? I promise you'll score. 
O-Smooth Happy B-Day 
part'nnh. It's time to come back to 
the game! Big J, Super Cel. Deion. 
Alona. 
Daryl, 
Happy Twe111y-first birthday 
sweetie, let's make this year 
special. Rae-Rae 
Pol11cal Science Society Meetings 
every 2nd and 4th Thur~day. 
Douglass Hall B21. 
appy Birt ay 
Mia Blakney and 
Kerri 
''Comfortable'' 
Conner 
my two fly 
Phili Sisters 
Love Millie 
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ight David Eisenhower 
Transportation Fellowship Program 
Howara University 
Undergraduate and Gr-aduate Fellowships 
\VHO 1\1.i\ \ 1 APPL\ 
Full-tin1e 
• Juniors 
• Seniors 
• ~tasters 
CRITERIA 
Minimun1 GPA of 3.0. career 
development plans. academic 
program 
TUITION AND FEES 
Full tuition. fees and stipend 
,, ill be paid for students ,vith 
a transportation-related n1ajor 
or minor and an interest 1n 
pursuing a transportation 
career-field 
FOR INFORl\1ATION 
Dr. Errol C. 1 oel 
(202) 806-6668 
• Trans ............ tion Engineering 
• S\'stems I 
• Human Fac-... -·, 
4 • • • 1 • • Operations R 
City Planning 
• Public Policv , 
La,, :transport/con 
PERIOD CO\ ERED 
One full academic ) car - F 
spring (Summer excluded) 
PICK UP APPl.,ICATJO 
Room 1026. L.K. Do\\nin2 llal 
.. 
Department of Ch ii Eng1necrin~ 
APPLICATION DEADLI~ 
Before December 31 
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